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S U M M A R Y
This report describes the various steps involved in the chemical
polishing and etching of Mobil Tyco silicon samples and discusses
the data on gains, grain boundaries and dislocation pits from







The objective of this program is to evaluate and, if possible, predict
conversion efficiency for a variety of silicon samples with differences in
structural defects, such as grain boundaries, twin boundaries, precipitate
particles, dislocations, etc. Quantitative characterization of these
structural defects, which have been revealed by etching the surface of
silicon samples, can then be performed by using a Quantimet 720 Image
Analyzer.
The silicon samples have been obtained by dPL from different
manufacturers. Each of these manufacturers use their own crystal growth
and fabrication techniques and, therefore, the various types of silicon
produced contain a variety of trace impurity elements and structural
defects. The two most important criteria in evaluating the various
silicon types for solar cell applications are: (i) cost and
(ii) conversion efficiency. At present, the solar cells with highest
conversion efficiency are made of high purity silicon single crystals,
which are free from structural defects such as dislocations, twin
boundaries, precipitate particles, etc. But these crystals are very
expensive and may not meet the DOE goal of 50 cent/watt by 7986. On the
other hand, silicon crystals such as EF'G ribbons, Dendritic Webs, etc.
are NOT single crystals; but made of highly ordered crystals which contain
large numbers of dislocations, twin boundaries, grain boundaries,
precipitates, etc., compared to the premium grade silicon.
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The following important questions must be answered to evaluate the
conversion efficiency of low cost and high cost silicons: (i) What effect
do these defects have on conversion efficiency of low cost and high cost
silicons? (ii) Of the various types of defects, which defect /defects
severely affects conversion efficiency? (iii) At what concentrations does
this effect become significant? (iv) Is there a rapid, accurate,
quantitative method that can be used routinely as a Quality Assurance tool?
t
Quantitative analysis of surface defects is being performed by using
a Quantimet 720 Quantitative Image Analyzer. This system can differentiate
and count 67 shades of gray levels between black and white contrasts.
In addition, it can characterize structural defects by measuring their
length, perimeter, area, density, spatial distribution, frequency distri-
bution (in any preselected direction), and so on. However, the Quantitative
Image Analyzer is extremely sensitive to optical contrasts of various
defects. Therefore, to obtain reproducible results, the contrasts produced
by various defects must be similar and uniform for each defect types along
the entire surface area of samples to be analyzed. To achieve this, a
chemical cleaning and polishing technique has now been perfected for
silicon samples from !Mobil Tyco, Wacker, and IBM. The cleaning and
polishing preparation technique produces a very clean and even surface
for silicon crystals suitable for analyses by the QTM 720 Image Analyzer.
We are now obtaining quantitative information from a variety of silicon
crystals. Quantitative data on 53 samples are given in this report.
SECTION III
CHEMICAL POLISHING AND ETCHING OF MOBIL TYCO SAMPLES
CHEMICAL POLISHING:
In our previous Quarterly Report  and One-Time Report  on Crystal
Cleaning and Polishing techniques, we have discussed in detail the procedures
of chemical polishing and chemical etching. These techniques were perfected
for 'Wacker and IBM samples? However, as mentioned in our Quarterly Report?,
there is a variation in polishing time for the Wacker and IBM samples. This
variation is due to certain inherent manufacturing, fabrication, and
processing variables, which affect the reaction rates for the two types of
the samples under otherwise identical polishing conditions. Similarly,
the polishing time of the silicon samples manufactured by Mobil Tyco has
been observed to be different from those of IBM and Wacker samples.
i_
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The results of chemical polishing of Mobil Tyco samples are summarized
t^+	
in Table 1. It may be observed from the Table 1 that the polishing temperature
_	 of 500 f 3 0C and polishing time of 40 seconds are acceptable for the Mobil
Tyco samples. However, the Wacker samples require 80-85 seconds and the IBM
`	 samples require 30 seconds for polishing.
It may be noted that samples which are slightly underpolished as well
as samples which are well-polished, exhibit bright and shiny surfaces when
observed by the naked eye. Therefore, visual observation can not be used to
determine the quality of polishing. However, when the samples are observed
in a high quality optical metallograph, the underpolished samples show
faceting and sub-grain type structure, whereas the well polished samples show
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clearly defined grain boundaries and some of the twin boundaries in sharp
contrast. Therefore, an optical metallograph must be used to determine the
quality of polishing.
CHEMICAL ETCHING:
We have discussed in detail the composition and variation of the etching
solution, the etching procedure, and the variation of the etching time in
our previous reports 1 ' 3 , Etching solution III was used to distinctly reveal
the structural defects such as grain boundaries, twin boundaries, and
dislocation pits for IBM and Wacker samples. This etching solution contained
10 g CA in 60 ml deionized water and 60 ml concentrated HF.
The silicon samples supplied by Mobil Tyco were also etched for 50
seconds using etching solution III. This resulted in distinct grain
boundaries, twin boundaries, and dislocation pits. However, the Mobil Tyco
HH samples (first batch containing the first thirty samples) contained
certain impurities which reacted with the etching solution III producing
a surface film over 50% of the surface area. Due to the presence of the
surface film, it was not possible to analyze these samples with the QTM
720 ,Image Analyzer.
Twenty (20) out of thirty (30) Mobil Tyco had already been polished
when the surface film problem during etching was encountered. To eliminate
surface film from these twenty samples, the samples were repolished. During
the repoIishing process, however, the samples were preferentially dissolved
at places where they contained silicon carbide particles, creating tiny
holes in the samples. Out of the twenty (20) samples, only eight (8)
samples could be recovered during the repolishing process. Even among these
i 0
Imo_.
eight (8) samples, four (4) sample surfaces had tiny holes but they were
analyzed as suggested by JPL.
The remaining ten (10) as-received Mobil Tyco samples were first etched
for 15 seconds, to produce the surface film. Then, these samples were polished
and etched (i.e. polished for 40 seconds and then etched for 50 seconds) to
remove the surface film and reveal the structural defects.
Mobil Tyco sample Nos. 19 thru 46 did not, however, react with the
etching solution. hence, they were first cleaved and polished, and then





Chemical polishing and chemical etching of forty six (46) Mobil Tyco
samples and seven (7) IBM samples were completed in the current reporting
period. These samples were then analyzed for -twin boundaries, grain
boundaries, and dislocation pits.
Procedure for QTM analysis, method of selecting fields, and explanation
of teletype printout are discussed below.
Measurement of Twins:
In the Mobil Tyco samples, almost all the twins are oriented parallel
to one another and run from one edge of the wafer to the opposite edge
(parallel to the longitudinal axis of the silicon ribbon). Therefore, in
order to measure twin density, 50 fields were chosen along the central
transverse axis of the sample. In other words, the central transverse
axis is perpendicular to the twins. The distance between each of these
50 fields where measurements for twins were made was 0.31 mm. The long
dimension of each field is 0.30 mm. Therefore, each of these fields are
adjacent to one another by a distance of 0.01 gran, and therefore, do not
overlap one another. It is important that the fields do not overlap,
since the same twin should not be counted twice. At the same time, the
fields must be close to one another so that almost all the twins are
counted by the QTM. On the other hand, counting may also be done using a
square raster of 50 fields distributed evenly over the entire sample surface.
12
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In this case, the horizontal distance separating each field will be 2.5 mm,
which is much larger than the long dimension of the frame i.e., 0.30 mm.
Therefore, under the method of square raster, there is a possibility that
areas in the sample where the twin or dislocation density is very high
may not be counted. This will result in large errors. Therefore, all
the 50 fields were counted along the central transverse axis of the sample.
In the IBM samples also, almost all the twins are oriented parallel
to one another and run from one edge of the wafer to the opposite edge.
Therefore, the above procedure was also used for measuring twins in the
IBM samples. However, the Mobil Tyco samples have dimensions of 2.5 cm.
by 2.5 cm., whereas the IBM samples have dimensions of 3 cm. by 3 cm.
Therefore, in the case of IBM samples, 70 fields were chosen for analysis
along the central transverse axis of each samples to cover the additional
0.5 cm in length.
Measurement of Dislocation pits;
Measurements on dislocation pits from Mobil Tyco samples 1 to 9 were
made on 50 equidistant fields, which were uniformly distributed in a square
raster over the entire sample surface. During these measurements, it was
observed that dislocation pit density also had longitudinal symmetry similar
to the twins. This was confirmed by taking measurements for 50 equidistant
fields for sample 10 along three (3) transverse axes, e.g. along the top
edge, along the bottom edge, and along the central axis. From the attached
QTM data sheets for Sample 10, the following may be observed for dislocation
No.	 No. /Area .	 L/A
transverse axis along top edge 287 0.008 0.010
transverse axis along center 360 0.010 0.010
transverse axis along bottom edge 368 0.010 0.011
,^r
The above data shows good agreement as far as "No./Area" and "L/A".
There is good agreement as far as "No." is concerned for data along central
axis and bottom transverse axis. The data along the top transverse axis is
somewhat off (287) from the data for central axis (360) and bottom axis (368).
However, this variation is not significant. On the other hand, significant
error may be introduced for the case of 50 measurement fields taker in a
square raster, if some of the Iarge dislocation density areas are missed.
Such an error is unlikely if the 50 fields are taken on a transverse axis,
since the distance between fields not analyzed is only 0.01 mm. Therefore,
a higher accuracy for dislocation density will be acfaieved if 50 equidistant
fields are taken along the transverse central axis of the sample. Therefore,
L ,
from Mobil Tyco sample No. 10 onwards all samples were analyzed for twins
and dislocation density along 50 equidistant fields along the transverse
central axis of the sample.
The distribution of dislocation pits in the IBM samples also have
longitudinal symmetry. Therefore, the above procedure vas used for
measuring dislocation pits in the IBM samples. However, since the IBM samples
are longer by 0.5 cm. compared to Mobil Tyco samples, 70 fields were chosen
for analysis along the central transverse axis of each IBM sample to cover
the additional 0.5 cm. in length.
Measurement of .Average Area of Twins and Dislocation Pits:
Before measurements were made for twins, each sample was scanned to
determine manually the average area of one twin. The method of determining
the average twin area is as follows: First, the sample surface was randomly
scanned, and those fields were selected where the twins were not touching
Each other. Each field, generally containing more than a distinct twins,
were then displayed on the display module of the QTM. The total area of all
the twins in each field was determined and divided by the number of twins
in that field to get the average twin area for that field. The average
twin area was then determined in an additional 4 fields. The arithmetic
average was then calculated from the average twin area in these five fields.
Generally, 30 to 40 twins are used in 5 fields to get the average twin area.
The same procedure was used to obtain the average dislocation pit area. The
average twin area in each sample was then fed into the Register (038) of the
HP 9810• This is an important step to get actual number of twins and
dislocation pits, especially in areas where the densities of these defects
are high and they touch one another. In order to verify that the average
area of a twin so obtained was accurate, an additional six fields were
selected at random where the twin density were high, and the twins were
touching one another. The twin density in each of these six fields were
counted manually, and also counted by the QTM using the average area of
a twin. The entire procedure was repeated until close agreement was
reached between manual counting and QTM counting. After this procedure,
measurements were then made on all the fields (50 for Mobil Tyco and 70
for IBM) using the automatic QTM mode.
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Explanation of Teletype printout:
The QTM measurements for twins and dislocation pits on Mobil Tyco
samples I to 46 and IBM samples 1 to 7 ale shown in attached teletype
printouts. The first paragraph of the teletype printout gives the date,
name of the manufacturer, sample number, name of the defect type being
measured, size of the X and Y steps, and average values of twin area and
dislocation pit area that were measured manually and fed into the Register
038 for each sample. In addition, the teletype print-out for twin measure-
ments also shows that the QTM output data is divided by 100. This procedure
was followed in order to avoid frequent overflow problems in the classifier-
collector.
The second paragraph of the teletype printout lists: 1) the 800 X
magnification that was used; 2) calibrated equivalent value of one picture
point in the units being used i.e. mm for twins and microns for dislocation
pits; and 3) calculated area of one field (frame) in the units being used.
The frame area of a standard frame in the QTM is 500,000 picture paints
(pp). In case of twins, the standard frame was used. However, during
dislocation density measurements the uneven sample surfaces caused problems
in focusing dislocation pits over the entire standard frame. Theretore,
during dislocation density measurements half the standard frame (250,000 pp)
was used. This is shown under "Frame Area' s in the QTM data sheets. The unit
of measurement was millimeter for twins, and microns for dislocation pits.
The third paragraph of the teletype printout lists the titles for the




Field: indicates the sequence number of the field in which
measurements were made.
No: denotes the total number of features detected in any field.
This is obtained by dividing the total area of a feature by the average
area of that feature.
No. /Area: denotes the computed number of features/mm 2 or features!
microns2
 in each field.
MF'PV: denotes the mean free path in the vertical direction. This
quantity is the frame area divided by the vertical projection of all
detected features in the field (frame).
MFPH: denotes mean free path in the horizontal direction. This is
the horizontal analogue of MFPV.
L/A: This quantity is length of detected features per unit area. The
unit area is mm2
 in the case of twins and microns2 in the case of disloc?tI
pits.
Note: The quantity L/A is subject to large errors when twin bands
are present. The QTM computes L/A by dividing the perimeter by 2. A twin
band usually contains 20 to 700 individual twins, many of them touching
one another. The QTM will compute L/A by dividing the perimeter of the
twin band by 2. In other words, the QTM may count the entire twin band
ire	 as one large area rather than consisting of several individual twins.
i.
Thus, L/A is subject to large errors and is underestimated by QTM.
AFFTA: This denotes the average area of the features detected in
each field. This is to be ignored in the attached teletype printouts,
since the average area was determined manually at the start.
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Note: The attached teletype printouts show, after 25 and 50 fields,
the computed values of average, standard deviation, and standard error for
all data from field No. 'I onwards. This averaging can be done at any time
during the course of the measurement.
In the case of Mobil Tyco samples I and 2, the actual twin area was
fed into the Register 038 of the HP 9810. However, the QTM output is always
divided by 100. Therefore, the QTM output data for "N0", "No./Area",
and "L/A" are to be multiplied by TOO to get the actual values. However,
"MFPP and "MFPH" are to be divided by 700 (because "area" is the numerator
and "intercept distance" is the denominator) to get actual values.
For all other samples (except Mobil Tyco samples l and 2), the average
twin area was divided by 100 Wore -Feeding into Register 038 of the HP 9810.
`Therefore, the QTM data for "No." and "No./Area' , are actual and not to be
multiplied by 100. '
 However, "MFPV" and "MFPH" are to be divided by I00
and 'VP is to be multiplied by 100 to obtain actual values.
The grain boundaries in each sample were counted under the binocular
microscope using 7X magnification. Most of the grain boundaries were
parallel or approximately parallel to the twins. In general, there were
no complete gains in a sample, i.e., the grain boundaries w--re running
from bottom edge to top edge of a sample.
SECTION V
RESULTS
The data on twins and dislocation pits for Mobil Tyco samples from
1 to 46 and for IBM samples from 1 to 7 are given separately in the
attached teletype printouts. In addition to the teletype printouts, the
average data for 50 fields for each Mobil Tyco sample has been summarized
in Tables 2, 3, 4, and 5 for ease in correlation and comparison. The
average data for 70 fields for each IBM sample has been listed in Table 6.
In addition, Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 give the grain boundary length (cm)/(cm)2
for each sample. Table 2, however, lists the number of grain boundaries
present in the entire sample surface for each sample (Nos. 1 to 18). The
reason for this is . because these samples were analyzed in the month of
October, 1978 and had already been sent back to JPL.
Complete grain Was not observed in any of these samples.
Observation of the data in Table 2 (samples Nos. 1 to 18) shows that,
in general, samples having smaller twin densities have larger dislocation
densities, and vice versa. For example, sample 6 has 18 twins/mm2 and 485
dislocations/field. The same data for sample 14 are 563 twins /mm2 and 143
dislocations/field. Thus, an inverse relationship exists between twin
density and dislocation density. This inverse relationship, however, was
not clearly observed in the Mobil Tyca sample Nos. 19 to 46. Nonetheless,
a broad inverse relationship does exist between twins and dislocation pits
in the samples taken out from the same ribbon (Tables 3, 4, and 5). In
addition to the broad inverse relationship between twins and dislocation
a
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pits, another interesting feature has
samples. As per the diagram provided
samples were cut from the same ribbon
to G. The twin density decreases
to G as shown in Figure 2. The twin
been observed in the case of IBM
by	 JPL (Fig. 1), the T IBM
and were designated specimens A
systematically from specimen A
tensity in specimen A is 621.5/mm2
and in G is 224.5/mm2 .	 Similar plots were also prepared for all Mobil
Tyco samples (Kos. 19 to 46) cut from the same ribbon, but no such
relationship has been discovered. There is, however, no relationship
between dislocation pits or grain boundary length/cm 2 and the specimen
position.
Table S also lists number of silicon carbide particles in each
sample surface. This was obtained by visually counting the particles




Polishing and etching procedures have been perfected for Mobil
Tyco, Wacker, and IBM silicon samples for obtaining proper contrast
of structural defects suitable for QTM analyses.
A computer program for automated quantitative image analyses of
grain boundaries, twin boundaries, and dislocation pits using a
Quantimet 720 Image Analyzer has been perfected and is being used
routinely.
Data collected on fortysix (46) Mobil Tyco and Seven (7) IBM
samples using the Quantimet 720 Image Analyzer is discussed.,,
21
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T A B L E I
CHEMICAL POLISHING OF MOBIL TYCO SAMPLES
Polishing solution: mixture of HNO3 :HF:CH3 COOH = 1:2:3 by volume
Temperature ( o C) Time (Sec.) Surface Condition
50 30 Growth lines persist.
Sub-grain type structures
present
50 40 Good even polishing
50 50 Faceting develops
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T A B L E 2
















I 18.0 261.2 5 362.6 0.070
2 26.0 368.5 2 698.6 0.020
3 31.8 457.9 2 471.4 0.012
4 I3.I 186.8 5 256.3 0.007
5 14.6 207.9 6 387.8 0.011
6 1.3 18.4 6 485.3 0.014
7 9.7 137.7 5 505.8 0.074
8 16.7 238.1 8 495.4 0.074
9 24.6 350.3 0 401.0 0.011
10 15.8 224.7 7 368.0 0.010
11 32.8 466.1 4 250.4 0.007
12 13.2 188.0 4 578.1 0.016
13 27.2 387.0 1 353.6 0.010
14 39.6 563.3 0 143.2 0.004
15 27.0 384.0 7 227.6 0.006
16 33.0 470.0 4 197.1 0.006
17 34.5 490.5 1 214.1 0.006
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19 5-685 A 24.40 37 347.085 1.22 2759.08 0.078
20 5-685 B 14.76 55 209.916 0.89 3702.18 0.105
21 5-685 C 21.25 21 302.189 1.39 2480.51 0.071
22 5-685 E 14.52 50 206.449 0.54 3595.42 0.102
23 5-685 F 20.76 27 295.247 1.08 2219.70 0,063
24 5-685 G 23.26 28 330.782 1.91 1191.12 0.034
25 5-685 H 19.10 48 271.659 0.88 1796.13 0.051
26 5-685 J 17.78 23 252.923 0.80 7818.59 0.052
27 5-685 K 12.87 30 182.978 1.82 2914.59 0.083
28 5-685 M 18.86 21 268.240 0.93 3536.89 0.101
29 5-685 N 15.45 28 219.769 1.15 2606.93 0.074
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31 5-794 E 28.10 399.595 1.12 792.45 0.023
32 5-744 F 19.60 278.780 1.76 814.16 0.Oc3
33 5-744 H 25.96 369.253 2.32 1161.55 0.033
34 5744 G 22.05 313.650 2.51 1512.83 0.043
35 5744 A 16.89 240.180 2.01 2704.46 0.077
36 5-744 B 29.35 417.464 1.20 1861.84 0.053
37 5.744 C 51,78 736.382 1.74 1189.71 0,034
38 5-744 0 59.35 844.084 0.74 1266.99 0.036
26
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39 5-742	 A 38.83 552220 1.76 2740.94 0.078
40 5-742
	
8 28.15 400.298 1.6 1798.02 0.051
41 5-742	 C 53.75 764.416 7.50 949.78 0.027
42 5-742	 0 46.79 665.410 1.57 846.78 0.024
43 5-742	 E 45.57 648.059 0.80 1904.34 0,054
44 5-742	 F 29.32 416.969 1.76 2705.71 0.077
45 5-742	 G 49.34 701.677 2.11 1780.49 0.051
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1 4-457 A 43.70 621.581 1.3 450.56 0.013
2 4-457 B 41.30 587.374 1.5 205.37 0.006
3 4-457 C 39.96 568.254 1.12 373.20 0.011
4 4--457 D 37.25 529.826 0.51 302.98 0.009
5 4-457 E 29.82 424.114 0.52 328.91 0.010
6 4-457 F 38.09 541.730 1.33 405.75 0.012
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Fig. 2. Graph —al plot showing systematic variation in twin density
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+ J	 24- 9.86 • 12.248 1.8.75 4fi-545 2'-037 0.(3r000115-
25 - 0'-23 , 3.260 "9.868 . 2.4494 6.456 0 e 000'911	 i
Ne ' L N0./RRErt'	 M9'PV	 ., '	 MFPH L/A ' AFET4'
x3.20 ?.815 'SSSSV$SS9,S5S5SSSS$ °]-449'^SSSSSS55S55
5D 01.28 4.7125 sssss5sss ss§FsSsss 3.611 ssssss5SS15SS
SE 0.96. 6P-8.75 S3sssssss sssssssss 3.12? ^55SSgSSSSSS
1. 1
26 0.04 3.636 0.745 5.357 a-l97 7.7161 61!3173
27 0.d2 0-?9'0 62.5719 14.423 13.372 '3.961Cf1335
28 2.01 9.973 93.750 ?6.786 1.	 37 1 0 00111/
_	 29 0.;11 03.139 187.590 31.257 3.735 x.0131114
39 0.91 3.085 93.75x3 31.-250 9.037 3.90010'73
'	 31 9.46 6.489 4« BC3'8 1.630 3.696 I.Of4q W 4
'	 32 3•38 I•139 11.6129 1.5313 !3.312 3.31x1130'15
33 3.913 14-+1332 1x675 1/7-3 R:3 ?-924 1.9361413
34 6.31 9.077 93.7501 20.833 ' 1. 1351 3.1091611
35 3.23 3.229 6.696. 2.717 4.429 1.g91111?
36 2.96 9.796 15.625 4.46-4 3.?45 ;1.99	 0034
37 0.05 6+691 23.438 5.582 0.187 3.96196114
'	 38 =	 8'-961 0.090. SsSSrSsss sSSsssss$ CF-241'0 ;ssssss".	 sss
39 4-61 ., 0.1.78 `62.500' •	 15.625 ?1'-769 1.1309996
40 9.96 •9:390 sssssssss SsssssSS'S 9.6190 s$ssSSSSssss
Al ' 0.00. 8'.039 sssssssss. sssssssss 90 001 5S'ssssssssss42 0.(16. 41'-000 sssssssss Qssssss'Ss 1.310 S6sssssssssS
'	 43 6.00 3,•990 SSSSSS33S sssssssss 1.000 rssssss5S3SS
44 9.6Q 7.6490 s5S5s53Ss s555sssts 1.,aopl ;sssssssssss
45 9.71 .11 -.377 93.7503 31.7501 3.937 3.9 61 /161 63 3
.	 46 9 . 33 X3.467. 4-6-875 -9.868 3.179 q.G7070'J30'6
47 0.06 0-842 II.929 4.167 3.?72 '1.'301'0005
48 0.•94 13 .3 57 4.1'67 1-476 1.767 1.'309841
49 0.89 11-329 1-953 0.928' I -3 6J9^ 3.9361'334
50' 0.45 6.377 2.435 3.956 1.333 7.93011014
.AVERAGE
NO- NO./AREA	 MF°V ;FPH L/A 4F£T4
3.L8 2.61.2 SSSSSSSSS SS559SSSS 0.405 S53SSSSSSSSS






_--_-. is i	 ..	 •.ice.... ^....	 -
SSSSSSSSS









°1 J1 /I 5/79
,31 •iL30CA1'iJ)N PITS _)NLY 1	 ?SI)^^	 ? ^•	 r.	 c,4	 •s	 c..r.r
2.5 ,om X4 Y SP'=P SIWT	 tl7•5 y ?'1	 MIA	 :<AT9I Y)
A ! G
	 'IT A354 1.58??
JaT_ A3`JJ? IS lwni ?50F. ':J3Zc.CT
	 )AT :-' 	 H/I5/7R
h4G-877.3 1VIrs-4rCROVS CAL, F'4CT3R-	 1.375133 „^liTS!ap
-RAM_ 4R^A- 3.5156 ?5033 74
FIELD NOr NO-/AREA MFpV	 '*FPH L/A wETA
1 164.6I ' .	 0-035 332.419
	
337.?30 1.4315 1.664359
2 756.16 0.022 59..991	 (8.985 11.'3?5 1.715965
3 467.43 o Z13 79.652
	
94.793 1-I)?` 1.97994-5
4 0.00 71.090 Ssssss555 SSSSSss53 3•'333 Sssssss45SSS
5 35.21 5.0711-. 1284.247	 1536.885- }.331	 - 1.65441?
6 275.70 0-17E 153.462	 t67.I12 1.-311 .1.1413371
7 461'.27 0+513 -	 82.672	 100.806 -	 1.Ot $3 t-417933
'S 3.00. 0•.000 95Ss555ss SSSaS35SS 0•@a3 :35SS55SSS55T^
9 "?12.65 • ', 3.036 , .182.35P	 213.554 '10139• 1.317951,
f0 398.59 G!•0If .181.792	 100-160 1..016 .1-137054
11 991.69 3-328 ' 1 43.544	 47.516 T.7J3F5-_ 1'•451196
1'2 ^0<J9 0.090 5SS•SSSSSS , SSSSS535 1.0'39 lZSS5515Ssss%5
13 3I.16 0.00I '1802.895	 :130a-865 1.0+91 3.111328
14 0.91 ' H•Zvj0 s5ssss's55 ssssss3s5 1.711 ssssssssssss5
I5 289.•44 71.038 144-" 719	 171.455 7.311. i +$8;1476
16 13.00 13.:900 SS3555S55 Ss%sssSSS 1.0`33' 9SBSS'S'SSSS5S
17 206 .69 3.906. 186.412	 1-97.785 1.'3"14 1 -4513329





-	 40.081 - ,• . ,	 3S•747" 1.04.5 T•.25461t
20 27.64 0.7411 2286.SF35' • 	952.273' '	 I-Tv7'1 ?<759766
2•t-.•. •(3.00-• 0.000 5S.SSs5555 S5sssssS5 'I,.UO0 SSSSSS58SSS5
22 511 ,. ,3.-0013 4961:364	 5514.7716 3.0410 1.,R1 56251.
23 145.77 t 3.004
,
237 1• 344'	 274-W-7 7.796 ' l .?'3'3397'' -	 •, f._ J^4,. .:...$..!913.. -0.000 ^Sv.*^5^5^,35^SS.^ xa55S5S . ..1.0217! T55*SSSSSSSS.	 _
25. 1.73.70 Gl-3e33 •; 8
	
-1.95	 38 •304 fi.^i75` A1,«9_1836-I
AVERAGE
NO- NO-/AR.ER MFPV'	 kFP1i _	 1,!1} 4FSTA
245.54 1.0+77 SSsss555S 3555555Ss 1.319	 -55SSSsss!;ss
.93 309.47 0.7.79 ssssss53`S SSSSSS555 9.312 g sss$ss%S555 -
SE 61.89 0.002 ssssssss5 SSSSSSSSs 71. 149?	 s5'a5SsisssS5
26 1327.99 9.029 42.985	 42.343 1.1139 1 -394074
27 1126.58 9.38? -	 36.422	 43.167 1-145 1.3?5?7?
` 28 616.55 3.718 64.566	 74.267 3.3?3 1.391155	 1
29 0.501 0 .000 555555555 Ss53SSS55 1.9139 `SSSsSSS5355
35 -	 2.9.9 3.000 t1718-759	 10416- 1;67 0.17D1:3 1-195313
31 727.11 3.4M 59.156	 52.962 1-OR7 1.415 13x.1
/QZ,Q^. 3? X1.-,7 3.339 53333SES.S lsss; lqy 95 ',.'1'1'1 .58SS5S1;5tq%;I=
33 716.37 3.1213 56-784	 71.555 1.1527 1.43357$
.$ 34 1974.3`3 :3.'331 42.591	 47.932 ri.139 1.6009?10. 
35 230.28 g-007 179-942	 ?07.412 1.099 ! .1 55840p
36 12.15 0.300' 9375.11790-	 9375-971'3 ?3.0013 9.•713125
' P 37 15.49 .8.000 1953.1,25	 2093.33 q3 of3i 3.773439 .38 483.45 0.014 87.?91	 I07.511 3 .019' j -4093?9
-	 39 213.20 3.036. 214-04X, '` 245.419, ,.	 ` 3.51,717 , • ^_.1 .653368
40 849.82 0--724, 49.290	 '+9•-411 7-333 1.731?_45
43 1391.37, 0-0401 31 P-439	 35.364 .3 . 0 SaL 1 ..4671393
42 357. 92 0:P10 407.265	 125.334 35.915 1.317458
•33 O.M 0.09/0 SSSSS55s5 SSSSSs35S 7.0x9 AssssssssssS
44 133.10 3.02.4.' ?99.521	 325.9.47 0.4135 I -SF36754
45 26972 0.77 FS 166.61 5	 103.362 1• )9B' 2.133745
46 I94.69• 0X.17'36 214.53I	 ?37.944 9.407 ?r04F3314
47. 905.63 9.026 49.551
	
55.506 3.713? •1.63'3367
'48 1540.85 0.044 ?6.100	 ?8.775 1.769 1.39919F;
49 98.94 - 1.333 411.184	 405.844 1.1'74 1.51993?
53 3.33 3.133 335535555 5S3S 13SS55 1.3"1'3 s"3_333i'5i
110. VO-/42 -k, :FOV	 _eFj3H 1_/A 11 ,TA
362.55 -0.313 355555555 5ssssssss 1.314	 `56SSS.ST+3S.'nS
517 415.73 ?1.312 555'35333 5574555'53 ''1.316	 35^SSa$SSSS'S
SE 58-93 3.10.'? sssss7s5s. ss55sss'3s 3 • 3'd?_	 "'5 5 5555 555x5	 .






AVViAG£ T W IN AREA 368? P°
3TM OJT :,, jr D4Ta n1VIOED 3Y 173
DISRSGARO AFETA
TWINS O•.VLY






26 71.22 3.059 8.15?' 1.537
27, 0.18' 1.385- • 21. 033 3.759
28 3.11 1 •476 11.71 9 ?.717
29 3.17 2.436 9.153 1.953
3'3 3.16 '•'137 9.523 ?•131
31 3.14 1.997 11	 -.1 ,29 ?.!t6
32 1.96 '3.845 23.438 5.157
33 71.29 3.959 8.523 1.752
34. 2.25 3.623 6.696 1.913
r 35 9.02 0.305 46.875 9.968
36 0-d3 0.491 37.503 7.112
37 3 . 12 1.669 18.750 3.499
38 0.13 t-804 12.500, ?.717
39 0.01	 '^ 0.112 157.5013 31.?50
40 0 . 00 0.000 S'SSSSSS55 SSSSS555S
41• 0.02 0.239 62.500 14.423
42 0.03 0.363 '	 37.500 7.913
43 0.00 0.003 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
44 0.17 1.589 5.68? 3.';?7
45 0-la 1.479 ' 8.5?3 2.315
46 0.06 0.834 23.438 5.?38
47 1.32 4.496 3.148 1.881
48 3.12 1.742 11.719 3•.174
49 9.34 .3.637 18.75:7 5.944
50 3.1a' 1.433 11..329 2.016
-AVERAGE
NO- NO- /AREA' '	 MFPV NFP4
0-26 3.685 SSS555SS5 SSSSSSSSS
S] 0.31 4.413 SSSSSSSSS SSSSS5SS5
SE 0.04 0.624 -SSSSSSSSS 9SSSSS ss
1r.r.^. wr-^... ^M..r - ^uw'..n* -, T^L.. ^.a-.::l :.i►w r-.-J..._ . w +.. __	
^ ....	 ^	 ....
FIELQ NO. NO:/AREA MFPV MFPH
1 3.•35 0.730 12.500 3.472
2 0 .33 0.467 20.833 5.1159
3 0 .20 2.843 7.211. 1.769
4 0.31 3 .162 187.501 31.259
5 a.aa 0.000 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
6 0.01 1.,097 93.750' 31.259
7 1.333 13.393 1.995
8 3.963 11.719 1.659
9 2-580 15.625 2.507
10 8.533. 5.859 1.371
11 14.805 1.752 0•.639
12 12.836 2.467 I.9i9
13 LO.834 2.930 0#644
14 11.862 3.750 q. 5q3
1 5 9-185 •.6.466 1 0,293 
1b 12.627 1' 3.233 0A 868
I7 15.357' 4.! b7 3.966
18 15.030 3.774 0.772
119 7.134 S•157 1.330
2g 4.805 6.748 l -353
2Y. 4.952' 4.934 0,91a
22. 2.499' 9.868' 1 .838•
23 0.189 62.5 30 144423
24 .'1:514 t3.393- ?..590
25 3.673 6.259 t-??S
' AVFRAGE
NO- NO./ARE4 '!FPV MFPM
3.41 5.872 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
SD 9••'17 S-179 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS







































































































































l^	 +^mr^ea+i;;.vey.::.wss;^:rcaYur:^.t tcw:va^ak^w•^^v.. 	
;..^:<:;.,,vcaw.,Mw....».^.-..--.-^"-' ..... .................._...,_._....._......_.^^__.._...._._..._»__.__,..._^..^....._..__........,,My.,,,^.u,:.d.7.ai^,at.,,^9.++r
JarE ! 1x.6/78
'13-31L rY.3 SA M-3L; Y)134.7:Ar1JV °Iri )VLY
1^ 15 I.)V ? t IGV) 1 ;" ^F5T41
Ad:'.aG? }ISL1.aT1)v 'IT 12?^ _ = -5' "
,MAG-831.3
	 1VITS- mif 2i	 V3 ^,-AL.	 FAt;T)2-	 3.375311
	 iV1T51»
i-RAM 2: A •irA- 3..3156?5311 34
F1:L1 47. Y7•/A1EA MFaV MF?H L/1 F;: T!%
- 1 578.33 3.715 78.3?1 76.9'17 1.aiI 1 •7!Q!172 2953.56 0. 484 X5.573 ?1.?11 •1.173 4:1911314
3 4341.11 1.114 ?_ -R, 95 112.435 3-t11• x•1615144 4348.76 3.11.5 1 4.27? 14.,874 1.119 1.461 31 R
5 , 211?•38 3.35:1 "	 28.-186 29.715 1.354 1.514595
6 11-13.6? 3.034 19.51..7 Al.655 1.141 ?.376??5
7 369.81 7t.211 119.712 1?2.7119 1.31 4 t . 66-31 349 1077.55 13.331 5.3.694 47.919 _	 1 , .01"1 ?.417014•
9 328.3? 0.999. 124.668 124.666 .1.7714 1.4999$?.1 1 61?.54 0.017 73.645 81.5?? 1.:12? t.954944I1 865-17 07. 3,? 16.619 -	 45.535 1..137 1.41511?1? 365.79 +3.7!13 t'?3.81'2_ 123.681 1.7115. 1.71?s171
13 312%.37 71.709 139.571 t?5.334- 1.1114 t.199714
14 443.5a a-"313" 99.39? 9?-638 (T.r11 R 1 ..351 117
15 394.89 71.311 114-.157 116.395 _	 1.114 1.7R474R,
1 6, 334.67 0. 794 "	 ".267. R57 25?. 6.'15 -1-'197- 11. 11 95.11	 , r
.17 1. 2371.03 :'9.335 3S.996 -37.217 1.146 ' t - 96'134'?
18 416.41 0.312 i13._Aa7. 1"1?.545 ";.a15 1.751313
19 3:13 13.65- -3.058 X13.615... ;?4•i24 I..167-	 .. ?.261685?7 13.98.45 a-337 38.359 31.171'3 '3.144 ?.1 FT 42R
22 3:-13 3::971 155Z.5...13'3 ?3417.i31 -	 .,1*311. 1'.435?53	 .,
?? 144.1? . 37 187 . 5-3 71
 ..	 1 95.11? ;' 9.319	 :r . '?.341 557	 r
23 3?4.tS '"r3-9'19 tS14454,4 14 71.977 3:.111 -' '?•931319?4.: ,775.54 .'• -^ 3.32? . ' 45.-572- - "53.395. [.1391 :•1.671-471
25- .557:59 `	 _a..316', .	 73.357 '69.393 '43 124 1 •195.476
AvViakG.
N7- VO./AZEA MF?V CIF?H !_/> -1F-T4
11?1.48 '3011 715.3?9 1317.637 "3.115 ?.1451??
5'7 1 t -13 - 21 1 . 111 3'746.3'14 4575.'214 3-'13? 1.771,559SE ?iR.54 3.7917 539-1437 .	 915.151 1.115 1.154314
?5 495.93 3.114 P5.157 L9.i91 1.1?1 1.375?1927 429.57 _ 3-31-2 9'3.375 9-A. 945P 3.11 8 1 .3597'7??8 294.58. 1.0,49 1.33.996 134. 1R?' 1.015 1.0'31'14?
29 475.54 3-`714 75.656 55.774 1. 3 ;!l 1.95'154?I(7INAtO	 Pq^£ 3.111 3?5.39??•?7 1.739'a-11? 11 1.115498.671 91-'15349,4.4?1 I- Ii 7114 1 .1713P19.ScQ761IS 32 1213.74 3.334 143.37? 393.91? 3.114 1.95'13'x'1
33 115.25 3.733 336.•j4P 353.37? 1-115 1.518715
34- 72.75 1.33? 536.793 575.15:3 1.111 - 1 .45.875"'3
35 97.93 `3.3",33 434.095 385.812 1.1134 1.645^831
36 3735.88: 0.175 33.677 20:917 9.9?9 13.611371
37 49.23 7.304- 694.444 629.395 1.29? 1.71995?	 r
`38 178.17 1.305 251.340 289.823 1.1716 ?.112171
39 9-12-79 -1.3-36 248.-91.6 181.335 13.148 1.918945
43 92.88 0 -•3133 444.313 3'38.388 7.1714 1.55?51'1
41 335.59 71.013 .191.461 131.459" 1.317, 1.15•R317
4d 113 -37 1.3,3- 31-1.433 353.774 1.115 t - ?1.81 85
43 121•14 3.1303 .	 321.36? 356.?11 '	 1.1'-15 1'.499357
44 233--3 1.9,37 181.339 1 R9. 11? 1.11'1 1 .4R7135'
45 57.31 0.7111 851-113 955.4 11 1.741? 1.51341 8
45 94.99 1.113 457.317 551.471 1.113 1.714151
47 21 5.87 3.1.36 ??1. 588 ?!17. "l 1.117 1 . 97`11 55
49 )-37 1.111 SST55355i 1'95i;ii'i 3.111	 ^4S7T.=S=i55^
49 1. ) 1 1.1:71 45;553355 ; 533;SS3'S 7."311	 ";?'4SSS;^SSS
53 5.35 3.1111 5514.795 1171 p .753 1.131 ?.QF1A11
AVERAGE
40. Mo ./AiEA MFF'V AF---TA
698.63 3.71213	 SSSSSSS55 SSSSSS3SS 3.122 SSSSSSSSSSSS
.SD 1324.30 3.329. 55553SSSS SSSS445'SS 1.125	 'SS;54554555





^1:}^IL rY^] S^:.M^+^_ y
)taLJ^4FIJV 'ir3 )4LY
Jc 15 I.]v 2 t IGV ] 2£' IF C TA )








PRAWE 4RsA- 3..:5156a5433 34
r I51.7 V7. N7•/AZE4 MF?V MFPH 1./0.. AF5T8
-	 1 '378.33 143 At'6 78.32E -	 76.9517 .,1 - .311 1 T; F!17
2 2953.56 3.494 2S-573 29-?39 '3.973 4:2939x'4
3 434?-II 14.124 ,	 12.995 t2.F35 3+1913. -7625?4
4 4342.26 a-.11.5 :.	 1 4:27? 14•,874- 7.11'3 3.46141 9
3, 21t2.38 3.760 28•-366 '253:715 1.056 1.5I4595
6 1273.63. a-034 38.517' 439655 3.341 ?.371,225
7 3 . 69. SI 14'+4'1 1 ' ..1t4.732 _ ^% 1. 122'. TT9 . 7:31 4 T-- 6631 '34 r ' . 	 -
6 1077.59] i^•031 •53:694 47.9P9' . 7'	 .q0 3 3 ? - 417014'
-9 , . -32t3.IS 0-V339 - 124.66#3 '' `124.668 1.$14 1'.49992'x.
	 °le 612:54 0.717 73.645 81: i?2 3'-x72? L-954Ti44
` it 965:17 07-3.25	 46-61'9 °.	 45.526 %-937 j .4t 63 3?
I2 365.7 . 9 7.317  t'?Z-131'x_ 123.681 14."x11.5. •.	 1.7IaftT3'
13 • 3t2.147" 7.4,09 1 ,33.571' t35.'434- '3-(it4 t.769791^
I.4 443.5a '9. 3I-3' 9? - :192 99.-63.3-. I3w71 R 1 .:3 61 117
- 17, 3'7-4.89" ­ 0-311 174,147 . It6.$395' _	 7-714 . 1.7134749
-16, 134.6..7"• 'x7.104 - 267.85.7- 152.6715 '1.3'17" 1.•71 %53E
.47 1233.713 :`3-335 _ ; 35-1 906" .' 37•-217. 3•'346' . '. , t .9b-7-16S
1'9 41,6.41".• ..+j7+s1'L	 ' .J I-Oo-947- - I'IS.545 5 1'y7513- a'
l9 SsM.65 =3-d	 B	 x3.6.15. ?4.i?4 3.367. ?'.?b36si5-
I.39$.4-S 3.a37. 1$.359 3'7.1'1:,3:.- - -' 4.344
	 + ?-188428'
-719 15x57.5.-.3519; ?344'4-'i*10 :-:.'I.301 1=446253
^? 2q^. T$. x'1:-3+37 - 1 . 81	 52[Z 166 3 1 !Ol9 -tn...441 567
= '?3 [7' ^;!3.21^19 :r 5L ,i.4s4 i4fa 9`17 ..4.-.11 t,• ?.`33381 9
- a4 -; +,775.54..+ s 3.72 . ; .Sa-:57 "57 Asesl , I :573'1271, ^:.S5 ,, .557x59 ,9-;31,6 73.357 .-65.393 ^;3?4 I.299?YT6
AVERAGE
NO- :Vc7•/A..IE4 Mf±p.V MFFH 1_/A AF»TA
1 3$3.413 7 03 1' 7 .15.3?9 1 71 7. 637 3.135 ?.1451 ?'
6 r) It43.21 3.'133 3346-3'34 4575. 1294 3.137 1.771j559
3E '2'2 S- :3.3£97 6'39.'!97 915.161 3.396 3.154414
26 496.97 3.114 R5.1 57 L'R. i93 ' . 1?1 t .375139
27 429.57 3.71> +	 93.376 96.949 3.77-$ 1.45473?
as 294.58+ 7.9'38 133.896 t'3 R.4Ra' 1.7115 7.931:1 4?
2 9 475.54 3•'314. 75.656 55.774 14 .3?.4 7.95354?
p!^(^ 3 1 3it 3?5.39a?-?3 3.7139-3.,3'17 1 t 1 .'9'35499.67.1 9.11.359493.4?1 I.3I 77.344 1. .173{6'191.5¢4764
^" 32 138.79 3.334 363.973 393.939 3.314 1.9537'7'7
33 116.25 3.133 3.36.•14R, 353.37? 7.135 1.511;735
34" 72.75 3-'7132 • 536.793 575.153 3.14133. I -46R7r514`
35 97.83 7.003, 4a4-CM 3.85.892 1-964 I.649x831
36 37135x88- 0-175 3+'3.6437 29:917 81.8$9 14.611V9171
37 49.23 35.3011. • 694.444 629.195 '3.4392 t .7I 995-3_	 r
-36 179-t7 3.04YS 25t.340 26Ri-923 3.906 `?-E 4321470
39 272-79 1.79+5 245,-01. 6 1 at .335 0 .'1113 ''1-919949 
40 92.88 O..tM31 444.313 308.388• 70A 4•562-514'9
41- 336.69 T-01.3 -171 -46t 1 1. 142.459" '7.317/ 1 .,ISR•347
42 111-.37. 3".733' 313.43' 353.774 3•`1'35. 1'•,$ -$185
43 123.14 21.693 3X.1768 356 . ?_I1 '	 ?.9!15 1:499157-
44 233.$3 =	 q 00.7 192 . 93-9 ' 1. 69.-312 3.qE7 1-•4437735'
45 -	 57.31 •1.0191 652 -?74 956.41-3 1 .51'3;3, L • 5?3 43 R
46 94.89 7.303 457.317 551.471 3.'3'33 1.77-3954
4.77 216. S7 7.306 ??3.568 -217.71 1.737 1.97'315548 ?13S 3 3,5 -i 3 3.7 111`7 7.33'3 	 Si	 5:; r1 C; zz
44 3•]9 1.3114 ^iSiSSSSza ^a3aisSsS 3.'373 =S4iSSy?535
53 5.35 3.3711• 551.4.735 11719.753 3.111 ?.$82RII
_  ' AVE.-;AGE ..	 .
.. 'N 1.	 7 . Na./AiZ A 4F°V VFPH L."t AF-TA-,
698-63 3.322 533$SS5S5 , 5SS5sSSS3 7.4in2 3S5SSsnSsm's
5C' 1224.30 3.92'9; `55sss5Ss& SSS5555S5' i-125 '45-355515555






FIELD N ,)- No. / 1% MFRV MF-)H
I I.06, 15.143 187.543 31.153
? 3-0 93 3.311 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
3 3-P -33 .1 .134 SSSSSSSSS StsntS'45S
4 43.93 7.333 'SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
5 8.32 1.16.366 23.831 •7.212.
6 42.51 64x`.7150 2.183 1.408
7 33- a9 473.45. ,	 ?:t3( 1.384
8 35.45 534':271 2. 931 1 -t 79
9 15.03. 213.7 W. .•	 5.859' .3.440
131' 44.78 • •634- X736 2.117 •1.9R7
1t' 49.58 ` 715.147 2.373 1--213
13 16.55 2'f5.355 9.523 3.999"
I3 16 -97 241 -31 9 4.376 1.553
1.4 23 ^4.2 333.375 -4.454 2.459
15 ??-35 317.935 7.5133 2•167
16 51.55 •_ 975.355 3.472 1+512
17 5?.23. 'L742.767 '4.444 '1'.359
18 64.3? - 914-913 .lfi.44'6 :	 1 -455
19 . 71.68. 1 ,319	 41 a' : - ' 4.688 t .419 R.
291. I 2.45 '177	 ;593- -	 r 8.523. ' ' . ;'2.534
21 , b,7.24 957.462 ;'	 3..341 1.379
P. 69 -03. 967.57+9. • 2.441 -	 .' 1.1 57
23 87.23- '1-143.989 2:415 pl•h15
24•, 24.19, 344.066 7.21.2 <_'2.33 
2:5 '13.7s 19413.774 --	 4.262 '-•'%1.y33 
AVERAGE
NO. N7./AREA MF?V MFPH
35.12 499.446 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
iD 25.59 363.941 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS











i .2015 -•	 "I.'1^1.,1117
1-9q 7 3.3^l9'139




















,4331L rYCJ SA' aL: + 3	 11'11/7201/11/70)
rams JULY
	
a,lr; r'.diV A2 7 A	 Al	 111
jr- nri }Ii1)i) iY 113
)l3:-5^t2D Ar`=Y4	 t;=3?1)V ?)
MAG-830.3 JVITS- MM C4L• FACT14-
	
1.711175 JNlTS/zl0




25 117.23 1667.211 ?•?15 1.194
27 69.71 991.4?_7 ?-930 x.733
is 53.68 763.412 3.149 1. 91 Ii
29 3.13 1•1.1'1 SSSSSSSSS tsssssSSS
1.1 1111. 6R 1574-179 4.35-1 1.291
3i 37.26 5? 9. R92 5.357 2.1R'1
32 9.19 13.1.751 14.4?1 '	 4.353
73 3. 1'1 3. 7'19 45 1;IS53'54 4SSS4^;;q
34 9.aa 3.14:3 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
35 0.74 1-3-552 93.753 31 -15.3
36 0.77 I1.0111 187.5013 31.250
37 3.86 43.584•' 46.875 26.796
38 1-T4 ?4.774 46.875 31.2501
39 . , 1.90 27.069 46.875• 17.145
43 12-32 175.254 9.860, ?•344
41 8.55. 121.577 a;.7PS ' 4.351
4a 2.66 3$-1?9 62.5!19 IS-625
43 213-19 431-975 4.160 1-956
44 4.81. 68.358 '26-796 '	 7.913
45 66.5? 974.452 i-859 P-84t
46 42-13 599-169 9.868 1.911 
47 65.33 9?7.656 '1.953 1.744
48 42. 65 616.5,19 3.324 1-49R
49 29.74 422.995 4.573 I.R44
50 3.34 1.3.37 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
AVERAGE




1 -14-1 1 . '"1'1319 e, 4














•	 1 - ^ 4 5 .1.'1'7'1'1'15
1.369 1.1041'116
1-6q 7 1.900'31 1
3-•139 '1.100119!5























Atilt- rY^.J 3a'"'L. *3	 11/15/79)JSL7,ar1]v '1r5 )NLY	 VJG )131. 'IC ,iia =•54,'j
a.i,+.M Y. t Y Sr?'S
	
(17.5 x ?7 'A" Mar!lY)
14 'AQ-931..1	 JV1f3- 14 1	 MS lvir3/.'3
r'2aY= AL?a- 3.515625373 74	 _.
FIELJ JJ• VJ-/a^E4	 MF?V MFAN L/4 4F ,T4
.I
FMME 4,2?a-	 3.5155?5a 713' 14
FIELD N0. N0./4-vE4
	 MT?V MCot( 1./A 4FcM%
I 643.63 ^'a-318	 '	 59.196 59.^4R 1.117 ?:44?411
2 '9-13 2P•8a4	 3471.?11 3?3?.759 17.1.11 917517
3 ?61.-.4 3.337	 13? -228 r ?6.17R 1.311 1.715179
4 3.11 '.3.71,33	 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.7211• SSSS;;S'RtItS
5 1186.6_° 1.025	 4?- 672 45.970 7.7137 ?.6?'?59l
6 291.9',' 0.0198	 114.31? 139.777 1.111 ?.?9115'1
7 1.87 -94
 3-q WS	 321 .91,62_ 345.941 1.71715 7'.5?141R
8 2262.41 9.064'	 t 8. 959 2^l. 917 1-199- 1.4655M
9 a.7103 3•aB0 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 11.'7(!1 S1SSSSSStt15
• 10 42.15 3-aSl	 1157.417 838.193 0.31? ?.911533
11 243.91 +3.307	 1?4.532 1?9.955 '3014 1.41917R
1'? 3.94 3.100 46875.033 ?3437.511 1.333 1.56?531
t3 986.42• 3.328'	 36.422' .	 49.357 7!.949 1.3RR357
14 484.54 0.'3140
	 111,•383 89.401 1.331 ?.414571
t5 22.^5 0.301 "11 ;?.941 1253.1011 7.0111 1.335919	 -
16 911-24 3.026	 41 •871 .47.1 811 1.338 ?.5931?11
17 - '13 71.44 :'•,0.7134	 .824.282 .247-361 71.01717' 1.477969
1-9 .342.15 -112.419 121.41 8 .1 3.314 ?.431399
19 -•	 2.11 0'-300•'•62501.413 $5'a2.727 3-111 1.155615
20 770.49 0.'32*...-:
	 53-510' ' _ 57.978 T.!1219 3.'163949
2'1 2263.11 ' W-364	 -17.S53 ­ 18.21 8, '1.391 ?.6977395
.22• 24.59 0.801. *`1392.483 [.1.43.293 3.291 ' t . 4915?53
23 304.45 0•-309	 131.67t • 135.8701 A.?ll?, 2.5142031
24 -	 0.Vr" "'0.0J013'SSSSSSSSS $SSSSSSSS 1.111 =55555515555
?5 451.64 _3.313	 83.556 •	 68.831 'I.'7?2 1.99471 R1
AVE14GE
	 -
N.O. No '/AA EA	 MF?V MFQFj LIA 1i--TA
463. 9t 11.0113	 SsssS'SSSS	 SSSSSSSSS 1.319	 SSSS3SS55555




	 SSSS l;lSSS 1.115	 °1St'• ;55535=




' 0 i7i•%'- I. I I S	 i5.?4j 5^2.	 11	 ! . "I'l .555141
29 11 }?.69 1.331
	 35. '58 14-94'? 1.147 1.141013
33 65.57 3.312
	
?+3.8.31 i54.714 6.1131 1.107511
3I ?58.67 '!."197	 12i.34P 1 1 1 . 178 1.1t 5 1 .7354'??_
32 996.37 3.828	 39.884 41.741 1.341 ?•5'111'12
33 3.00 01.0130 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 7.!173 °SSS.SSSSt'si3
34 59.13 2.1332-	 496.132 488.281 a-0303 1.3'19917
35 3-a0 '7.0101-SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.091 ?SSsSSS-SSSSS
36 715.57 0..920	 47.832 '	 54.191 1.032' ?.1 64/,33
37 11.59 0.340	 26034.167 26-34.147 %.lit 1.S44P75
38 3.113 1..3'x'0	 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS ,'}.=1131 «#SSSSRSSSSS
39 716.98 0.0323	 58.557 52.168 3.13!7 ?.9?R711
40. 385.13 0`...311	 76.917 39.1?R '3.712? 1.17414F3
r 41 3-35 0--3001'' 1875 :3.310 ?34.17.5%1.1 1.?l ^3R *S;551515; SSj' 43 111•11 0m3g3	 344.5/,9 241:5-14 01.315 '.298491
43 7.77 9.131	 SSSS.SSSS'S SSSSSSSSS 1.111 7SSSSIT,,SSSS;
44 1 254.92 3.336	 34.833 15.244 1.145 1 • 4'19679
' 45 3051 -12 3.410	 121 .91? III?.at6 1.311 ?•871111
46 15.34 9.393	 ?757.353 ?467.1.75 1.111' ?.113714
47 ?66.74 1.'?5
	 49.4?1 i?.45? 1.31? 3.130741
48 .93?-55 7.127	 36.564 19.979 1.14.1 ?-3661715
49 ?67.10 a• 1 138	 141 •19 0! 137.267 3.1312 '.4! 177?
Sa 215.34 8-01.36	 196.954 198.423 -1.704 '..99571?3
4 VE'?1aGE.
4 - N0. /139,4	 MFPV MF^N ! /4 ^WETA
411.41 110112	 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.317 1SSISSSSSSS
SD 523.63• 3.715
	
Sr55SSSS5 SSSSSSSSS I.a?I	 "Si SSSSSSSSS




Y•3 +31L rYCJ SAMPLE 04 11/11/78
r'wiNS 3NLY	 4vG rwiN	 4.??4	 16	 x	 111
9TM	 JJTPJT JIJIJti3 133
JIS.?EG cHO 4F--TA IVE-ISIIN ?)
MAG - 891.0 JNIrS - MM CAL- FACTO R - 1.111375 ► NITS/" -
FRAME AREA- 4.373313
FIELD NO. NO./AREA MFPV MFPH L/.1 AFz'T4
1	 - 0.30' 0.008 S3SSSSS55 SSSSSSSSS 1.000 SSESSTiSSSS55
2 0.39 3.003 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.799 555555555555
3 0.00 3.333 555555555 SSSSSSSSS 3.900 SSSSSSSSSSSS
4 0.00 v3.30,9•S35SSSSSS 555535555 1.190 QSSSSSSSSSSS
5 0.44. .6.321 SSSSSSSSS 31.250 0.135 1.13010?
6 '0-d0 - 9..100`S555555SS SSSSSSSSS 1.0001 tSSSSSSSS55S
7- 0.00 0.9011 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.039 SSSSSSSSSSSS
8 .0.00 0.3710 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.013 SSSSSSS3;SSS
9 0.aa 0.000 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 01.993 5555Sssss"s
Ia 0.03 0.900 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.211 SSSSSSSSSSSS
It 16.28 23'1.506_ _ -7.913 3.125: _1.376 3.33'31114
12 42.8t 182.123 5.515 ?:641 11.453 3.301`3111
13 2.47 5.716 93.750 62.5371 1.13? 7.A303aI
14 14.33 199-Ill' 6.596._• 1.974 9.539 0.919316
is* 15-31 ?24.790 11 .71 9 2:933 1-353 '?1.1'110'38
16 4.8.6 69.13&, .1 B-750 5.669 1.187 1.111114
.17. 1.72 24.494 93.75(3 "26.786 1.0343 1.9019099
18 9.00 0.300 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.900 55555SSS558S
19. 19-97 269. 927 5-5i5 `.1 .974 3+579 . ;	 T-100097
20' - 2 .44 34 .765. 46.875 -	 1. 1.7I 9 9.391 4.91gA19
21 -10.64 151.309' '31..253 S.'368- -1.224 9.-0900'39
22 20.03 _ 284.840 -:-4L6e8 C-369 0.FOH 1.004197
23 . ' 0.09 9- aoja.SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS _ 3.009 SSS$SSS•SSSSS
24 „ 6.64	 , :'	 94.4216 -:'11 .71 9 •2.985
	 -	 _• 9.365 :1.1913RCK-1.
25'. '6.9 97	 :.; -99.165- 12.500 6.•944. 0-179 x.090309
AVERAGE .
NO- NO./AREA MFPV. MFPH L/A AFETA
5.28 75.141 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS x.179 SSSSSSSSSSSS
SD 6.86 97.579'SSSS5555S SSSSSSSSS 1,?27 rSSSSSSS.GSSS
SE I.17 19.516 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.345 rSSSSSSSSSSS
?6 .3.38 '1.49'1 3553'S T,355 SSSSSSSSS 1.331 'SSSSSSSSSSSS
27 1.53 11.728 SSSSSSSSS 31.254 1.1335 -	 1.199149R
28 13.14 186.864 5.944 1.155 9.517 1.!319196
29 1.44 20.543 187.5x0 X1.257 1.035 a-?10301017
33 4.53. 64-395 '.	 6?- 5713 1 3.:17 I - t 14 1 .107713•
31 13.56 192.793 13.393 3.9R9 1.?81 1.111'119
32 171.75 152.389 17.045 4.cz 113 7-?1? 3.111999
33 14.36 214- 247 18.751 1.299 1.325 1.1:1'1998
34 20.61 293.136 8.929 ?.503 1.435 1- 31101111
35 - 24.97 355-160 '7.590 1-6133 19.672 9.310aA8
36, 19 . 58 278.519: 9-375 +1-930 3.381 0.000010
37 48- •Si '694.123 4.076 1.442 013773' -1000M
33 48.09 683. 852 5.208 11.267 1-864 9. MV1031 4
39 ' 23.56 335.al2. 4.808 ¢.137 3.547 9.1030018
40.. 19'-38 271-407 i 6•150 2.757 1.421 3.3%0008
41 43.67 621..037 5.208 1.975	 - a-5115- 71.9010915
42 '1 3.61 193-583 10.417 3.506 71.3! 1 1.919199
43 29.81 409.679 5-?08 t -3213 1.621 1.01,401013
44 32.96 455.901 6-?148 1.645 3.673 '.	 3.10013101'
45 27.33 384.395 6.2561 ?-a83 1.539 -	 1.301'3911
46 31.11 442.469 7.5013 1.344 1.475 1.100011
47 22 . 06 313.679 9.375 2.9301 1.3 R4 1.119912
48 ?I.25 3X9	 .2?2 F-^a9 1-I?5 1.151 1.1141113
49 21.25 3'3?-?22 8.152 2-i34 1.443 1.19'3911
50 19-8I 231-679 15.625 ?.933 1.368 1.:3901919
'SVERAGE
N0. NO-/AREA M FPV H LA 4FU1%
13.13 1136.901 .SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 7.293 ;SSSSSSSSS55









_ ^_ ^w _ .	 ._	 .. -	 ...- t.+i•^..•.xi,i1
....	 .....,^-..	 ,,.: ^..- -. _. _... ^. ,..	 ....	 _..	 ...ems
r




.,33IL. TYC3 SAMPL- a
3ISLOCATI'ON PIYS	 3VLY	 06,
	
iISL PIT '+2E:A	 4.74'' x'	 11/15/7F
11:1'313N  2 	 (I GM ,3? 3 WF°_T3	 )
a-5 MM X -, Y SiER3	 117,5	 X. 21	 Mm "1C?IY) ,r	 ^^•'-
!7AG-833,3
	
'1NIi5-^tiC?4,^f5' C4L.	 F4Ci'33- t•1753'33	 ^'^1TS /?'
F.2AM; AREA- 3.3IS525737 J4
-FIELD
	 NO. iNO./gRZA	 ,	 '4F'V MFPH i-/q AFETA
I 3.90 8.307"7	 3$SSSS55S SSSS583SS 1.1131 SSSSISSSSSSS
2 .848.9E 3.924	 52.433 5?.
 52I .1.332 I.79549,9
3 6,42 0.030	 E1261.364: 75,I4.776 3.'199 3.863F339'
..4 SSSSSSS.SS- 3-3417 ZSSSSSSSSSS'S
5- 5.82 9.009	 4687.530 5514.796 3.7941 1.3714194
6 5'14.33 0.023;	 55.737 50.731 7:731 1.889778
7' 19-7e 6-021	 1794.545' 161 6.979 -3.301 1 •237541q
6 _738.81' 9.021	 63.516, . 65-697 3.4325 2.252731
•	 S' ' 5.00 0'-0195 $ssss ,53s SS,Ss gsssS' 3.000 55SSSSSS5S5S
13 26,8.36- .' :'	 9.038	 133'.92.9 .153 7.3I'S 1-652574
11, 29.90'• 0.001	 .-16,74- 1 q T 1442.308" 3.@131 1 -036I84
^• 12 - '°0 *00 { -0-r00-0^ Ss$5555S5 S5s5SSs5s 0.007$ SSSSSSSSSSS5
13 '157'-61' 0-.004	 261.572 261.8.72 `?.036 I.687.5g71
14 164.63 0'x005	 "287-577: 272. 5 29 7.30}6 "?'-1247136
15 296:27- :0.008
	
159-963' I47.174 5.011. 2.022758
I6 406.57 ': O ..aI2	 99.947 199.375' '14417 I'-526145 .
I7 I9.75 0.000	 6-757-353 191.3.?65 1.001 1.265625
It 64-79: 0-302' • 561.377 575. t S3' 3.393 1 .2985:37
1 9 ': 3.43 -	 0.900 1.8750.308 7912.5 010 3.0109 ' 1-.476563. L^
29 .:: .,59.40 ' ''. x _04002	 704,$87 4 ' 633446 r	 9-.102 . 1-435096 :A
21 176.•42,'• 0.095',	 222.6.84. ".211-149 ;, 31-00$ 1-373799
,22 ' 335-37 r'9.09.4'." - , 45.752 ,,;,- 41-9,39 • "'+1:038• 1 .352368'
23 ` UU-20 a-030 • '-M.635 Ia,.,5'TI 1;016. r	 I ;a3 g 14.t r .
1•.19 0.•1730 '23437.5x9 113750.2100. '.'1-099 I -1'?5'3(341 x•
,25 4(35•.97; Z 012'.r
	
,99.33I- • %°	 1
.
131.5:7t L31 7- x...767383 1	 }
26• ;2.Q{P:Oy^;' •201.00.6	 '1f-14 1Y •201. 180 :!x'•008 I.6:'7'160.3
-+ v,NQ. ' :F313. /RRE4,	 t" MFPV MFPIf•'^ 'L/A '^r-_TA :
225:75 :,•0.396 55SS55S$	 5555595.55 X1.994 SSSSSSSSS'SSS
S3 281 -1 T 0`-3838 SSSS5S55S SSSSSSSSS 7. 31 I	 PSSSSSSESSSS
SE 55.14 3.992 SS.SSSSSSS S558SSSSS +7.032	 SSSESSSSSSSS
27 64.63 0.9132	 439.046 4144. 3 13• 3.374 1 -1 9'4965
?8 63-15 3.332	 1065.141 326-F55 x.1;13 ?-7?3996
LAST FIELD DELETED
28 325-52 0.1?09	 126,027 I93.R21 9.x716 1.27'7930
24 1172.39 0.1:333	 33.458 3!3.350 3.1354 ! .32696?
33 343.58 0­110-	 117+925 125.167 1.114 1.613541
11.74 7.'33 T,	 x 375.'87. 41St- 1 54 8.'17 )."c1 5K -1i?1 .5-1 3.115	 R1--7'? -'.;1-1 -'?! =-545971
33 175-?1 7..305	 223-?14 '! 5•1?3 1.1313 1 .435;a9S
34 20.15 7.001	 1616.179 1674•!'37 1.3'71 1 -165.6?5
35 134.7S- 8.004
	
40@-641 360.577 3.404 ?.645508
.36 587:6! 3.017-`.'67:-108 ..	 67.592 3-025 1-436567
37 - 862.39- 9 -025•',
	
4,4.0473.',
..' t 44.243- '	 •336 2.41382417. .36, - 239.40= `3.090.7._ ,172, .979-• - 173-?91 01.7101 I.4^4692 '	 .
39' . 14-49 ?f.0ffa:t,1913-x65 '' 393.333 7.41031 I-E3&719
40- . .x'411.0.4• !3.312 .-.	 I2I.281 r	 L04-632 3.915 ?eL3.9675.
Al 44.49' O:,OI43.	 864.39 964E- 792 3:37? 't.6613SS
42 9.40 3.362E	 .4464-? 136 79.11 -53 FS 1'.03907 4.4296.I B
43° 69-45 6.002-
	
•625.0130 753-007 1.993. 1 •53927
44 I,L15.22 0.032	 38.740' 1'16.535 7.342 1.1111638
45 393-13 8.7PF9 	 138.479 143.736 3.712 1 .6'`4547
4fi 270.75 19.3x78-1	 162:197 161 •RSP.. 1.9I0 1-73533a
47 4.48 0.010	 9375-9:73 11718.751 1.0,5 4-?13753
48 162.09 9.395.	 296.677 3012-419 1.036 ?.211315
49 51 .04 3.392
	 768,443 1157-4q 7 .	 '3.30? ?-4*34588
59 13.28 3.0193	 1975-',J00 2383.333 1.3x11 t-893971
AVE?AGE
_	 - NO­ :9t3./AREA	 `!FP11 MFPH - L/A AFETA
256.25 -•	 13.+3877 S55SSSSSS:"8 855 5 85 5 8 .7,.910 5535SSSSSSSS
SD 309.28 ,.	 3'•01313 . 555558558 SSSS35sss ^-(373' 5SS5SS
S
SS'l SS- tSE 43-T4 d-47011. ,SSYaSSSSSS 8x8558838 3.082	 ,5 48 5 5813 6-+{J
a w	 r.	 ...
. 	 1	 .-.	 w	 ...ww.• ... ..	 •	 ...	 .. -	 .- _..r^.x• ^,..	 ..  -	 <l. .-•	 V .,.. _ ..ti.^n]; ti'•li
M031L TYCO SAMPLE 45	 11/13/78	 Y
VWINS ONLY	 AVG ,T:J1V 3MLYIARE'A) ?9.8 X 101
:)TM O±JTPIT DIVIDED 9Y 130
DISREGARD AFETA (VFriS ION ? )
MAG-699.0 'JNITS-MM CAL- FACTOZ- 	 1-100375 ]NITS/PP
FRAME AREA-
	 5.079313'
FIELD NO- VO- /AR EA NFPV MFP14 $./A AF;Mt
I a-90 9.777 sssssssss SSsssssss 4.1941 SSS^,SSSSSSSS
2 0.90 ,0.41943 SSSSSSs55 SSSSS55sS '-3:19 .Saa5S5SS5SS
.3 0.89 0 .900 35SSSSS55 sssssssss 3.9941 SSS$SSSSSS55
4 a -00 6.099 SSSS555sT Ss5SSS55S 1.130''SS5SS55SSSS
5' .'0.09 3.399 555SSSSs5 . 5Sssssssz 1-300 ^sssssssssss
6 0.00 9.1190 SSS555S35 sssssssss 1.100 17ssss555SSS5
7 0.00 0.013a SsSSs%5s55 sssssssss 9.793 3S35SSSsssss
8. 0:77 1'0.977 187=590 :31.259 3.035 4J-9q34lm
s9: 0-30 ,. 23.0013' ssssss555 SSSSSSsss 0.999 SS555SSS5555,
10' , '0-1341' 9:4099 5S55S3S55- SSSSSSSSS 7.930 SSS55Sssssss
It	 . 1-34 -19-399 197.500 '	 31 .?59= 9.65 3.9099(36
•-12 0.00.'- Q - 00'• 553S5Ssss sssssssss "30006 SSSSSsssssss.
"	 I3 J-01 . i 4 .Q i s '62.5 ,M , ..,	 31-250 9.637 '3.1110993.•
14 0 . 10 1.432, sssssssss 55Sssstss 'i-033 1.990900
1.5 0.60' 0.000A, sssssssss SSSSSSSSS 9.300 s3SSESssssss
16 41; 90 :3.000 s55555555 5s35SSsss 1.306 353SSSSSSS55
17' 0-.90 13-003 sS5ssSSSs s.5SS5sS55 3.-100 -SsSSSsSSSSs5
-	 - I s' a-90 "'e-lad - SSsss.s;sss S555SSsss 4.900 s3SSSSSsssss
I9': 6}.60. -, 8.2339 SSSS	 SSS• 5555S 1SSS.$. 7Je }001 sssssSSS5555
221 9.00 .. 3.0013 SSS$sSS53-- SSSS55ss5 1-099 SSs55553ssss
.21 5.00 ._'•,9.0013 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.900 3sssssssssss	 -
. .22 h. 9,10 3.003 SSs55sss^ sssssssss 0.9!33 Sss,53sssssss
23. 0L 03 x..+090 sssssssss SSSS59sss = 9.309 s55S5ssssssS
• 24 " 0.20. - 0.,09@ s55555sSS' S.SSS55$S$ 9'610 S555SSSSSSSS •.
''	 25 0.06' 1,_9..1.399; 3~SSSSsSSS- sssssssss . t3'.9B?I SSSSssssssTS	 ti
' NO '.^ N(7*/AREA MFPV ^ MFPli' 'L/7A AFFTA	
.	
-
.0.13 ' 1 -1333 SSSS'SSS`SS SSSSSSSSS 3.034 S;5S55SSSSSS
5D 0.35 4.932 SSSs5SsS5 SSSS95335 1.01P -SSSS^iSS.S3^S
SE 0.67• 0.996 SSSSSSSSS 555555sss 3.399_ sssS5455S55
26 0.03 ' X7.99'3 SSSSSSSSS SSS'39SSSS 9.319 -SS53555g5^+S
27 a•aa a.al3r 7S3sSSS5S SSSSS553S 9.33 --s59sssssss9
28. 8.03 0.300•SSSSSSSSS 55Sss5555 1.3910 SSSSSSSSS53S
29 21.4t - 304.489 7.500 1.953 3.557 0.'3090615
30 2.42 34.362 ?3.438 7.513 1.I 5? • I.X3941993
31 3.36 47.726 17.2145 7.?13 3.152 1-''1'13334
32 19.91 155.1,18 9--69 ?-?59 1.499 1-'99114
33 '3.,i 11-454 93.7529 37.5'•141 1. 1 1? ).391192
94 3.33 '1-331 33sssssBs SS333Ss59 ).71:1 ^SSSSSiSS rSS
35 9.30 3.300 SSSS55sss sssssssss 9-a 33.15b555SSSSss
36 9.00' 13.009 ssss,-ssS5'SSSSSSS55 3.0,30 5SSSSSSSs55S
37 0.00 0'•900.Sss5S3SSS- sss5SSs55 0.900'SsssssSS55ss
• 3B• t' 0.00 8-099 SSSSSSSss sssssssss .1 .600 SSssssssssss
-. 39' '0'•00 :3.#003 sSS'SSSSSS SS5S3SSS5 'I.-OW3 fisS3sssssss5
46 ' 62.5E - 899• .062 .' `	 5.,515 2.315. '1.599 9.+341+3029
41 •-4.67 '. 69.272 .	 20-1333 S_S•le9• 21:1 15 4.090004
42 95.1.7. 1353.49.7 t-91391 7.605 1 •832 3-q4190I 3




45 '69-26 955.056 I •509- - 3.536 ?.0841, 9'.50911 i
46 93=39 1328.293 !.559 3-7713 1-544 .1. rig 0018
47 77 . 75 1Ix5.802 1-399 3•.61" 1.779 3.090012
413 29.77 295.421 - 16-750 7-?11 3.173 7.900115
49 9 . 16 139.?91 7.813 3.538 7.336 0.900095
50 20.40 290.172 11 .129 .3-906 1.331 3.3' 0017
'}VERAGE	 M
NO vJ./::AEA
	 '=Fmk! 4F-" J_/A F3T4
14.6? ?T7-8(T4 TSS35SS3S RSQSSSSS3 1.157 SSSSSSSSSS.5S
SD 31.97 454.700 SSSSSSSS5 39SSSSSSS 7.544 SSSSS5SSSSSS
SE 4.52 64.313.12 S.SSSSSS5S S.SSSSESSS 3.077 55SSSSSSSSS5. ^+'^+->}'
• 33IL TYC O] SAMPL . Y5
	
1 t /t 5/7q,
7E5LJ^4TI3d5 'ITS JdLY	 .JG 1I51 3334	 •^l"
1-1517N ? UGA P)t -
 4F:FA)
?•5MM F 2. Y Sr-_"S f17.; v ?3 :.M •aI.?I7'3
ntAG-833.3 !•NITS-MICRONS CAL. FACT03-	 1.3753'37	 1VTTS/?]
7.33y? AREA- 3.515625333 34
FIELD	 NO * ' NO-/A-REA. MFPV• MFP1t 1_/q aFU 
'•	 ! 843..85 3.024 48.176 .	 52.141 9.933 1-959375
2 18.81 0.031 3125.139 •y 67S.571 7.141 }-285156
.3 0.93 0._373 55Sss$sss 995sssss:s 7.111 z553isss4sss
4 "98.56 0.103 32'2.165 356.211 1.035
^	
1.4'3414?
5 1.34.37 S.0'35 103.1'}5 197.785 1...1139 I.?796+18
•	 G' 6.11.43 9:61'7 69.1,85 79:649 1.923 .1.9870192
7 521-85 9.015 '„ 92 • .691 a&.406 3.319 1.9?R1I3
8 '71 -20 • #.762 " '575.153
• ,
 
66`3.?1 1 '3.:793. 1.23I 855
9' • -W-85 A-500 3-472.222 3759.030 ' 3.333- ?.19937.5
16 '271.64 x.008' 187.749 193.299 0.199 ?.3995741	
I1 9.341 .`6.099 SSSSS55SS 999555$55 3.900 ssssS555S5S5
I2 , 552-97- 0.8'16 71.131 75.91I 3.gg2 1 -8?1 451
13 314.33 ,.	 e.009 • 128.63E 137.161 13.1'113 1.669957.
14 654.38 3.319 540566 71.894 1.324 ?.357?14
15 763.97. 0-022:.^.''A0 -464 65.697. 3.726 ^.	 ?.195462
I6 211.72 -0.886..,r 194.099 `'1133°253	 ^ 0.009. 1-799995'
1. 7-: . .7.96.09., 0.0p.? - 56.991, 44.410 3.334 1.799319
I El	 ' 0.00' 0.09e, sSSgSSS35 ssssssS55 s1.93gg 3s5555s5S5ss
19 1131 -98" 9•032 .	 41'-37S . 44.579 3.'43R. .2.999M46
?0 29H:-70 3- -3913 '•1"31.48"7 143.11'	 - 4.0zq -1 :9??1 g5	 .
2t . , 679-50 ;0,01:9 7	 70.436. ''	 :77.."!34 x.0122 7.1118,10
'22' . X929-9!^•`• ,::`'5.007- : - 'V69:1337" ' F72d335 , a-611 1-463612
23 • a! " 2.2.00 `;'	 '^_ }0 .1 . = 4704'.545 - if194:^,8T 51.'3ti31 '	 1'.94.1I FP_
-24	 ... ••25: 90•
,
• - 0.001* 132x3':423 "'1-217-5321 1-1301 7.9322 92
25 0'•051 $.7130 SSs555ss.5 53sssssss 3.133 5sSSS3SSS533
r 26 1352.53 3-M'l -	 4I.317 43.363 1.039 x..177733
AVERAGE
NO- N0./AREA uFPV MFP14 1_/A )E	 TA
361.13 3.913	 555`555555 *ssssss5s 1.113 SSSSSSSSStSS
S0 351-40 0.313 33sssssss 53s3sssss 1•.313 °5365 aS^s.i'+7
SE 68.91. 3.333 3SSSSSssS,a555;9559• '•	 ; 3 ay?^?'Si-3Sr
27 354.41 3..117 1:1?-791 130%. 161 1.'12 '-?5577)+'
*	 ?a 317.1? 3. 31 7 ^6.949 11;. 1'17 1-315 t •416.1-IR
?9 349,?$ 3-^)l 1 96-649 97.453 1.117 1 .551 938
3:3 5.53 3.13'3 .1934.211 F?5 .3.1I 'l 1.337 1 .3750312
3I 92.47 x.773 359.394 457.117 1 .114 i .7?4'165
32 9.09 0.000 s5585ssss ssssss555S ',-51%13 '3559919399;
33 8313.54 3.024 47.783 5-2-40.4 7.733 1.87?449
34 _;,., 19.25 0+0+31• ' 1. 644.737 1913.265 •3.33'1 1-1613945 
35- _ 935.87 4.027 5L .1 , 7 56-318 3.030 2-853093 
36 665:49 -. 0-•0i 9 74.46+1 72.227 3.022 ?.797767
37 11.1-43 67.003 337.238. "323. ?76 1.905 t; 27.3$97
38 . 244+57 0.00`7' 'r 93. 204.248' 9.608 >-425964
39 , 26 .8.74 0.0018 149--47`7 144.6.76 9.812, 1 -4t1571
40- 1473 . 77: ;3.042 39-738' 393.697 3.056 ?•1?na33
41- 359.194 3.aI0 •	 L29.339. 113-A36 9 .1tA 1.885995
42 '539-94 I3.OI5 73.994 813.1 97 3.0122 1 ,737324
43 523.73 3.315- 82.526• -	 87.699 7.32.3 1 .906374
44 7.99 0.'0!41 4464.;86 3472.29'? 1.393 1.984375
45 24S.46 3307 170.765 189.985 1.7139 '.I59F?3t
46 186.98 0-.1^5 1235.553 ?51.340: 1-137 ?.x9964?
47 2-75 3.179 11718 . 753 11718.75 .3 1.13331 1.335939
48 942•:14 3.?27 46.182 159.322 1-034 ?-?18334
49 679.3I 0.319 59.942 46.679 1.x327 1.$33594
56 754.70 8.021 , 55. 5 .72 63-619 0.1327 ?-242689
AVERAGE
NQ. 90-/AREN MFF-V `}FFH L/A AFST$
357,177 3.011• Sssssss55 5535ssss5 1.,315 =ssssssssss3
Ss3 361.43 8.019 SSSssgsss sss55s5SS 1.113 S55SS5555sss
6E 51:ji 3.361	 55s55S'935 SSs355S55 3.192 SsssssSs$SSs
MOGIL T'iC3 SAMPLE 16 11/13/78
TWINS JNLY (VERSI')v ?)
DISREGARD .AF WTA 4701 0,'r'TiT	 a	 y/aa
AVG NIN AREA 34.6	 X	 133
MAG-803.0 JVITS --MM CAL- FACTOR- 3.300375	 iVITS/PP
FRAME. AREA- 3.0703I3
F-IELO NO. v0./AREA mrpv 'MFPH L/A 'AFP-TA
I 3.30 0.000 $sss5s55S SSSSSSSSS ').17391 1.091199
2 0.00 U-000 S35Ssssss s-ssssssss 1.009 ;ss35Sss3sss	 ,
3 0.001 3.1410 Ss53s55SS SSSSSSSSS_ 1.909 sSE553S55SS5
4 0.00 0.000 sssssssss sssssssss 3.109 i3;s 5S$5S5'95
5 .0.08 0.000 SSSSSSSSS $S5s5S83s '1.3001 SS55SSSSSSSs
6 50,00 0.0010 sssssssss sssssssss 4.390 555S5sssssS.S
7 0.00 0.$09 sssssssss SSSSSSSSS 1.009 Ssssssssssss
a.. 0. 00 ' 0'64100 sgsssssss sssssssss 3.000 Ssssssssssss
% ` 3.47 49.32E, ?3.438 7.212 0.157 SSSa:SSSSSS;9
W ' X 0.84' -	 .11.920 .' 93.750 '31.250 '.3-037 1.0090591
it '2.•25 :32'-962' -46.875 8-523 0.131 7.000011le- 41.00 0•000 sssssssss sss5SS55s , 3-003 9.000000
.'13- '0.00 0.005 sssssssss . SSSSSSSSS (.009 rsssssssss5S	 -
='	 1'4 0.00, 0.003 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS ,3.000 ssssss5sSsSs
15 0439 0••300 SSSSSSSSS sssssssss •3.709 S55Sssssssss
16 0.-10 0.000 SSSSSSsss 5ssstssss 0.000 SSssssssssss	 r
17 0.00 0.000' s5955Ss$s 5SS555s55 3.300 Issss$ss-ssis
113 R-Off X1.004}-sssssssss $5'SSSSSss ^	 0.000 bsssssssssss
k9 $'-00 0.0$0 5 SS35.SSS 555555557) 0.90g sssssS55SSSS
,20'' 3-'7 `46-448' .	 37.503 '". '.	 T.813 3.136 5SSSSSSSSSSS ,
2I 49-$0 .^ "	 1$..030 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 0.330 0.Q303470
22'' 0.26 ;-:3'+699'• .	 93.750: . '	 62.500 0.329 S,sssssssssss
23- ..3.76- ;:53 . 436 • 59.590 •• -7.-1-90 ?1.139 1.090916
`	 24 -= 73'.00 49.000• SSSSSSSSS •3SSSSS,SSS 7 •030 1.00199g
' •2S " x'.'049 R:-^ •304( SSSSSSSSS, 3s55s5T T,^,': ' ' :..^l.?109 S555SSSsssss
^ 1 	NO.' Y ,MF'F•V-N0./+LREA MFPH. -L A7 KETA
0.5s 7.$775' SSSSSSSSS SSSSSsss$ 9.151 5555355,sSSSS
SO 1.18 16.827 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.1'39 3S35s3SSSSSS
SE 0.24 3.365 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3022 SSgsSSSSS5S5
26 3,00 0.4990 SSSSSSSSS sssssssss • 1.110 SSSSSSSSSSSs
27 0.30 3.0(30 sssssssss SSSs55555 1•)313 ;ss5'Sssssss3
28 24.83 353.189 11.829 5.357 1.245 7.309.34%1
79 0.26 3.599 187.520 187.500 9.31) 1.399031
LAST FIELD DELETED
29 0.33 3.400 555SSSs5s SSSSSSSSS 9.333 °SSS 993 5396
391 0.9 13. 0.700 SSSSSSSS5 t 5555$SSSS 1.300 ^sssss9sss5'4
31 t-36 19.319 187-i30 .	 71.259 1-315 1.311^i^7
32 0.30 9.709 sssssssss sssssssss 1.119 ^^^5855555^Si
33 5.06 71.933 52.509 a-929 1.117 3.'1ai9qR
34 0.30 3.000 5's85SSsss SSSSSSSSS 0.700 SSSss3s59$Ss
35 1.39 22'.608. 187-S90 41.250 9.235 9.9100038
36 e.49 •' '0g4T@0 , SSSSSSSSS "SSS555555 0.900 Psssssss$SSS
r	 3.7 "' 7.98",	 " :112.62 x I5.6^uS :'	 9'.375	 :'` 9.139 1.:300,413
38 0.00	 ,''- ® -0499' SSSSSSSS S SSSSSSSSS 0.,4100 9sssssssssss
39 - 6'.00 0.000 SSSSSSSSS Ss515S5ssv ,4-000 "Ssssssssss
40 0.0&­ 0.003• sssssssss sssssssss 9-X1049 S55SS'sssss35
41 a-00 49'.'700 sssssssss SSSSSSSSS 71.4790 SSSSSSSSS 959
42 0.00 .$.090 sssssssss sssssssss 3.000 5ss5S$95Ss5S
43. 4.88 69.467 12.5047. A: 944• O*t 79 1.900938
44 1.37. 15.209 62.SOO 31.253 13.040 3.0004093
45 3 . 21 45.626' 23.438 18.750 3.177 3-X109916
46 0.10 0.030 Ss555SS$5 S55sSSSss 3.3013 55sss35SSSsss
47 9.30 7.093 sssssstss sssssssss 0.190 sssss SssSsss
46 0.09` 9.800 sssssssss s5$79SSsss 0-000 Sssssssss5SS
49 0.98 13.976 93.750 11.250 1.037 3.39q915
50 3-30 1.390 Sss3ss3ss s3 -vSSS55s 3.407 SS.FSS35S34S
AVERAGE
NOS NO.'/AF"A MFPV MFPH ' L/A 3FF74
1.29' • 1S. 415,sssss$SS§ sssssssss 4.044' SSSSSSSSSSSS
SIR , 3'• 75 53.371' SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS -3.090 ssssss5SS555




- 1	 •n,.• r	 a	 V	 3r: 7•)	 r t 7 - . i Y	 2 1 1	 om	 M3 r' S Y)
1,14(1-AI1 +I	 I 'M t:i- H IC2lV5 CAL-	 "3^T7?- 1.175111 IVIi'Sol
r+tl •^ ^= •121-	 3+~17 4 :'111 1 1.; .
IiL) V]. V?./\',:a r^--a f •n^ aF !./1 1r?T^	 •
1 40.91 1.711 ca 4.414 I?] X .119 1.,11,? 1.5?1(177
'45.43 •) - IIP 195.171 ?t 0.1 .11 1.132 ^.11c15°
3 417-a? 1. It? 173.71(1 1it.471 3.11? '-1914.1t
9 •933.17 1. it? 113.715 111.517 3,'115 611 44i
5 1 59a -I 3 1. InR 14.7AI IP.14.9 1. 144 4. 1?4145
5 S].9? 3.111 11 P5. 719 1515•" a 5 1."111 4.17'iIII
7 371.17 1-	 It  11].39 151..917 1.111 '.159zL15
!? 5P?. y13 1.119 71.7,11 ;zI.al's 1. 3?? 1.949110p 91, .62 d-19 I3 5?0.541 A13.44/1 1.111 1.P741.11
I.] 9x7.61 3.-I?8 '34.271 51.555 t.110 >.5?79? I-
t 1 735.36 1.)?'1 83.138 93.755 3.'319, 1-I?IIa5
I3 595.98 3.71 7 73+773 87.7FrI I 11 1 .7743 ;9
13 13'37.54. 1.737 47.'315 -Ta•	 57 3.3113 3.695383
1,4 17.54 3.7:34 . 415+'667 459.554 1.7^14' ?-194gA' .
15 43.•B9 3.7^7I 946.•973 ..1765.341 7.'17? 1.417'367
16 534.6.9 3'0723 58.431 77.1 6-3 I,3R? ?-57R461
17 113•?2 3.703 459.559 496.01? 0-•733 ,	 , 1-711941
is P.7 .6.55	 •- 'a	 8 T53.941' 1 771.557 •;.'11`1 t ,79976?
-	 19 525-I3 7.015 I72. 3A7 117.6155 1:016 1.4??374
241 765=-49' '7.+722 69.911 76.656 .107? T ?.:18,4918
• 21 34.17 +.,7.071 1'35)3+6516. I4^42.3111:0 11-%1al I.7tR5%ra!1
22 52,9.15. •Z-OtS' I$4-8'66 '.'T23-355, 7.714.' 2.776465
2"3 ; 670.69 9 019
,
', 97.462. .. t04.9Sl 31.315 4.453987.•2q ' 258446 t3'.017 J593.2'99. '	 T.97.3613 4-3'15' I .fi3RR51 ;1	 .	 rs'
25 . 2^-aa-,, 41.7-041. M464.544 14249.455'. 0..+391 l •3P356-9
14VErt4^E .
•' NO. 'NO.;/AREA `.. MFPV 'MFPH V4 AFF74
472.93	 i 13.01,3 '358.X'3 L 398.106 3'• 114 . ?:3943 R4 '•
SD' 413.45 0.01 Z •	 . ' 415•,308 -479-950. 111 1.975662
SE	 -82.69' a- p '3R .57 ! 0621 95.990 3 • TUR T-IBL.I3R
1	 26' 69.7.1 fit. a,. ga23 1 ^^{T54^ x67' 1.S^:'Q13^ •'3.917 -1.67S917
.''2T.	 ' 199-95 ^ _, 13.3175 , :.` n47.361 249.3'35	 ._ •	 'T-399' I -61 ]795:	 .
a5-. 9,W j,'95 '0.022 ' • `SS.245= 55-97'•3 0.6128 1.929157•
'?9'•'' 32+1.62 ;+1.0(19' f ^r4-v9414. t 69.• 0224 •1.0tI' ? W096394
3'3 • 3°2.28 Ff%.I4m9 ;t49.0^t6
„
tb8.91. 9. 7.310 ?'-236'354
31 577.•72', 781 & ','., 97.25!' ' -] 137.51 13.01 6 , ?..975555':
32 270.1 B' .	 :13-.3Ci8. I77 . 55F 205,.1 dty 3.7109.	 •. 2.06¢`0,74
•
'33 53 •43' . -
1
7. 43'.	 3`2 • x$2.273 ' 1 143:293, '34002 .T .794375.
34 3'36.85 9:131`4! 112.V)07 : 121-10-4 ?•'015 t .1387583
35 93.6° 4.733 43S.-1Y4 483-?47 a.7q4 1 -I1?T;7?1
16 630 . 62 3-JI S H2. 291 RS-?77 1. 1 1 9 2+3??7xR
37 374.54 13.099 176•?32 !q 4 . 694 1.119 1 -951?57
38 165.33 U-115 3011.481 337.1696 1.115 2.?'13115
39 796.31 1.713 7'?•141 79.517 '.1''.t 2. n7 -)1gz
4) it •3 .1 3.	 ) 11 1 377.5 735 1157.'!,7 '. 13T I .505??7
4t ?.39.7.1 4.337 16I •63 r3 1 91.749 9-119 1 •3783I R
42 2735.68 7.4358 21.581 'a4- 1 R0 ?.173 1 .571597
43 579.73 a-016 86.326 137.1391 '1.X2'•1 1.F3126'14
44 674.71 1.1119' 9R.?77 111 459 1.117 1.411311
45 771.86 7.315 Q5.371 115.456 1. 11 4 1.i5?45?
46 15i -?4 1.935 ?56.315 177.357 x.1'14 i.?51111
47 3.37.1-P.7 ) - 1379 11.4157 35-q5T .744 i 114119
48 352.49 3-a11z 113.636 133.357 4-'?14' 1	 4141?4
49 38.69 801 --8? 913-194 - W-059? 1.944,'175
SO 3S9.11 711 `,	 499.1-143.4 I"?9.6AR... 1.014'' 1-47`•173?51 562.46 ' 1.016 • ;95,,-6 .42. ''.,: 93.844' ! a9E7'
LAST FIELD'CELETED
AVER€,SE
NO. uQ-/AREA, MFYSP MFPH ' L/4	 `' 1frIMk	 .
465 . .37 •''i3-0114• 2971 0956 313'.177 13.:114 1	 R6'T49'J
5D• 466.33 0.1313 366.30A 4ta-71,4 1-61.13 9.914661-
__. S_ BS ^ 3^- Q), wa -,.-_--5 C'. 50 4 _ ..
	
:r. 1!?d --a.	 U-
SAMPLE WILL NOW BE RER'IN. , 	H?WEVER. VOW UE. SILL T4KE JN4Y a
FILDS tFIEL- 35r] 4CiQSS THE' MIDDLE 't}F THE SAMPLE:- 	 MIS T5 -A
I'ESI' FOR VZ3TiCAL SYM7 F-TRY.-
titaG-83J -•T	 INITS- &4 ICRONS CaL- FACTOR-	 1.375 -,191	 )NITS /0r
PiAME 4 ? EA •- 3.3156a5701 :34
F12L[] ' HO. N6 - !ARE1k MF'+2V. _" . 	 'MFPH 119'4 APET4
I 4.523.46 S-qa T 159-99B 174.581 3-7th t-3.7331 9
2 376.72 7-011 12+1.634 138.663 1J113" I -13.9'183'5
3 '•95.31 r7.773 395-5761 397.397 1.174 t ► 4913575
a ;136.68 3.312 III-ills
 
 11'11 - 99 1! 1.116 1.591954
S 587.77 x3.0	 7,' B51..•S5-1 99.542 ..	 ' ^.?i 9 ?.119774,. .4
.6° SST-19 ..i	 9 *41 ti "^,	 1 ••31 -•61ii '.151 .4.51 1.11 IT '.	 ? -:-6131-56T.- 	 ''N-.
a7 ;.	 4'40+37' 3-i'XI3 11•'2'.141' 12?.677 1.064: =1.987651 17
"8 33 t • I G. 1.4107 1 95..72;3 P_3 t ...187 5.3'78 I -530776'
- 4VER4GE
NO- ' NO /AREA HF12V' .4pP,T4• 1 IO ^^^rrs
l^ri
r.
5S555S5ESSS5 L£0'fc:':._••. - SSS5:iS5S5^S$555s5Ss^ -fiZ6-I:£ .-_^g^Z .,...-- ._..^C....	 ..
SSSSSSSSSS•SE E98' L, .SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS L6 I "9'9B 98 •S T  .CIS-
SSSSSSSSSSSS £81 . 0 SSSSSSSSS .SSSSSSSSS 989-LET $9••6
b13^b _r/'1 RCIA ActAW,'	 Mitt/-ON • "'6N },
3E)VN3Ab
t0LbbL:'• k 1617 2 1 0 L	 L` SLS•9¢ 18E-SI E4*0 ES
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31 371-53 ?1.7x9 179-942 1 99'-937 •	 1-119 1 .654115332' 47-35 J-371 1333-?8.7 I?I7.i3? 1-972 1.?'75I30
33 PM0-42 0.736 ?118+462 147.221 3.375 1 -991141
34 1.27 7.303 18759.3ZJ 31'25'3.099 ?.039 1.843753
35 1342.69 13.538 -	 55-147' 64.769' Q-027• 3.543638
36 3399.77 3--1a94, 22.477-' 24.433 :.0:06'9- 3.172LI16
37 11351.55 9:036; ;Tit-426 6•I-.395. 3.930 1-63S66^0
38 2.74.52 0x@0`6
_
'.I'92^90V	 21 t. 5I a- 3.4399 I-,431715
39 _"	 151 . 59 0'430.4 ':,402:361 4a2s328 3-3'14. I,-73Lf42.
Aw-" .:• 69.64: 1 . 0.002- '.	 70411.857 %#38'.1 99 .3.392 I - 31 7.957
'.41	 ' 177.92'. -	 3.095, 289.352 30q.383 3.53{36 1 .25355742 0.00-._._• O.003' S35555SSS• SSSSSS55S .7.9'0'0 555555555555
43 . 763=06 :. 3.022 7'F.99T; 56.725 r -	 03.02%;, -.	 1-91441  5'
44' 397-45; , 7'.011 143'.130,-- 149 . 288, I-all 1	 1.546529
45 473.82. 9-2113' 116.671 133.357 1.911 '' 1 .639643'
46 341-83 3.3ta 148.81Q 184.547 1.9t'3 1 .5si9259
47 92-1-4 .1.3Q3 829.546 744.%48 7.30?- ?.'553533
48. 503.61'. a'.J14 13.3-1168. 145• 11534 1.,41 '-315475 1
49 46.77 0-391 If16.371 I233-;53 1.091 1.453125
53	 13-16 5.009 42. 61-364 5859.175 1.1301 1 .4511?5
.AV r2AGE
• "NO•
-NO /4.:? VV MPOLL	 .... r MFPH L/Lf AFEFA-
495.44' . 3.314 SS33!MtS MMSSS'S -"4 -0 12 SSSSSSSSSSSS- .SQ 1959.79- 3-330' SSSSSSSSS !;SSSS55SS 0.820. ;;ssss :sSs355SE 144-68 3.304 SSSSSSS53 SSSSSSSSS x19?3• 3ss5553sss1s5
r ^.y^^:d	^
..a.-•...-.+...^.w^-.w^l..^J,'....! rwkr....	 ^^. `.Jrsw^Y..r+.r1YC': _	 -	 w-^-. ^ .-. •,../`..wR'S^4•tY^^.r' 4^ •+«C
r
7,41`3 l l /I ?/78
%^10'31L TYCO SAMPLE 1^0. 9
T:•IINS ONLY (PROGRAM VERS I ON M O -' Z)
DISREGARD AVERAGE FEAT-PRE -AREA CAFE'TA)
3TM OUTPUT DIVIDED •3Y 100
AVERAGE TWIN AREA = 36-R7 X 1741
MAG-800.0 UNITS -MM CAI:. FACTOR- 6.400375 UNITS/PP
s FRAME AREA- , ,-. -	 4.0713313
OJELD NO. N33./AREA: %IFPV-	 '. •, • . 'IyFPli L/0. AFErA
1 53.05' 754.507 36827• _ . 1 •030 , I .3 go; 9 rfooll5
•2 51.:I3 ^72T-11 13 i} 366'
•.'
1.194' `' 93I. 9.0100013•
3• 14.75' .. 297-$.42 4$;.41.7 3.989 _ ' '3.293 .'aAR90013
•+-	 ^^ '	 5.03'r 1.14.179- _- 23.43$ • _5.662 -9'•189 '3.00017018
B•:fl0, ; ^^' '- 9.00(3 '.S;^.SS r3SSS5 •555$88888 -1.300 - SSSSSSSSSSSS r,'^':w ;•^^!q;.
•	 6; _F,5 .71. i -792.309- «	 464' " :.t :500	 7" 3.755 3.000924
-	 7;, 49.63 705.994 .. '•"2:$AL ` 1.1 43- I -q27 . 1.00G191 4 "t
23.81 338.679 8.929' `.• ;'.	 55
'
3.517 3.9391715
r	 9 '1.2-34 171-259 .: • 9.115 ' • .	 ?.467 0.443' 3.0990015
10 9;03 .',.128.451 13'4"193 w	 5.2918 9.221 '3.3Q4Ig3s ,'	 •',
ft 25.219 356,809 5.5I5 1..752 3.640 34903004 •t1 	 ,^;
12. 33.44 475-617 5-A06G5; .'.	 i'.563 3'-712 3.9130019 _
13.`_ '3Ql«27.. 430«-065•; ".' .sdg czs •,'	 1 -267' 0.872. $,00009'9 "s
!	 i4r '21.35'. ' 363.577 •S:QIAB- 1 .419•.. vI:T63. 2t-G000ff7 w ``'`-1
5.7::`812:1`5-0._ ^3489. '"' :1-0651- ^ ",^ .1 :040 0.000015 °',16 . 36..78 "1 523 *	63'_ .`7. ?:3 d4 _,	 -1 ..379 6.661 '^ 0`.000914IT 15-43 .•' 21 5. $43 . ', i> 3.67 6 0`.3`2 5	 ^"	 3.00001 t3 •
B, "..60 ••.'0.809 .S.SSSSSSSS SSSSSSSS 9.0H0 5SSSSSSSSSSS' t ^	 ',;i:'	 92'9' +kn36G5 _Be8..6A00GS5396" •>
' 	 '^t"r •20': 7.?_T ..^..0'^:-6.0.7'': •'^r^'7`;•6'd5-'•	 .-t	 S.SIS	 t• '3 . 20.3 `- u`^ %7.9916"rJrr16 .	 ^^	 ••	 ;=-•^1'
'
` i2t3^1 .Sp7^v: 7:013: °'	 4.461. -4.275 `. M.'gR9afIi-, •' `^-;
22. .•, -,.7.46. -'106.078 .L,:^ 9.3,-13°3•: r 5.659	 ' , C3-2001 11-0001133- =+	 ,^!
23 •`68.81' 978+622 2.267 0.906' 1.275 9.409916
24 5.29 63.492 1[3417 5.662 1.221 `	 cyr40395
25 6.18 67.949 15.150 6.9,44 `3.165 3 «Ifi9700J8
AVERAGE
'NO. NO - /AREA MFPV, 'IFPH 1_/A 'APETA
?4.63 350.268 a555S5555 535953555 1.531	 ^53SSSS59yie
S^+ 23.17 285.404 SSESSSSSS :;555393S r 1.166	 -,SB3S3S3SS53
5E 4'.:41I 57.4.61• S5SSSS55S sa55.S55SS5 3. 373	 ^'SSSSSSS` SS5
26 , 10.53 178.212 6.466 ?.259 'i.4R=3 11.900995
37 6.70 95.276 1I.719 5.696' 3.11',7 7.394999
7'6 1.38 19.673' 355SS5SS5 "It .?53 7.335 7.9701'77
29 2.96 42+431 -16.1375 14.423 §.077 3.I111.1i7R
30 34.59 490.661 ?-344 1.258 7.964 1.0909I0
31 . 32.9$ 469.059', 3v324 !	 t-150 '1`-997 3.000007
32 77.00 1095.1. 1.5'. ! •6313' •	 1.5 SS' _	 - 1 -9A9 .. (I.00?117•! 4
33',36.91 524-99a'  1'-?93	 . _ 9.853 .:• 9-Rl3fl9I1
34 6 «54 ` `• - 92."963'.-
...
'^' ' ?0.833'=	 _?.21.2 3.160	 ',' • 3a 1j091436' S
35: 23-5P_ •'.	 334.436 ' r	 9«75$' I f369 0.813, 3.0000016
36 9.60 $000$ SSSS8SSS1i 5555SSSSS^, •. (#v 41!30 SSSSSSSS>S$55
37 7.05. ' -• I30.299' 17.445" -	 6.696 71: 1.76 '0.08091 a
3:8 47.63 677«359 _	 3.989 9.344 0.531 "7.0',49925
39 .0' 45..24; 644, t H5_ -.' 3.024. 1.649 1.672 "3.90610416
43 62.90' 694.533 2.509 3:9t5, 1-*375 3.30041`4
41- 39.49 561-637 5•213$ 1 .786 .7 x661 I • -)Oort 6
42 5.7.37 S16.225 3-641 .7"A t.°l9 7.61530012
43• L4.97 212.9P-6 9.152 i,' i5 !.	 -:! 1.919106
44 "8.77 10261-941 2.534 .J • T cR f.445 1-019119
45 A F3 . 11 684«302• 4-367 1.1-1 '.6E°, e9.^161?3l9
46 2.58 36.645 93.750 '	 1 5.525 3'•069 1.11990737
47 54.92 791-123 3.989! !	 1 .?58 3.92:3 1.301017'1?
48. 16.71' 237.616 6.048 t.'83fi	 -. 1.565 1`.0013007
7 49 24'.36 3'46.7813 8.929• .,	 2.93'0 3-369! 1.05100318
`513 ' 91 .67 .. 1303.600 2.155 1.702 t s 62 7 31000039 .:
• 	 ...:5...•.14.a.A^ •r u..•.h rw•.^Yl,.rr ..	 v.. \IJti,L'- .^n•^f^	 ..L.•.wav:A1>C>•-^ly..,w.ii'l..L.b1A^•?r L_...1..+1 -.. •	 cliiw.:w.^w: .. .. f..^ f_	 `^^
Y	 "
.-f•	
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^_ 1.:..:..1l36.:^-•dam ' '^ _:.alwia^•^.^^
G:•^7.^'Tl^rt'^•.:.*a^wn.:•+^gro^+sTY1"', •	 _	 -	 ..	
.,	 ^ -	
^__-.^...-...^....	 ...,.•-:+Y**u°r.^
?ATE ! l /12/78
MOBIL TYCO SAMPLE 1J0.	 19
TWINS ONLY (PROGRAM JERSION




9TM O ,JTP'JT DIVIDED BY	 133 OF }a^±t
A'J=R4GG T'r1IN AREA
	 =	 36.87 X	 133	 D,s _ii,.n^J rP^ A_^42
)1SREGARD ABOVE TWIN AREA
NEW AVE3AGE TWIN AREA = 29.35 X 100
MAG-800 . 0 UNITS-MM CALL FACTOR- 1 .330375 JN}TS/PP
FRAME AREA-	 9.370313
FIELD	 NO-	 NO-/AREA MFPV MFPH L/A AFETA
l	 0.03'
	
3.300 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 4.090 555555555555
"3.330 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.000 ;SSSSSSSSSSS
3-	 0.20	 2010 SSSS55555 SSSSSSS55 9.309 ISSSSSSSSSSS
4,•-	 0.00 . .	 0.000 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.003 SSSSSSSSSS55
S •	 -83' • A 68.?I S.11 31-150 3.289 4.315 9.0100105
'.8...	 0.59 ' _•	 • 8.33.7 1137-500 -	 3t::?513 3.135 .1.000302SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 21.009 9sssssssssss74,
	$3 ► 540 167.5019 -_-15.625 1.169 --71.0010093.. t	 ^^!
9 •".2'-SS	 36.1291" •93.750 .'1S-625 0+064 1:900905
'10'	 -`9•^I5	 '"	 6.375: . :.187-500 97'.500 3.132 0.000002. {:YL.;_ J-A,	 1I-	 -0.24 ;	 3-433 '187-930 187. SVIO 9.008 3.010101
+1 11"'7	 12	 '13.244 '	 :.	 3.433 SSSSSSSSS 1 87'.530 1.088 1.909801
13	 0.80	 0.0100 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 0.000 SSSSS5555553
14
.
	0.00 • 	0.000 SSSSSSS55 SSSS55SS5 3.000 SSSSSSS585S5
;5	 20.41 r	 299.330 _ .	 4-167 1.453 3.755 11-011035.
16	 146^ SQ. .' 151.4.912 A.2 61 1.?76 3.89t 3.0100029
77.21 ';1098.054,IT "-	 5.859-	 '•` 1"•x96 1,989 :11.300017.•.
:. t8' •^ 197.93'	 424-2tS.:." ` 3 9@6 ;'1.040 1.300_ 0.001106 ~
19_'	 5.62	 79939- °^1..?50 ti° `4 .188 -	 0♦?29 9.020005
20. 11d1.a0
	 1436.444. : '--'.4.888: r^?•6$4' `	 !1::483 ":3.000932 ^..
21'
	 I ' ll • 38,:;:1582.590 = 1.476 '.,:•x.1.987 ' ;	 4:123 _ 1.:39092!4
I	 '^ - if•8:93	 'f69I'•464 :y4.8'dB 7;1:384 811•,-	 ?x.009030	 _-^ y83 :	 69-.41-'' =1271.663 4^ 57X„ r: 'r1130' ' :,a	 957..E ^ ,.. 3.900 g t 9 +:2a '..,8-BZt•	 .125:5,938 ^tQ-SH9'_ = .".4.3601 91:?53 'x.009105	 -
25 	 ` 9.00_
	 2.30Q SSSSSSSSS,SSSSSSS'SS -3.3004 4113SS55S55555,
AVERAGE
N0.	 -N0. /43EA MFOV MFP H !/A 4FST4'
27.46
	 3901.591 S53SSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1."11 SSSSSSSSSS55
SD	 42.30	 601.547 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.403 QSSS555SSS55
5E	 8.46 SSSS35555 SSSSSSSSS I.'Ig1 ,sssss555555
vq
.26 . " 15.66 222.651 -	 12.417 .	 4.1 67
27 "0.30 0.109 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS_	 -
28 q-41 -62-774 23.438 6.696
29 1.30 3.0;13 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
30 I.21 17.165 187.538 31-?53
31 27.99 7-1210 SSSSSSSSS SssssssS5
32 7.97 113.287 12.500 1.:116
33 9.07 128:981 20.333 5.9359
34- .3.4f 48.552 46.&75 ta.423
35..;"39:30 =	 560-061 ;^-,;?,•PoS •''^:'. ^1 -1 . 87'	 .
36 .'	 1.90 6 .'-	 2973 6$:520.. 1 5.62'5
37 1-0^0.'. -0.000- SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS'
38 , .	 0.00' 0.300. SSSSSSSSS S53SSSSS3.
-39 -0.00 3+300 SSSSSSSSS- SSSSSSSSS .
42 -	 0.00' 4.000 SSS53SSSS SSSSSSS55
41 6-69' :	 95.142. ..20.833 4.261
42 0:80 : - ^0.000- SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
.	 43 0.00 J-300 s5sssssss1sssssssss
44 0.00 .,',	 9.303 555555555 11:55S55555
45 0.00 8.000 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
46 1.31 18.636 93.750 11•251
47 3.09 0.008 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
48 0-00 0.300 55SSSSS55 SSSSSSSSS
49 0.30 3.300 SSSS55SS5 SSSSSSSSS
50 12.31. 175.060 .7.21? 3.409
- 	..' •'' 	 .. 4vE.44GE'	 -
- NQ. /AREA	 MFPV" MFPK
15.W 224.682 SSSSSSSSS 539SS393S
SD •32.65 464.317 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
SE 4-62 155.664- SSSSSSSSS S555S5555
DA r- ll/IR/7 3M-331L TY:	 SAK?L ' %: '3. I!
JISLJ !;-Ar1JV J lri 1VLY
ST-' 3.7t ^^^^, ^L)vG 1^^ 3F 'A^dL= 3v1_Y
NJ - 2'%G= -3 1T 4.2EA s 5.57 e)
AJE.4AGi 'IT A2 =A = ;.67
M.AG-833.3 ^JvITS-MICAOVS CAL- FA,CT3?- 	 1.375111 1VITS/PP
FRAME AAE',A- 3.51552519'3 14
HELD
	
N0. ND•/43CE0. MFPV MF?H L/3 aF-TA•
1 15.73 0.330 2840.979 • 3,14 q -114 4.3.31 1 .?it 553
2 • 43.39 3.'301 .1033.?2-3 1233.553 1.9'31 1.8217 ?4
.3 6R. 96 0.0'3? 732.422 768. 1 43	 I ' - 1 .07? 1 -?55179
4 53.6? 3.0112. 876.158 946'.977 3.331 1.379`73?
5 .."t25.214 0.334 432.021 1 493.421 3.-34 1.377148
6' '43.74+ 3.0-31 .1077.586 1192.941• 1.032 1.453125
`7• 49.91 3.001. ' 986:843 966.495 1.71712 1.591975 
.-8 1188.54 43.034 -.	 41.155 -94.664 1.339 ?.71717779
.9- 181-83 _	 0. 105 258.668 "1431516 3.1,36 t .5?61 51
13 549.74	 '. 0.316 '.	 - 103.736 103.916. 1..316 1.157879it 537.57 3:315 ". 1!9.995 .	 99.714 301.7 I . 8965711.2 98.94_'• 0.043 . 430.7146 445.4?9 1.x74 1 .?93289
13 221•.87 x.006 '. 213.554 ?33.791' 1.417 1.684921
1 " 4 111-46 0-a33' '394.22. 1 422.?99L -1.114 1 •53?1?8
15 14. 91	 - 9.009 2423. 846 8843.9139 3.191 1 • 461}250
f4: 1. 94.53 3006 .•  223.07 cf " " ?,41 .1013 1.4397 1 .5997156
11 :• 3.70- .`' 4.0-30 117 1 8.750, ft 71 9- 7,53 ¢7.990 1.476563
18
	 '. 249F•56 -0.007 _	 169
	 T7.'T.. ,-+162 . 763 ?J •4110 ?.17969919 .843.74• - 9.324 66.435 59.866 1.127 1. 121?_70
23 ' `. 184•S5 3.7333" ?_34.937. '	 139.158 1.007 1 .l 11 R-91"
21_ 656.09: J.	91% 59.41 t 62.542 _' 3.926 `:.	 1.!282169
22 536.51'•.i*-• 8.315 - .-. BB. 1.Y 1 79.517_+ `4.21 9 1.414SP-17
23•' --3134.1 .3' •.:	 •-0:1 " i ' 91 642 ..' 98.477 - 3!.?1t7
_
•.463477A-4614
24• _ "t-92.59 0.095' :232.630. 234.962 " 1.009 1.1893941
25 0.917" 94,300 SSSSSSSSS 3SS 1.q 555SS 3-11 .1 .55SSS5'n35SSS
1140. A0- /AR EA MFPV ^F?H ^_/0. ^F?T4
263-62 3.337 SSSSSS535 SSSSSSSSS 4.119 SSSSS53SS5SS
.1,7 295.11 9.:1718 SSSSSSSSS SS5353555 1.313	 SSS333TiSSSS'^
3- 79.32 1. 101	 SSSSSSS35 SS> I'S :i .77? 'SFS4;*,*r=SS
26 1. 11 ' A.J3'3 ';5SSSS5S5- SSS4SS,33 1S 0.1113 "SS^SSStSSS^
47 4.76 0.31 13. 8522.727- R 5` 1.7?7 1.111 1 .2f,75?5
28 ?8. 91-3 0.x01 ?644.167 2678.171 1.131 1.943751
29 ?.8? 3.331 11719.75^1 11718.753 1.111 1.75'11e1?1
30 262.18 3.137 113.879 ??6.998 1.115 1.941???
31 297.88 33:7119 114.1?1 111-812 1.714 1 .744521
32 338.98 3.397 I57.563 171.711 3.113 1.?Q7479
,33 333.69 3.309 143.16E 1-43.133 1. al l .5? 117
34 687.83 T.-)1,011. 776:593 RR-444 ' .111 1e945501
35 13.58• 9.303 4463.?_96. 2929. 1,88 7.3" 1.153515
36 9.39 $. 4106 - SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS T. x919 vSSSSS5S.S555
3T 1-•06 ' `(9-0355 31258.000 46875.000 0.093 3-,R43753
38 30.86 41.001 1129.518 829.646 30002 7.946514
39 274.25 - 0.006 14T.T691• 152.439'' 1.912 1.156994
40 363.14 0.010'` 144.453 149.283 1.712 1.650323
41 .40.39- 0-.001 997.343 11 3 2.941 3.312 1.139592
42 ' . 602.65 0.003 436.7347 395. 577F 1.004 t .2-21549
43 637.92 2.018 54.1132 9?.965 3.1?1 1.6196??
44 17.11• 3.389 2467.105 2181.233 7.'1^11 1-136719
45 3537.9? 3.13t 13.?73 14.521 1.119 !.7854.11
46 734.76 3.423 74.454 76.1 59 1.1?3 1 -5569:"1?
47 1.73 _	 3-3113.13 3$"sS'iSSS ;SSSSSSbS 3.111 SSS'SSSSSzSSS
48 1-59 3.0143 I139?.857 1875.'1.1713 1.!790 1 .5?55625
49 1.•79 3.790 3SSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS' 1.393 SSSSSSSSSSSS
53 254.67 0•.407 203.934 ?39.777t 3.308 1.115234
.N4. NQ: /A REA MFPV MFFH L/4j- ZFz•T4 
286.99 3.808 SSSSSSSSS 3SSSSSSSS 1.010 SSESSSSSS555
SD 534 . 06• 1•115 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.01E ,SSSSSSSSSSS




M '1 j 1 1_ C Y';) i i ^' L^ v) • 1 7





HAG-813 . 3	 J,\11 r S-M1C T)NS. CAL- F ACrIi-	 1.175113	 1vIIS/^^
F ?AM-- AiEA- 3.71 551531:1 34
71ZLO '40 1440.. /A2 EA M FraV YF^L 1_/'1 +1==T,4
1 43.11 3.3111 715.549 919.645 t.1". 9,-741!941
2 19.22 ."	 ^' 9:,131 1759.869 1994.591.• '1.!1'11 1.6957'11'
3 65.33 "' 3.032 651 •141 851.4141 '.112 1 -482589
4 8.64. .•- a-301 6696.429 , 4994.211 1.119 1 -71,1556
9• ,x3.8I 9.331 1588.983 1516.?95 9.181 1.'949219
b.'' -f"14.81 _--6,ma09'3924.194 3?3?-759 3.3111 1.476553
.84.32 '-3.91J2 Z6 F. 443 F:11 .a g3 1011' 1..545975
8 40.04 a-a@t "1143.293 1213:553  1-^111 t .459994
9 27.51
	 r 3.081 1488.0195 ' ., L794.545. 1.140T 1 .461.51,11
12 47.97 „ 1.4131 _,] 053.371 ';1?65.89? x.09? I'.591759
'11 = 191.71 0.995 ?74.123 297.61-9 a-01.76 1 .934999
12' 394.23 3.539- ' 156.51 1 . 1 70.917 1.11939 1 . 95 05q7
t3 - 173.54• -0.905 255.450 -	 397.377 1016 1.5971517
14' ,172.49 8.005 .`	 239-1513 259.695 • ,	 -3-197 1 .296414
1'S . 60-BS- 9:21? 891-282 801 .2 g2 '1092 1.6171 98' .
tb 217.97' •, : :'. . x. 4.007:. '1 86-753 1196.954 5.0P9 1 •391, 3136 •	 +	 =;
i•^1 .7 .. 9 .31 '^. • - 0 .080 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS '3-003 -4SS19SSSSSSSS
1,$•: "<' 6.53 -i '.' 9.100 5859.373 535.714' 9.9111 1 •13491605
19-' .
- .
` 12.35 ,-.	 `6­960 1859.375 . ,.2'38.333 1.9 13 ?'.4601118$21589.77 11 .045.. `'	 48.981-. -47.954 `	 1.034- 4.7653 ^9
_•'	 2(. , 354 . 32' c	 3,At a . 47.4,x.1'64. .­196-541 9.31 0 1.IS651242	 s
-	 2$' 498.59. , ^• 3-31.4':- • 'tf2.48a_.'. 119.585 •3.11 5 .?..0179557
'23 447.174 1.912 '•.	 1.627941 0'
2,4 ' 112 52 : : =- 0-3133 :'436-947 - 424.2?$ 1J .934 1.491855
2 53'.79 _ _ "	 0.901 r 1 a1 9"-112- 937.5+1101	 r 1.312 t .55769?
26 ?1.69 0.391 .1794.545 ??32.141 1.991 1.235491
AVE24GE
NO. NO-/A.?EA 'AFPV MFPk '_ / A ^FETa
1.73.73 3.1115	 aSS535SSS-S;SSS rSSe 1.195 '1555:14 atc
3.3 511.94 1.319 SSS>S3:;S	 ;SS'^ ;;;;5 1.117
PqG^.	 SE , _ 61.18 11.932 Ss3sSS53s	 SSSSSS55 T 1.731 'S S; ,5133993
27 x7.87 1.001 1674.137 1562.59!1 1.911 1 .?14375
38 43.56 1. aQ1r 997.349 1377.586 1. 1'.t? 1 -197717 
29 16.58 3.313 11?5.333 3115.331 1.191 1 .45R751
31 145.33 3.134 34'1 -A l 9 141.9'39 1.175 1.45077?
31 282•.31 9.1138 162.763 171-?93 '*.711 1.594747
3? 282.89 3•338 142.91? 1 ell. ?55 1.01'39 1 .791179
33 151.85 0-a44 -318.578 ?77.954 1.7175 1.2918165
.34 1,512.65 0.143 -41.778•- ' 45.956 3.037 1.597191
3S'	 •_"17-?'B ' 0..093 ?A 83.333 •15613.983 0.90t, 1 .9169996
9.93E 1794.545'` :1644.737 7.171 • 1.1!374??
37- 13.93. 9:3391 :.:44.54•?R5 4934.111 r.'1'1'i I°75
^8, 1 71.74, ,: ;^1-0'113 _t97.t36 16?. "7 53' 1.7110 T.52697ft
39 • ?64:93- 3:398 158.629 169.837 3.319 1-446714
40 2'11.60- -._0.308 196.954 135.912 1.011.9 1.74447?
41 35--45 '3.801 1390.116 .11 43-293 3.092 1.974577
42 I254.32 1=336 58.1221 44.579- 7.7134 ?-371'315
43'' 1413.93 3-343 ^^	 44. ?63 4?.-1'?5 1.337 ?.::75995
44 89.95 3.933 420.4114 _	 49'1.93¢ 1.;311 1 .7.175P9
45 5195.41 3.145 12.. 473 '2.?55 x.113 1.3?4711
46. 2495.12 9.969 31.566 32.2 e3 1.95? -1.411874
47 1.3-1 9.0'31 S3S;S3GSS SSSSSSSSS x.711 'S 15515135'5
48 3.34 3.-7=371 'SSSsSSTS 3SSS551S3 1.193 ''SSSS1;'>SSS58
49. 3.30 8.9191$ Sssssssss SSSSSSSSS 3.77111 rS3SS;SgSS55
5d^, ` tt88.$96 3.085. --	 251.431 268.625 7.317 1.632227
AVERAGE
NO: - - N^. lAREA MFP V MFP k - L/A kFETA
-
359.75 3.-119 5S5.SSSs53 SSSSSSSSS 3.919 'SS5551SSSSS
SO	 - $18•.48 0.1?3 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS' 0.111 MgsssssS31qSS
SE, 115.75 9.303 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.1'33 151SSSSSSSSS
i
	 -	 -	 _.
	
.L'Jr.A.. =``r-.`l!:'	 ..a':1, ^ r.i '."yi.fa^/ ^1:.,+.... ..._.^.^.... .'l	 ••+Vmr,' :e^'..+r^..i4.:ow-W.ruh
:.-^.-...-.R^.......,...w..-'...wm.^.......-+t...w.+...n..»ucr.•x^.•-w:.:.^vxu........^....wa....^..._.w^.wr«...^--<...-_...........___........._..__.-__-.._-_.. ._...,.. ._ _.. -. 	 ...-	 .. r.
)ATE 11/1 53/7R
%10311. TYCJ SAM?L? I,"). 1'1
)ISLJCATI)N 311 . 3 )NLY
J-.23IJV 2. I302? IFET4
3T=? 7.31 N"t , AL IG J ]9TT)M '1 ;? )F -W1 31- 1W_Y
44SIAG r .3 ir A1 71 r.-717
a •!?.23t5= ^ lT A2 ^A = x.57 ^_
MAG -333.3 JNITS-MICRONS CAL- FACT32-	 0.375339	 !NITS/"
FRAME 4:i EA- 3.5156257,7'1 '14
F1EL0	 V•). v3./4iE4. "F`°V ^Fla L/4 1F,T4
2835.29 ' 1.3E3 2'1.3147 '1.330 1.388 ?•139699
,2
	 - 237.04 0.•'097 !179.598 .'	 199.345 3.719 t-?33R?2
-3, 546•T4 ?0--316 v	 79.315 87•139 1.327 1.3711971
1 4, 894.13 3-125' - S4.539 "-.56.239 -1.131 1.539595
5 258.38• ..	 3.:137' '.$l I -I49 =	 179:254 1039 1.49:?S67
.48.50 3.7F01. -13t 9. 1x.2 1512.097 9,.991 2.579125
T '95.41 •_ 3.993 41.6. 667 488.? S1 70393 2-fl94955
3.73 - 7.800 1. 3392.957 15625.303 4.0,33 2.9531?5
. 9
-21 .87. .:	 3.3'01 . -1512
 .Q97' (768• %8 9:'192 t .94t 345
tO 53.44.' 13.331 1157.4'3'7 1233.553 10gl 1.749541
It
	 •. 19.2? 0.901- 2403.546 2678.571 9•131 1.393455
12 32.63 a-391 '. 1464.944 1. 488.195 9.:731 1 .90:7791
13? -	 62.43- 0'. 142 876.166 938•?t S 1. 192 1.'174?1 9
^4. 14.99 -3 .330 '-2840 .909- 3125.009 3.191 17086648 
1.64' .. 0.303 .: 4934.?1 h. 4Q76.a87 3.990 1 .856250, 
•
' '70.72 ; ; 0.302 81 5.217 60 3-962 '1.012 1.944504 
!T 286.6 65- Q-9903.'.,'171.399 191.718 a-098 -'?.929688
r 18 162.96 0.003 ." 267.'794 •: ?92.056 3.096 1.584694
:1989.95 0.6357 x'35.007. 37.026 '--3.046 3.768817
20•• 651 •50 3.719 '.. -	 96.355-- . 1'01 -:x42 , 3-01 S. 1.869993
85.54';.'` - 3.302 554.794 582.298 71.003- t'-623884
22 1'24.87 :.`. = 0. 71'34" ` 316.723 978.024 3.905 1 .11 8681,
23 518.69 ° 0.015 '.	 • R4.232 ' '	 ' 77.9313 J 3.019 t-238258
34 10'1 . :t6 •0.6133 405.844 457.317 1.704 1.4921 98
25 148.85 4.0°34 299.248 308.388 7.035 1.483594
4VERAGE
NO- -NO •/AREA MF?V L/A AF--TA
369.33 71.)11 1341.979 1459.7,69 1.111 1 .1218656
SD 648.25 0.316 ?695.x13 3+17?.757 7.114 7.571778Sc !29.65 0.034 539.163 614.551 1.3!14 1.1'14356
26 79.19 0.0,32 597.134 604.939 1-433 1.4'19l?5
27 86.95 3.092 523.743 525.685 1.1719 1.196563
2? 164.23' 7.335 144.141 ?58.97$ 1.117 .'?1''24129 I F?.35 1.115 ?51. 111 151.97F 1.117 .454153
-31 167.37 3.3-35 ?55.iRI ?71.179 1.1115 1.494473
31 267.3? 0.]d8 t75.222 199.693 1.11 3 1.568953
-32 497.88 0-014 . 94.697 `'	 96-451 '7.01 8 1 . S? 9421
33 -.M-39 3-321 '64.61L 72.064 0-023 a.1 592!72
34 . -
.	





^'	 • 27.8 '•.+	 9.001 1875-000 1875.3 133- ?1.091 t.587154
36 ...•17-11 0.300 2929.686 1750.109 1.17071 1.273419
:37: •'.._a.00 ;:'.0.00$- •555555555- SSSSSSSSS '1.7'17 zS555S5SSS5S -.
36-
	 1 .2.87 0.0130 3125.730 3996-?50 1.'!710 1 .2?S3293
.39- 23.52 _'	 0.301 1512.097 . 1644.737 1.801 1.31971?
-40'•. 15.87 0.000 2678.571' 2604.167 T-001, 1.150568
41 - 495-41- 0.014' .	 _	 95•771 96-253- 3.316- 1-747957
4?. 957.55 3.128 5.7.?59 63.315 1.1^q i.•171ajI
43 71.37 3.111 744.'4? 699•952 1.111 t.149Q1S
44 .3225.75 0.89? 18.794 19.947 7.954 3.757525
45 1597.30 0.045 19.641 17.787 1.141 1.134735
46 18.17 3.131 i859.175 2533.784 1•.11t ?.414161
47 0.08 9.103 535555SS5 SS'SS.SSSSS 1.198 'SSSSSS4jSSS
48 3:33 0.331 553555 • SSS SSSSSSSSS 1:.09^1 Z:SSSSSSS5g1
49 21.1L '	 0•a341 4464.?86 4687. i$0 4.-167!7 1-47656159: .415.34.: 3.112: - 137.SR3 115.171. 3.015'j 1.554798
Vb•' y0•44R£4 MF?V _FPFf L/4 A Fr_ TA
367.90: 1-313	 5355.535SS	 SSSSSSSSS 1.371	 °SSi3fiSSSSSS
5D 669.75 0'•419 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS '1.019	 9SSSSSSSSSSS
SE. 94.72 i: ta.033.SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 7.aa3	 3SSSSS5SSSS5'




.^'•\ .. ::1  %/•lam-^.',r ^' ^
LATE' I /12/76
M031L TYCO SAMPLE	 NO-	 it
:+SINS ONLY	 (?R)G14M VE.ISIJM NO.	 ? )
DISREGA.RD AVERAGE = E4TJAE AREA (AFETA)]TM ')ITP'1T ')IV10%D	 3Y	 1'13
AVERAG:
l^




FACTOR- 1.347375 JN ITS/ ?P
FRAME AREA- 3.070313
FIELD NO.' N0. /ARF_A MFPV' MFPH L/A AFETI
1 24.35 346. TOO 2.865 1.178 1.072 'I.N19095
2 29.16 ?86.736 2.183 1.042 1.188 1.001014
3 '26.87 362-165 1',.659 1 . 1 35 1 .?7^ 1'`'1ll I	 -
4' 44.71.. 5 .37.427 1.1347 4.711 t..°3'S •1.979'399S'. 49.61 735.536 0.721 3.591 2.357 1.030111
36.90 524.646 1.420 3.97?_ 1.368 3.099948
-	 7 29.26 .' 41 6-} 15'- ?..127 1 .•?02 1.375 1.0001039
9 74.84 "1864.373 1.512 •1.694 1.736 1.937133
9 72.03 • 1024.459 2.438 ".' .3:601 2.81 9 3.090012
_	 .10 • 7.97' - 113:319 '6.466 ?.679 7.495 9.970393
11, 19.32 . -174-9113 18.7591 3.989 3. 3: 72 3:00001 4
12 ' 3.10 44.343 37.500 8.523 1.123 1.0100915
13 18.58' 264.258 3.472 '3'.1 55	 - " .	 1.571 4.!1311419
14 6.23 FB•145 11'•719 3-t?5 1.355 1.303ilIq
15- 1,9.64 282.1 51 •e-929 , .	 3.724 • 1.373 1.0079111
16 14.13 230.946 .23.438 4.538' 9.229 9.0113039
17 61.32 972-143 '5.357 1.25$ ' 3..8853 1	 ^l.4g9913
18 12.39 ',	 176.172. x.30989 "Y;3.'20b,- 7`.579 •4.0900135} 9 ' ,	 g .7!" !35.093 8.929 1717 364 -	 1.000905
`	 20 72.9 176.172 5.?38 ?•232 :. 0.54.1 ?!.090004
21 6.58 -	 93.591	 •. 7.212., "_5.65.9 -1.237' 9.004043
-.,. .22 2a. 55 3213.688 5':357 -21232 :1.552 3.1300013
=	 't23 ,. L4. 84 :. 211..739 ! •_;6..466 ?.46? • 4'.459 3.009006
" 24 ^^7.87 t t 1'.•903 13.393 '3:9q-1 9.261... g•000035
2S • •37.I : .. 528.5L6 :' 3.074 "	 1.1 5'4 " ' 4,.973:. • • '	 7.400098-
°' AVERAGE
NO NO - /AREA -	 MFPV `"FPH L/A AFETA	 -
26.33 370.182 7.193 '.-I33 '1.329 1.9049!78
SD 19.36 292.731- E-258 I.6155 1.594 1.343115
Sr '.1.99 56.5413 1.652 1:37} 3.11 9 1.991'.311
25 17.84 395.95E ► 	 5.595 ?.457 1.453 1.911115
27 6.67 97.720 23.633 5.?50 . 3.179 1.17111 1
26 4.36 57.806 .31 •253 7.504 1.1 47 1.1191114
29 48.77 693.677 .4..464 1.349 "1.835 1.11191's%
30 63.65 915.175 3.178 ?1.'845 1.l?5 '..111'115
31 31.19 443.541 4.P.61 I .P74 1.677 1.1'3'1798
32 86.97 1?35.875 1.395 7.199 '.?13 3."1'111
33 83.17 11 ?1 . ,z ?1 l - I'?S '.99? '	 .I i7 '3.1111?1
34 114.48 4626.215 3.$27 •1_.9'?8 1.197 .3.11901',316
35 8"7.00. 1237-333 14.369 1.109 1.997 1.949711 B
36 26.74 380.330 11.-729 3.024 1 9.371 T. 1010119 .37 58.45 71.7.534' '"	 5.515• 2.083 ' -	 3.557 7.007101 R
38 46.26 657.892 6.466 1.589., 9.6196 1.A00A-14
39 9.32'•:,'-132.588 12.500 4.?61' 3.264 9.0470464Q
-' 2-61 -	 37- .161 `62.509 15. 625 , . 0.372 -1.099006
41 '19.55- 276.1SIS. 5.250 t.. 974 4.571 3.001,31 PI
42 t7'.19 243.154 ft-719 ?.441 -- 1.389 1.1399137
43 71.30 4 .034 sssssssss +`555555'55. 1.71#33 ;SSSSS3555SS
1	 44 3.00 3.300 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.019 SSs555SSssss
4S 74:94 1365.749 5.357 1.465 1.771 ?-449927
46 6.93 .98.179 37.500 7.212 .1.149 1.3971906
47 32.74 465.663- 9.375 1.995 .01.547 '.111313
48 7 8.55 1118.519 4.;378 1.785 1.564 1.111!7149
49 15.39 '218.439 11.729 ?•757 1.395 '.9^1'111615








N0. NO. /AREA MFPV MFPH L/A FE7A .
32.77- 466-058 SSSSSSSSS 'RSSS3S5SS 3.727 ^SSSSSSSSSSS
SD.,	 •"27.81 395.482. SSSSSSSSS 'SS5555SS 4.554 SSSSSSSSSSSS'
S,	 3.93 55.-930 SSSSSSSSS S3SSSSSSS 3.076 ;SS55SSSSSSS
,AC; 11/13/76
M33IL TYCO SAA 2L =.' "1. 11
01SLICirlY4 ?ITS )VLY
'J_'RSIJV ?, 1GNOR: AF-TAST?? 4.31 MM, ALONG ' 7_ATs3 L!N'. 'F ;AM'LE 1NLY
A)EiAG_7
 ?IT A1 7_4 - 5.53 'P•
MAG-809 .71 'JNITS- MICRONS CAL. FACTOR- 	 1.375'139 (NITS/i3°
FRAME 4RE.4- 1-515625113'.14
FIELD	 NO- /AR EA MF?V ?"FPH
I 1917.55 0•055 ?4.459 14. i!9
2 492.51 '3•-314 96.355 78.311
3.' 17.53 A-039 2533.784 2533.784
4 65.76' ''0-332 591.134 485.751
S to. 41 3.399 X905.:?Sb 1'Si3.265
6 28.51 -	 01.091 126<,•b92 "1217.53?
45.85 , ' .,	 .0:031 187.915 ' 689.138
35.75,' ".3.33: 997.3471 466.495
' 9 35.14• •''.:. ''3 .,001 58°.298 1143.293
'1S	 •= 16.89 :	 :. 0.300 3635•.769 1832.885
11 .	 16- 41 	 -= 0.331' 99T.-347 938.1 921
t2• . ; 0.60 '1.033 SSSSSSSSS 31?5-3.997
.• • 13	 . 68.32- 3.032 '539.793 473.485
-:14 199.49 0.006 ,21 6.513 . , St I .1 49
• IS 9.35' . •y , 3. 09'3-. 4687 : 503.' 4261 .364
''	 16 120.21 3. 393 -.: 27 9.91 %:.. ' 94.191
17 `. >20. 91.., 0.901 1 4°0.,455 = 997.349
tQ'' 23.-23' 3.031 - 144'3 -308 1420.455'
14' ; i.^ 1.36 .^





2a 1321.17"' ._`-0.034 x„331.272 '124-394-.
21' r;. 124.89' -?':^: 3'.3294 _.:356..15;' , 351 •124, .
: 22"x_
;
_` 9.80'.- • ;x$.900 . 4261 .364 ^'^-61 -•364	 .
-23 '44.34 .:: '41'-002 1838.965. 928-219
24 78.13 +	 • 0.03? " 604.839 548-146
?5 287.94 *3.315 ?19.355 213.554
AVERAGE
NO. NO. /AREA MF? V `"	 PH
149.6? 4.3'34 SSSSSSSSS 3?25.1?_7
SJ 375.02 a	 1311''?33	 5335 7291.?.?
Se 7509 3.7102 SSSSSSSSS 1455•-242
26 64.49. 1.33? 629•?52 558.715
?7 c21.12 0.736 • 199.345
28 328.65 3. %] 17 178.91? 166.915
29 16-44 3.7'31 1 953.1 ?S 34.17. -46
33 1978.73 7.155 41-'289 15.199
31 593.36 a.1'?7 7?•?82 2?•67?
'32 ±65.61 3.9,32 • 660-!It, 416.776
13^:. '	 6.79 3.933 5514. 7-3 S 4934-211
:•...34 ..37.86- 0-301 15111-l" 1339.?6'6
35 ,, `-29.41. 0.073' 1 535.Ra5 t S36. 885
36' :'',	 13 .48	 ' 1-900 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
31- •:' 1.09 : ;	 ' 8:709, SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
328` "12-1t`r ' 1- 300 19750. 4'3'.T T562S-100
39' 6I .24[ 21• :3? 714.1'17 .646-n5? ..t	 40 ; • '" 77.48' . . ` 0.002- 529. 051 -280.7 69
41 ":. 4. 52•^' :-	 8.300 9375.000. 9375.100
42 -'	 34.82 P__171  i 996.942 '937.500
43 "473.59 3. 413 94.7132 °3.191
44 6.84. at 0.019 64.?56 56.395
45 268.17 3.408- 184.185 163.31?
46 936.86 3.324 54.129 i2.639
47 .1960.94 3.156 28.766 ?8.232
48 887.33 0.025 54.697 i6.-276
49 61.69 0.302 704.887 646.-552
- . 50 , -. 61•.99 -. 0:002.. 630. 0 62 5¢6.:685
AVERAGE-
NO. MG. /AREA '•TFPJ YFom
?51 .43 7. 3»37 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS



















f :" 3.311 •1 • wot	 ' 83
.: 37.831 1..273897 r.:
. 0.1 ,30 3.632 F1 3 a }
3.395 1.999498
,3.00.3 41:015814








A. 3 1 9 1 .5Q9 At 7






•1.303 .	 1.5$32031 _:J1.99JI -8.71S144
31.00: 1.513435
8.109 SSSS$TSSSSSS
21.103 SSSSSSSSSSSS1.13 .1 :^9Ft4'775 .
1.
3.393' -1-?75493
3. 3a(3 1 . 49 62 5;1'
3.:19? 1 -? R01 7?











4.1102 45S$SSSSS55S:• / 	 _ ' • a^
-: r!v
DATE 11/1!/70
- !A (-l ir -- T-N)	 A
I DLY (P-1 IG iAM S'l 3 1 )N P4 J.
ITM 3jT p 1r Divn--n i y iii
AVERAGE TWIN i.1--A = 37.a5 X 1.1a
st
KAG-803 . 0 UNITS-MM CAL- FACTOR- a.03137S UNITS/PP
FRAME: AREA- •3-070313
FIELD NO NO./AREA MFPV MFP L/A AFF.TA
1 70.59 1014.112 2.757 1.008 1.144 1.009019,
2 57.89 S23.351 4.688 1-359 • ^3-916 0.090117
• 3 53. 81 765.349 ?.799  !.225
.
'1.977 3.110120
4- 39.65 563.892- 7. 5aO 1-467 -1-464 3 . 90992 1
.
-s .1. 3-51 192-192 U.523 'a -107 3-523 T. @0a00 6
6- 23-73• 337-41391 8-152 2.297 3 . 4 83 1.14901 S
I 10,84^ 1 54'- 1315 17.045 4.076, 0-'275 1.007108
8 5.49 ' : 76.030) '17. 1345 '6.944 4.168 9.96100617
-. 0.90 0.000 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.300 Sssissssslk ss
1 13 13-00 194989 '10-417 23.125. 1.3.65,	 • T.000017
It 65.92 937. 514 4-464 1.389 11'. 611 q.06o0119
12 77.35 '1100.t08 4.t67 'I-got 1.213 1-000025
13 14 .62 9-941 'SSSSSSSSS 31 -250 4- 335 3.001003
14 0.,1 3. 3-1300 sssssssss SSSSSSSSS 1 .13(39 ssssssssssss




1 -7- 13.92 - 191 -9" 13.393 3.233 "3-341
. 18 -.31.73 '4!: t .267 10. 417 Si.930	 -..13-379 1.00001 E;
284.2 19 18.753,' 7-21e 4-165 9.949021
2a 10 , 	 4- ­^t5.62S S%357 I.aI3 3.90901 1-
21 1'	 43-
154 : 139
-019 483 1-232 L7.0001811
, 22 A6.65 i-36-481 Ka 152 07fi., p-
2' 25 ^ .54: Mr. 163-Z4 3 -P,^PT9- ir. 1 4,68 -1 .4672 I.PJ0001 7
24. t'4 -14 ;4° 10.417', , c	 ? -5.08 01. 42'4,; , ' 3F-0001307
'2 ;3.27
an:03P
46.511 93.t759 10.417 91. 1 04... 41.8000016
AVERAGE
NO- --40.%AREA' %IFPV .	 - AFPP L/A AFETA•
24.45 347.763 - $$SSSSSS SSS37SSSS 7.2 8
a? 22•5i 321.933 *SSSSSSSSS ,`SSSSSSSS 3.311 79SSSS.SSSSSS
sz. 4.51 64-193 -SSSSSSSS SSSSSS355 3.766 35;i339lT;35
26 8-95 (?7.231. 16.7136. 9 . 688 3.224 1. 03 9'371 4
27 3.35 , •	 4.997 37 - 513 63.598 1 . 13 40 1.3111141
29' 3- :22 , 1-375 SSSSSSSSS 5 2.5 .0 `3 3ill 9 'T. 1141,311
-29, 1.633 9 .333 tssssssss !;SSSSSS33 3.1130 -Sssssssssss
33 1-11 15-763 187. 5 33 37.51 rl 1.127 3. 1 9141115
31 .3. 0 a 3.13 33 335S.S sss3 SSSSSSSSS I - i-313
32 .3 . XSy 3.319 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.331 -l ssssssssSss
33 0.00 0.21 03 SSSSSSSSS sssssssss 3.303 SSSSSSSSSSSS
34 -0-00 11-030- sssssssss sssss,SSss. 8.0905 ssssssssssss
35 6-54. .93.021 . 96.786 7.508 3-149- 0.030M f
36 14-24; 202.5-72 -'.t l&f.4vT P-641A-	 -0 - 413 3.0,390,38
•	 '37' 0-33 , o.30er SSISS
.
ssss SSSSSSSSS 0.119
38 0.33 3.000-sts3s3s2s 03SSS355ss 3.990 SSSSSSSSSSSS
39- 2.84 40.360 15.625 g-523 0.136 7).00(3 0x32
40 -3-46 120-312 13.393 4.t67 3.269 1.9901599
4t 5-94 83.-427 .15-625 4-360' 3-245. 0-1301013
42 ' ' a.- 00 3.000 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.035 SSSSSSSSSSSS
43 0•130 3.0" ssissssss SSSSSSSSS 9.1300 SSSSSSSSSSSS
44' 3.00 .1.300 sssssssss sssssssss I.7100
45 0.10* 3.100 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3Ao300 ssstsSssssss
46 .0.00 13.000 sssssssss sssssssss_ 3.3130 SSSSSSSSSSSS
47 a-la Y.301 sssssss-s SSSSSSSSS 1.011
48 0.00 3.3qo SSSSSSSSS sssssssss 3.190 'SSSSSSSSSSSS
49 .3.62 3-841 187.530 -	 37. 5'39 ;1 .032 1.110033




MPPV'- MFFI M L/A AFETE^	 . A13.22 188.025-SSSSSSSSS l$35TSSS1 1.?46 SSSSSSSSSSSS.
3D 19.69 .279-981 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS• 0 -307 SSSSSSSSSSSS





?ATE 11/IS/79	 j	 i•. s^-+M,(+"^'^'1M011L TYC) SAMPLEe • 11
31SLOCATION PITS JULY 	 °1M%
VS:2SIJN 3 , 1GNOVE AFBTA
STSP 1.11 MM, AL-)NG G:NTSi LINE ) F iAM*L= )VLY
AVER4GE PIT. AREA 15.65 Pp
MAG-813.3 +JNITS-MlC.lJNS CAL. FACTOR-
	 3.375119 I,VITS/PP
FRAME A.iEA- 3.515625330 34
FIELD	 NO-
	 • NO./A2EA MFPV MFPH L/A 4FET4
1 140.11 3.134 398.936 355.114 1.134 1 .7701g8Q
2 567.14 0.016 107.883 117.198 7. 015 ? .735795
3 477.56 3.914 '	 121 -?81 It 4.929 •1.3.3 5 ^'	 1.969479
4 573.53 ?.3I6 98•',84 1 013.8?!
,
•4.016 3.012•?971! •'
5 '396- 0?. 0.311 • 13.7.463 138.479 :1:'11 a 1.m5993'L
• b -1601 .94 3.346 37.943 38.964 1•34P, 2.783945
7 943.99 •9.987. -•	 70.225 •69.858 7.7123 7.339375
8 423.67 3.024 ,.	 70:172 72:450 13.321 4.291871 ?•^;
_
' 9 263 . 96' ` 9-J$i1' ;' ^t84.911 1,76.56?° ..)^.r709. 1 •816136 • t+4
to 3.89 (3:033"SSSSSSS5 S SSSSSSSSS:' " 31•la3 SSSSSSS5555E'
I 1 750.90. ; a+022 -7'71--167 72.282 ."'1.-0124 1 .859667 • - •. ,	 ,}
12 45.5$ 4.$@t' 937--;33 956.533'... I's W111 t.1137R9.'
13 281-13 0.408, 18:1- sag 186.132 3038 4.997.628 ^!
14' '?73.85 3•+138
"
••'198•io5 t 92.585 x.109 t .946' Sl
15 699.19 ;0•J2P ' r 69.65t 56.395 34:1 ''5 ^. 1.533?53
16 .373.32	 . '_0.111 : 143.768 139.717 '^ 9.01? 1.994?3?
17 ' 298.13 '.5.0-3 239.770 1.007 ► .533854,'
: 11! 12.11 e.3@3 4876 . 387! '•367!5.769' -3.900. 1 .t 95313 • ^, J_'
-
2$ ,. 1 73.50 -: 0.3,32 914.1'91 '+' 852 -9.73 10092 P.9•?5919 L7.'	 ;•	 ,.	 c - 121 i' 0.00 '. 9•000. SSSSSSSSS SSSN5CSSS 0.101 kSSSSSSSt5S3 '• +.^''+
22 , , 9.00:;,.°	 9.790 SSSSSSSSS $55555555 1.9419 ;SSSSSSSSSSS ^`r
?23 62.19 .' "3!.303 .:744.848 7^ g .18f ?1•'103 1 .?37438
'394' 1356.01 •' °'. •13.834' :62.375 $7.97B
	 0.41] 8;. 4.515887'• ;' 4
,^° Qs .'339.04 .: pimp f13 S?-347 ^j9.54^ : p .@16 g•2?8750.
•,' ' MFPVNO.	 NO • ^ARV	 ' +MFPH L/4 WETa qt
`438.35 8.x12 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.112 SSSSSS555555 "'
SO 417.64 34112	 SS53S5599 SSSSSSSSS •1013	 SSSSSSSSSSSS
SE 33.53 0-r302	 55"3SSSiS SSSSSSSSS 1••702	 SSSSSSSSSSSS
$6 ?998.59 8.355 33.275 ??.189 9.172 Z-794416
Z7 1279.15 3-JJ6 42.432 46.688 1.337 !.351329
28 1360.78 0.039 42.144 44.x.43 3.138 2.572669
29 8..30 7.933 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 0•'7901' SSSSSSSSSSSS
30 12.19 3.303 5208.333 2130.682 !Sage 1.941625
3t 71.30 8-307 SSSSSSSSS 'SSSSS;CS 1.ol(vf3 ^SSS';4S;xacS
3 12 1.13 1.1311 5SS'SSSSSS 555 .3S55S5 1.119 aSSSCSSrSSsS
33 14.84 8.300 ?-333.343 218x.3!13 1. 30 1 1.OR4375
34 199.13 9.336 715.549 '211 -481 14115' 5.399375
35 271.77 0.306 184.547 114.@4l 10198 1.115234
36 245.41 0.0017 176.222 173.611 .1.113 1.133549
37: 393.29 ' 0.01 I. ', ' 103.''49 117-141 3.31 4 ', .	 '-•'1 -416431, -
: :31 665.19' - 0.919 ':. 72. 909, 76.595 ' 1w.v.5 '-1.347109 
.39•' 7.74.73` 0.022 94.127 66.068' 1.92?' 4!-657014
40 1393.46._ ''; 4.340 , U •909 " 40.375 l.@39 1.497994 -
4l 7-10.60 ' 8:320. 76.71 8• '76.386 1.171? 1 .85.3406 _t
•	 '412 1043.46 8.-030,. 46.998 45.334 1038 •t'•5413R74
43- 4916.82. 3.374 -	 85.363' 78.'l9P! 3.118 I.i5964t
44'1413.07 @-040"' 36.659 '36.722 3.84 1.466292
45 865.90 17.125, 49.656 54.366 0.935 1 •3T?76g
46 • 4'14.18 3•.013 '111.740 126.518 1.114 ?.t33?11
47 9I6.78 7.026 59.866 60.158 3.0125 ?.a?6953
48 733.39 3-021 71.623' 58.732 1.021 ?.?891S4
49 733.04 0.321 55.559 71.x77 7.0?5 1.691158
58 ) 14122• ?6 1.1129 571.122 52.404 J. 134 1.749799
. 4VE94GE
N,).	 . NO.IA:2Ta MF^V MF^y ^-14 1FET4
576.14 1•?t3'SSSSSSSSS	 SSSSSSSSS, 1.117• SSSSSSSSSSSS
SO 565.41	 - 3•.17t6 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 13.015 SSSSSSSSSSSS ".








M031L rYCJ iAhPLE NJ. 13
r171NS ONLY [?iDG24%1 1E2313N J0. ? )
0I5A3GA3D AVERAGE F$Ar12_ '1730. CAF--r4)
3TM 0'JT?IT OtV1DEO iY 143
AV/E1463 TWIN AREA = 1 ;3. it X 199
MAG-603.9 JNITS-MM CAL. FACTOR- 	 1.031375 QNLTSYPP
FRAME AREA-
	 3.370313
FIELD NO. N0. /AREA HFPV MFPH 1_/A A1= ET-A
1 46.48 661.104 ?.287 1.165 1.140 3.910'110
2 21.94 311.971 6.048 3.?33 1-39? 1.101117
3 29.55 420.244 11.0•L9 2.168 0.424 1.109919
4 12.n8 177-548 .14.423 7.500 -1.176 3.000014
5 79.35 1128.602 3.472 1.550 3.792 1.00002-1
6 16.00 227.556 -8.929 4•261 3.385 3.100005 ^	 -
7 34.45 489.978 2.435 2.206 9•-73t 3.00710^l6
IF- 57.06•- '^ 611.584, 1. R?7 t .983	 - 3.696 -;1133 it R
9 • 0".00 7.003 53SSS'SS55 JSSSSS535	 • ' 7..33$ •'SSSSSSSS;;S	 I	 '•
`	 LAST' FIEL] 961.ETED :,.	 i', r .
;' 9 16.39 . 33.361 4.323 9:9930x4 -
lA - 40.391 • ,574.394 _'	 .. 6.696 2.566 0.459 3.100915
TI •3}•32 • 473.921 7.2t ?•I E0 ,	 .9.5?5 1.10011I
12 17.13 243.613 t7.045 3.536	 '3.334 41.390107
23 15.65 222.509 19.375 3.750 1.301 1.0011106
14 28.71 438.315 5.515 3.174 9.197 1.3p'1qI:1
12.55	 - .I79.466. 1;1.719 _5.982.	 ,..4-. 16. 11.379017
I6 • 17.68. rA251 -412 =	 S:1'6H- 3.340	 .'.''.7'.397. .3.000006
A LT. 0'-00 9.000 3455553SS SSS535S55 13-310, SS555SSSSSSS Y•_
	 ;
"IS,-- 8.90"• 126.624 '	 14.423, 5.696 3.203 14 . -1019 11R
9 • - t-59 9-2.580 93.750 3 t .259 a}.937 I n0,3107





' .]42 . 681 , •"` ` ?•9.375 6.048 '	 ^' 11.232 .. 0••41010046
13.65'.,94.065 ' ,.'12.-581 . ' _ 7..?12,'^'%•' W.17'6 7.9413993
•^• X23 28,-42. 1 ::4134.1,96 •'_i S.757' 3.I25	 w'1.573 1.909125
24 55.03 '"782r.4581
_
.5.208 5 500	 ` -3.493 `1.009022
25 95.87 1363.493 -4.688 2.062 9=592 ,1.30!7030
AVERAGE
NO. NO./AACA
	 HFPV MFPH "1_ /a 4kETa
?S•76 409.'113 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.494 TS^SSSiSSSSS
SD 22.74 323-365 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1. i14 455SSSSSSSSS
;E 4.55 64.673 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.147 'SSSSSSSS55S
26 • 89.68" 1275.412 7.208 %.630 1.591 1.1041926
27 81.1 9 I t 54. 753 • 5.68? ?-435 1. 483 1.01'4341? 5
2F 7.32 1714.143 17.51.1 7.813 1.141 1.19113°
29 1 9.'i'? 277.153 ?21.793 6. > 57 1.1 37 1.1,11 It 7
33 55.81 793.19? 5.759 ?-i)6 1.555 1.911117
31 18.96 255.919 11	 3.3 1.;73 1•253 4017'115
32 .3-115 J. 133 SSSSSSSSS +SSS53S."nS 1.113 rS553S55535,;
33 34.94 496.9463 5.357 '2.315 3.517'_ --05911115
34 8.19	 '. 116.530 17.045 8.919 3.1 44 1.30)R 116
35 '61-39 	 '; -673.361 =^-	 !7.944-- - ?.01 6 ; 0..557. 1.300122
7-36 - 26-48". •176.659 ,071:719 3.750  3.299 41.0141091a
- '37 3.81 54.136' .. 93 ►753 '. 11 9.625 3.169 1.11 '19838 • 49.90 ,•709.735 ;' .9.17 3 ►409 3.357• 1.93013t
39 29•I6 4IA.738,': •• 4.464 '•24757 1.491- -1.91011340 36-a9 Sl 6:129• •	 't3-.193 2.5681 3.41r .11.9000! 3
41 28.94 - 411..927 ^ '.	 17.500 1?-500 3.111 3'.190713'?	 -
42 1 .42 ? It. 1 86 1 S7. 500' 11-259 3..035 3.3300116
.	 . • 43 "3.39 48.172 62.513 15.675 9.075 1.1999'47
44 0.30 0.009 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS' 1.30x1 SSSSSSSSSSSS45 13.39 1917.394 9.868 1.989 3.?91 '1.110111
46 5.39 76.615 37.503 17.145 1.772 1.3911338
41 54.77 779•111 7.152 1.933 1.568 1.P11111 5
48 13.58 151-483 '3.533 6-+96 3.173 1•-0116:
k 49 3•3d 3.2103 SSSSSS555 SSSSSSSSS 1.339 !SSSSSSSSS3S
Vt 521 :•13. 30.284. 62.500 31•250 01:040 ,1.000089
.
" •. 4VERAGE.
•	 No - 'NO-/AREA	 MFPV, MFPH L/A A v ST 
27.21 367.046 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 7.33? eSSSSSSSllzSSS
' SD 24.37 346.536 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 11.?36 iSSSSSSSSSSS





__ r y -	 - - 	 ..^.:^ .s.^....^.^. ral+.^.... •-....i^..i.r.. a...t ?► 	 - -	 - -	 rL'*J.••i^rry.'wi+1M1:.l^KaMLc
W'
^I^S^f
•.k.^.^ 4.	 L _Rte _^
ATE 11/18/73'
MO31L M 1  AMPLE	 13	 5L.ics AA OJ*7 3ewo es,
M3LJCArIJN PITS 3NLY
VERSWU 2& M.Na-i 4
- AF ?TA
STZ' 3.31 N1M * AUNG F-VTtl LIN--.	 A.42t:_' )VLY
AV--.AAGC ASL 3 1"1 	 =5.e4 JP
MCW - 87)3.13 UNITS -MXRONS 1.175111	 INITS/PP
FRAME AiF,.A- 3.515635000 %14
'FIELD	 NO. No•tklEek WPV tAFPH L/A 4FETA
1 1241 . 52= '. '.'	 9.335 39•177. '401,975 1.04? 1 .74091R
2 962 Al	 W. V 7 47. ?15' 49-t 87 3.135 t .531 4R&
3 528-39 , O.-I DS 72-060 47..3 95 1*1122 . .1	 qp S 1 91
4• &M-113 -3	 i I T 91-463 94.689 '7.X1 1 9 A . gaq 653
69: 93 68.1 n T.025 1•.5E5642
1343:3W, 9_14.53. 72' 944 -9.43R 1795133
229 86
, ,
-'349.913 190-162 4.097 "4.690487
ft- ­.277-W3- ­­ g i908 1 99.1 62 .[ 68-3t? 3.013 . 1 -736123
;;'.''0.53-','1. 0137' 46675.943      1.M9 0-? 1 9938
141- 354 .06 0. 013 130. 2 7* - * 136- 463 1. 1L l I . .1 4 j 41 1
1 j 2 9'1 . 11- `	 3.936 	 zI 74- 907 17 4. ^ Ft I 3.01 3. 1 ..49971 e
563-60. OA31 6 -,'	 139-711 96.38S ?1. 01 9 1 .461 ? 17
13 1505• .2 T 0.014 ]?41. 556 95. 383 +3.317 i.372417 i.
14 234-42 '1 .00 6 4 84. 2 ,39.797 •.019 1	 6 t P 65
1 15 483'-74 96.886; Maas 0.321 1 #10174!
16 476.33.  -%.0.014 99:9413 "913 .5813 1	 0.3 1 .272232
125.370 124.17*2 -2 .01 4•' ''1.992.616
- - Is -.:'442-23" 118.M 1.19-?75 f.A15 1.. 7424 97,
19 ... ,58! . 4t 1 13.1 .135 '96-155 8.014 4* 9)63112
29 136.57. • 3.004 .351.124-
, 
65 1-035 o" 1 -3941813
2.1`^ . ,-46&-V9	 "k1e5-813 RS: 1 5'.1 ?1.819 t .,492875:
,
'2'o`030	 33ir-19e4.1 9W - -jk. 0 o 0













1 5- 136.6-05 .' 1?9. 971 a a 10"r t.q6SO515
-AVERD#Gg:
.40. NO. /AR V4 NFOV MFP H 1_'/A AFET4
489.18 %.314 !T41-043 299R.591 3• .317 1-5761t I
so 291.79 "0.339 9189. 531 9157.')91 9.31'1 1. 6R1445
S 58.36 11.3.3? 183 7 - 416 1831.583 1-13? 1.1 35689
26 139-22 @.(3 15 71- 931 . 71.1501 13 3.'401 1 -29Z?16
27 '332. 47. 0 - OV76 4 249.335 ' 143.536 1.037 1.751698
2'8 162.72 3. 035 a43-5136 144.14t 1.317 1 .215IQ77
17-84 31.311 1951.115 1994.6 931 1.-111 1 . R1 5.3 7 R
3 .3 3.13 3. ! 17 S 3 V-1 5 3 ! 7.7; SSF_; Ss lq ls I.-Ill
11 -722-79 3.321 67.7313 5 1.918'1 1.M7 1 .117491
3,2 545-76 a -916 ?46.363 71.t IS 10,31 15 ', .1 Rq197
33 -ia.30 13 .030 SSSS53SS2 1 SSSSSASSS J1 .,40113 --,S1S313 S!t 4j 1q SS
•	 34 9.00 0.003 $SSSS53SS' S g S.S SSSS-1 1.94M IR SSSSSSSTSTS
35 85-16 512•195 ,	 34(1- 04 19- Of .9q, A I.. I 498I5
278.6?  0 OY 139• ­463- '3118 - 1 8?	 7149• 1 .911' 1.1440-14
37 '316. 0. 039. '••'t40.555 13 4.;(1-5 1 - RAZ t -11 46 66  -
-uor_ . -r3n.m 1051-171 •3o(1472 3.839114
.39 237.91 0.0137. 32 1 .3 62 	 .153-43 ,7 i-lqg. >0cl401 A
415 446..47• .	 13.313- 130.375 99. ip^ 1,9 017 1 .300546R
M -165'- M 9.303 181L0.71
13-310 ".1", 3-S62S10
43 t . 24 46975-119. 1.300 1.490- 1 It s
4-1 a-lea sssssssss sssssssss 1.4130 S3STSSS55SS5
45 15-55 8.403 29?9.699 ?343-753 4.301 1 .1? 3753.1
46 157.77 I-7,3 4 279.851 q86.i97 3.116 t - i I C014 5
47 191-69 0075 254.755 139-171 1.337 1.410856Rg 157-49 1. 1 15 137-'31 31 8. 078 1. 1 15
49 117 ,1 .73 3.133 45. 11? 49. a;3 s . 1.116 R
50 .62-60 a.3521j 679.349 629-195 0.403 4.9e71584
_AVERAGE'
NO- ` NO.EARE • t*FP V 149PH L/0% 4r"Ik,
353.64 8-a32 sssssssss sssssssss I-at?
314-99 -'sSssssss 3-111	 -9SS5$SSSSSA






LL TYC 7 SAMPLE i 14
JS ON4Y
IGNJRE AF-TA
-„ I 'll STEP SIYti
MEa3JREMEVT.AL')NG THE CZ'JTE.t LIVE
JIM JJT ?Jr JAIA J! •JI)=') iY !31
AVEZAGE TWIN Ai--A = ?8. 29 x 113
)F i uc '34ti4 ?LE




FIE:Lb 'NO. 40•/A284 MFPV MFPH L/4
1' 84.53 X 1232-t 69 3.471 1•'184 1.119
2 115.99' 1649-660 1#2 61 .1-399 1.?19
3 102.56 `1458.652 _^ 3.989 L-359_ 14.832
4 . 68-°_9 971•?86 3.676' 1•-123 '.	 7.995
5" `64.3L 1194-785 4.808 1.576 •- '0.717
6' ' t23.774 1-71T•595 ;3.69.6. 4.831 .1.317
? ^' 49.95 ; .712.373 :" ''4.6F6 ` .	 1'. • 369 0.935
`'6 •7	21 •25	 .' 332-2&51:u , ^3.393 "3+538 1.312
'9 `.	 23. S0 4d 9.584 =_? 8.929 ' 1 .476 3.721
10 24.26• 345:351,, '' •"14.41'7 2-•679 14.405
II" 27.52 391-373 a	 5.515 1.465 3.135
12 29.25 445-994 L. 550 _ 7J .7t 5
13 ,,	 11.46 162. 94 8'
 .•. 23.393 3-•346 3.325
14 9-°3 139.318 ;, 14.423 4•••167 3•?61
.15 24-47,, 348.046 .,.	 6'. 696 1 •410 0.760
16	 .•, 131..74' 187x•651' .,''',-`,3.233. I.ibS 1 •9'13
~
'- 1 7	 46-66-" ' l ;663.605 x_'4.686 V•972 i •104
T8 %._-1_•25- 174«270	 s°!0.417 ;' :: '0.435 0.448
T9 •17.06 242.69$ '' >	 1'2.503 - $«131 3.496
215 :'18.38-' 261.ba5 - 11:719...' -«^d38
,21'. 29 53 41 9.922 e1s5fl3' 4 a,7B9
22 101	 94 ` t 449..79 :i1'.233µ ' !'.t 6S•% d1:4S7
23 88 99.+. }252:e75 ^ET^944 r.t1J'31 1• `T^4r79Y4^.
2)4 <1fl2:84, L462.599'!'^.^15^ •rL.52r'- ^''3.F4t.`,°
24'..: 326.4' =796.823' : '.,.G5:357• ::?.L.2 a•R66
AVERAGE %	 .NO., +`IC•:/AASA `	 MFPV MF?H L/A-.
59-I? 64.3.753 7.271 t .756 '1.795
51 41.36 598-?63 3589 1-R35 3.?58

















0.0'39 A A T •.^, -^^
J .330105
'"^^9.0909 A5




9.21:300!55 .'^ :	 -	 -	 '`•`"
.1.00 Q5 ti ^J 6 
	
. '^',? sw^,
3. ! .00421?6 . ' ^. •..^ ^-':+^a.
.1
AF--TA
1.1 .1111 1 ,'	 .
s.9^1^19^1?
36 71.41 t915.59'? 4..586 3.,52 1.111 1.:1,11.31'1
37 5.16 73.351 26.786 1.148 '7.319 1.191913
28 2.564 36.429 93.759 1 5.5?5 1.469 'S.1g11015-
?9 85.82 367•?47 14.423 3-Fi7 1.?¢2 1.11111-3
33 7J•61 1 714.'?59 9.176 9.R?? 1 .11 5 1•'1' 1119
31 135.•?? 1536.4,54 6-1gR 1 .213 1.49t 7.17.11?1
3? 14.53 ?116.y69 19.417 t.1?74 !•555 3.111115
33 23.19 329.$33 q. R68 ! . 4 74 0.651 1.110415
34- 34- 93, 496.719_• 6.46;6 -3.9313. 1 . I ? 9 3.901105
-35 75.79 '.223.991 X11 .719 1 .913 "21:552^.^ A«083004
36	 .' :	 V.7.6 • ," 124-349. ' : . 18.750 46968 1}.4_29 1.004107
37. .,'98.41;' • 1399 . 577 - '	 4.934 :- 9.R,B9 1.292 -$•00(141L5
36 .;	 1 • t 1 ^'	 15.753 187.50:1 1 5.6?5 3 - .567 .«	 1'000010?
39 1 .25 -!7.722 `	 93'^754I -1 5.624- • '3.469 714030413=	 .
45 . ' 3	 70-. , .	 52:675 31-250 6.049 5.1 76 .1.3100$:'1
4t 0.66 9.353. t87.500 3T«150' 1.335 O.1091193
42 1-.32 `	 19.707 T87.-3we. 31 •Z58 9.035 7!.009905
43 '3.32. 47-?6<3•- -37.500 ' .61250 9•1 68 1.a001A3
44 ' 3.77 53.659 93.75.3 15.625 1.069 1.131918
45 2.89 39.875 46.875 7.913 1.123 0.301gr5i
46 2.63 36.923 46-?75 11.417 1.197 1.091'1'•1xi
47 9.30 3.833 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS '	 1.9111 rSS55SSSSS55
48 1.49 21468 46.875 11.?59 1.045 7.11140195
49 0.97 13.784 93.751 11 •?S0 1.0.37 3.190411?




` NO._	 . ' :N0: /AcRFA •' MFPV •	-	 MFPH' Uk AF ETA ti"
39.61
	
563.287 SSSSSSSSS` S53SSSS55 • : 3.556 STfSSS55955 14_'
SD I 	41.•4.1	 569.497 555SS3555 SSSSSSSSS '1.399 5535535;5555 +^
Sr`_	 5.66	 63.295 RS5555555 SSSSSSSS'S 1.(156 *55555.555554 - .i^
n
--- 




4031L TYCO SAM 2L_r 4 14
JIiLJ_-iTIaN PIrS J.VLY
4EAS IJN ? • IGV 33 . -A ST1
• 3t MM STE' St?£
y_4S1'?SM_4r 4LJNG TN. CENr :7.3 LIVS )F r!•=S IAMPLS
AV?2AG7. 115L]C%rIJV 3 IT 3tE4 = 5.3? ,*a
NAG -8x7 . 0 !!NITS -MICRONS CAL. `ACr0 .2-	 1.175311- IVTTS/°p
F2AM_ AiS4- 3.115 ?5737 14
FZSLO' NO- . 	Ntl./q•tEA	 MFP',l	 MFPH	 L/A	 P, c:
I	 13.53'	 61•?0'3 781'?. • i•31	 %R1 ?. • '13 '	 3.R9^J	 3.917519
?	 0.00,	 (3•000 SSSSS5555 SSSSSSSSS 	 3.091 ^SSSSSSSSSSS
3	 0.90	 9•all SSSSSSSSS SS5555555. 	 0.000 ZSSSSSSSe 5S5
•^	 4 '}:99 . 44	 •a.303	 .471-116	 526.665	 01.891	 -,1-305099
5	 :27-82	 ! .8.931• -109(3-116 104t .667
	
I. 1112_	 •'1 . 60.195?
	
•.4, 0.9 10 t875R:9499' 11641 5.557	 9a9	 3.796875
7 •	 1'47	 4... 382:653,	 25?. 695	 7.)154	 'x':1.971?61
	
S" 433-83^	 ; ;.P1.312.	 1 19.649'. l.A?.6$3 -	 '1.016'	 1.26'3'889
,9•:.. :Ikt Ia.S3 ,	 : O.
V.-0,39'.	
356. ? 1 1	 9.3^15'	 t . 1 3?745
	
.'1$. •,;: 13.$:3: 	 9 • 3 ' SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS	 3.0371 '13sssSSS5sS5
11:	 24.06 `` 8.031 1339•?86 , 1588.983	 7.901	 k.28571 4
	
.12 . , -257.)3	 91.087	 168.615	 -164 . 186'	 3.319•	 4.395941
	13 • ' 231--13	 = ; 8.306	 ?53.47)	 '225.924 -	 1.0'47	 .1 .791?91
t4	 185.34 , .' 3.034	 ?94.611	 .271 .739	 1.336	 1 .54:1625
	
IS: . 144.92,	 3.•)04	 385:602	 3095.37s	 ?1.098	 1.49523t
t:6 „	3.57' ,`,'^`. •8.0`40	 286.535 1891.985	 4.9Ap!	 '.: 1.445313
- _1;7	 121 - 43 :`=".1$.13$3 ..,.364.796 ' %--363.175? ^1.A^15 :'° .1 .1 9531.1
	
I8 ". 374+8!	 ;^ B•91I ....]36.889" :; 94.576	 x.916	 f..2FJ')394
i . 9	 00..60	 v1.3a 3.. + i 1.r1 . 9175' 't 99.--5-1	 3'OA(71	 - 1 .51 9753
	




IN606, L3392.957, .1041 6.667	 ; .. ?:179!9
	
1••545875
• :^'?,.' R6.:!-':•:.a.8a • '.;;._^.700' ^SSSSSS55. 599555'555" •,.^.G7010.+1SSSSSSf5S55$3 ,..^
	
116- g2'	 0,041 ' ,. ^t46.4+? g .. 4414141	 91.6104	 l : 6!*t7191
ss•ss"sss SSSSSSSSS . :,7.13R0)'asl;sSSSSSSSS
	
8.63'	 }}1009 X11,718.753 1875VI.0 .4'7	 3.908	 1.094375
4VE44G:
NO•.	 N0. /A-1 rA	 M: PV 	 MFaH	 1_/1	 \F-TA
	1:31.74	 3.391 SSSSSSSSS ;SSS l.r^ S5,55	 1.734 'iSiSSS5SSS5
SD	 113.23	 3.333 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS	 1.715 "SSSSSSSSSSS












26 55.26 .3.11@2 _. 116.744 718.149 17.3^1@ .1.961 4R3
27 41 9.1 7 d.dl? 134.966 177. -R3 1.115 1 .?'71 539
28 189.13 - 6,,.179 5_ - 316.723 167.194 !.AAA 1 .4'77?SS39 57. i? 3.3712 664.694 679. 14 0 '.11? t.0 14151
11 1..-1 3.411 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSS c 55 1.111 •	 ;;3;Si15
31 15.14 0•333 334 x .214 4151 .164 1.IM 1.153171
32 87.41 3.4112. 541.9718 549•145 9.999 1.:157511
33 .130.38 :'!•3:13 497.836 • 42-1.414 .1.333 1.365341
34 . - . 3.03 .. QP.04" SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3:990 S$SSSSSSSSSS
35 ;- 9a g8 ;• 8.0aa 52 018.333. 5854.375' •3.0X701 •_" -T . 	as'.icllq
.3Q; 1 .	 '	 74•.St`, :'13.000 7912.599 85?S^717 1:0778 1 .1150.11.
37 1.10 SS
36 .-^` ,' 61.58 B:0(3d - 5696.439' .727 ^1.3R0 t -648625 .
39 09.35 0.301 910.191+ 85 0.2?3 ' 1.002 '.	 1-113365
413' 12La•34 a:a34 `	 - 46.342: 75..9019 - '	 .y.a3B'•., -2.116569
4L 86:65 ; 1.302 561.377 545:751 3. 90,3. 1.157645 -
42 97.74• 0.803..~ 488.281 5011 •337 1.9013 1 :1541 Vr
'43 • 1.88' 03-601 3129"I.aRA 23437.5071 1.3117 1.4(1695'7
44 5.46•
_
0•.:339 •375:1. },371 - 1757.393 - 1.333• 1.791 1 1 5
45 7.14 3.390• 45P7.5,301 426}•354 I.191'1 7.667969
46 64.66 0.0112 684.107 7501.31a 1.7193 1.a'17AlI
47 - 289-17 1-339- t6'1-197 158.494 ).lit 1.171907
48 1251 •32 3••135 93•P44 1-:14.749 4.31R 1.R?99R?
49 379. 1 ? 3.311 134.,29? 144._1'79 It. y l1 1.966990SO 234.40 -....0.307 L76.554 196.954 7.0719. 1.7143806
;. .,	 }






	 "'ar1FP7t L/4 '4lFF1'A'•
1 43.1 5- 0.00* SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS H.'SR'4 SSSSSSSSSSSS a1i;
SD ?51.71 0.497 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.9"17 '-SSSSSSSSSSS 7
SE 35.691 00031, SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS •11.301
	 tSSSSSSSSSSS ;'
,)ATE 11 /26/78
M33IL TYCO SAM?L3 e 15
TWINS ONLY
VERSION 2, IGNOR_ 4FET4
-31 MM STEP S1?
M4'ASJlZMENT ALONG TIRE C:VT:3 l-INE )F THE 34Mal-5
3TM OJT PJT DATA 01113E7 3Y 4'13




P-14G-831`.3 JNITS-MM GAL. FACTOR-
	 3.409375 ')NITS/PP
FRAME AREA- 	 3.073313.
FIELD VO•	 NO-/AR--A	 MFPV	 `MFPR	 L/q:	 .1FET4
	
1	 300	 0.730 SS1555555 SSSSS5555	 73.310 '-SSSSSSSSSSS
27	 0.00	 0.00a :SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 	 1.009 555555SSSSS
.13	 0.0.-J	 0.939 555555555 SSSSS5155
	 3.099 SSSSSSSSSSSS
r,
	 0:34	 7.702	 93.750	 46.875	 .1.1?7	 I Ol l411?
	
!^"^ >^ .~t	 3+5T•	 53.Ta5	 20.43:3	 15.425	 3.091'.	 7.111.31386 " 164 53"	 1 92:429 ' `23.4313 : :6.344	 9'.1 R1	 '1'.91'191'5 -
	
143.455 ;"^"'26:+`86- "'.5.5368	 rii:2t3 - ••T.3Q?)s7t7
	
`$	 _5..13 '. r 72.946	 37.599' ,- 6.348	 :9.:165-`' 	 1.09x1164 -
	 2307 ^" 356. 5TS . -` i.l .029	 2.679	 1.409..'	 X1.910910
10 ' -29-60	 420.913'	 7.813	 1'-431.: ` 3.744	 1^.30130116




.,23-439	 .4.934 : ,:'•'3. 2QT 	 1.391115'
	
3.	 60.53	 $63.654.	 -6•?50.	 _"1.,!18 ._ "4.877	 1-005'.10113
1 "4' -	 46.86	 666.493	 = g:7E3: '.	 1 . •786 .:: - '1.6?4	 1.0399117'e:. .15 :
	
22.3.6 ':' 318.363 	 •g-376.	 k-4613	 7.696•"., •. ^f.3,11`3'j59.(2':' ;-[15.536	 3«393	 ''•w`Y,:995	 `x3:478.'	 3.0410993
	
-,"A7'	 '46.07.'''' ,655.156. 	 . ,1 ..1.329	 3','$33:	 '.`3.341-.:'•: -1.9913329 -
' 	 .41-.54 -. 590-910-
	






154 :eas. ;., .► I.7I.9` .
	
3.•472	 9.317: - `' ^1.633?1915
	20	 41 .x_6 : -' SH6.740' ;"t 'R.2Q1	 1 :i 65	 4.941.'	 ;. 3.0'033[3
	.2I,
	92.34T :"- `.. 6^fl48 cis ^•ti=x '303	 ..x:952`	 r" 846199 jt4
22 ` 	 80:41;• - 1-143.577- "-t ,^$..r768 -	 E..^ a@?	 1'.719	 - ,0.9UO31.4 ..
	
• 23	 83. 69 1:1913.245' •: i 6,:048	 ir,430	 •• 3 -AT7	 t, -R.0113826
	









mFPH	 L/4	 - 1F?74-
32.73
	
468.361 SSSSSSSSS 3:S'SSS53SS 	 3.4141 SSSSSSSSS'S55





26 95.91 1'37S.?73 4-076 1 . T33 3.997 0) .3ol	 32327 84.61 1233.384 5.P59 1 .559 •t. ;99^ 1.911921
•	 ?8 16.34 ?3?••131 11.719 4-151 ?So '1.1'17111
29 3.54 78-x16' 14.313 .G34 1.'14 1.7311179
33 c-8? 135.534 9.458 ?.941 1.373 1.17''4179
31 6.86 1?5.957 14.4?9 ?.457 1.417 1.A11114
32 43.•'17 163.139 I2.50?! 1 .995 '1.5'31 1.111133
33 13.63 193 - 9t 9 . 'r1 S .. 750 5.357. •8.238 1: fi3331 5
34 0:31 3 •.0301'SSSS53355.95SSS5555 3.339 r+'S'SSS53SSS55,
35 ' 17.7 QS?^$1 9' `•.^.-8-152. T .735 '''	 "'1.634 -	 .1.4-34315...
'-36 33 . 48 -476.458 "_%-A..261 ,	 1 •942 .1..7!37- x.03 '"016
•	 37 4«4a 52. 52S, 31 SO- 9.868-' '1.11?.' 1.14199136
3B	 ., 8'•84 -	 26.41 3 ;^.1'k.719 .^	 3.348 Y	 0.331':_ 1.939?194..
39 T.45 ' 13'6.01 ^17.A45 '?-.604 X1.392 3.03630413
43" 44.89 638.397 '4«573 1 •t 5T 1. 981 9-18,1999
41 42.88 609.94T. ,`,',3.8271 • -1•L51 1.968 ' 	 i 4.940019
42 4.97' • ' 70.681 •,	 '16.786 5.515 -v 43 1.Ax199?14
,43 2?-I1 314-438 11.719 ?.'160J 1.517 -,31,13 13
44 ?6.47 375.511. 8.523 ?•558 1-437 J14111 .T
45 37.87 439.336 9.468 3. Z^ 27 1.3611' 1.991,11 9
46 1 9. 1 1 271 • 849- 14.413 ?-717 1. 1 92 1 .01,41.116
47 16.95 ?41.139 11-'?53 7.5!10 ?1:147 •1.911'119
G-	 48 1.44 19.936 53.753 18.757 3?'1 1.,31111'1
49 4 ­3o 3.023 ;•53355355 S.SSS5S353. 1	 . 1.-33!4	 °SS355,553355]0 `,- 4.•65 66.150 ?9.633 7.212 _ 4.169J 3o40H9915. i8	
. .' •^'	 ' ,	 AVERAGE'. '	 •'' r. -	 .,	 1 .
	 t-	 t,AA
- Na. NT./4RFA ::	 MFPV MFPH '^L/A - AFET4
S7.4t'A 383.995 S5S9S355S SSSSSS.Snt '1.453 e5SSS5SSSSSS
SD 28.46 4134.790 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 7.319 SSSSSSSSSS95 •ice: {t!kSE 4.03 •57-246 S$S55SSSS SSSSSSSSS 4.045. 3SS3S3S.SSSSS
14Ar..•.l'.1ui..
yhr	 _	 ... ,rte... •.._. -
)4TE 1 t /26/78	 {/^





"`.Q(f ^s.i^IO	 IGV_ 1FETA
•31 MM STE? SI?E
MEASJ3EMENT AL ,JVG rHE ;.NT_:R LINE - 7F TH? 349?LE
WE?AGE ?ISLJCATIOV PIT AREA =4.42.??




'N3. ND./AlltA	 i ''AF?V'	 YFRH 1;/4
1	 566•?.9, 0.916'	 89.799	 95.170 1.11.8 1 •497?26
2,.. 1195-Y .3t' ' 3.334.' ," 41-519	 - 43.586• 1.339 .	 -	 1 •9169399 . t
'.^ &:3]S-38 . 21.•037'	 ~:,40.9?1	 39.524 '3-044' 1.2! 8471 4144	 > 37-9.64'' . '-;. 0•.0tf	 1.22.673	 • 126.008 1+0114_•.- -' '50919166
165.3a	 ^ • '.' - :19.010' :438.683 -; •:153.330 ..8.812 ' I A407851 T-.:"`y$	 ^' l7b-24' 1 '^:a9S
	 4-Q7fr:549 ^'22b:449 :' 3.396', 1:005917 4 ^,s?^ 7
Y	 rT'	 '•306.82' :0.48.9-ISl58.294	 '1 . 65.344 0.01i'^ 3.974331 > 	 ti,8 ti r 92 ► 55 0.233!• . (423. 455'-' f 4$6.195 4.001' .:"	 A. 964286 cly
"1[8.559 $.923'	 448 565-.:41.8.52T I •4:094 1:0?3438
'	 !s	 76.24 ° $.392 ` ' 689.336	 426.1 36 7.133 8.694163
.11	 183.94 ;: 0.005	 -:'280.669 •. 220.170 ' °1.996` 1-2Z3454
I'2	 2l 8.33 9.89fr	 232.054	 224.282 9.998 3.9699719 ;.; 1
13-	 .._ 57.24 .:7.7.32'. ­ 732-422	 •732.422 1 13 18 - 1.912163
14	 52.71 °0.991'' ,''986. 842	 6554594 3.4102. 7.8401.44 + i r
t5	 68.55,( 4-002.f'^ •764.687	 „71$.227 41.303' OF.835476 }	 l •%
1b'-`283.94 ,` 13(.998.	 ;Y 83 .464`	 t.81 .335 1.319 1.1169941 ^,-,•'?




-•54.52 ~0.902	 794.494	 762.1 95 ;0.1307 1.355625 ^i rr
:`l g '	 •,251.56•. 0:]BZ '''224.0?3	 :1'95.313 ^,. g '• 0W8. 1.071362 A:'
.	 28. 1 84. 62 ' a-005	 306.'.373 7<`342.153 .4.006. tjrlP?_53ia
75-T-9 -3z 302'' ` 738 t 89	 T'32.4^^2 ' S^.002 L ..307933 T^!7n
i/ s:l•2g	 $..110 •:`t'J 000^if333SSSS " SSSSSSSSS, 0.!790' :SSESSSSSSES
23 •	 -	 12.4.4' - 10. ,3$9° 11718:•750 	 `6253:009 . ,	 q . g30 1-•93359,4,• 59
r24`.	 0.9 T' - 0'•043 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1-log S'SSSSSSSSSSS °•^
25	 .'43-95 0.001.	 2343•753	 6714.439 •-'1 0P11 2.765685
AVERAGE 1
N0."' 40./44E4	 MFPV	 MFPH L/4 1FETA
- 241-70 - OP 1$7 SSSSSSSSS 3SSSSSSSS !.1139 rSS'S'SelzSSSSS
Si	 329.76 1.739
	 ;53355555 53555S=3S 0.111 'SSSSSSSilSS
SE	 55.95 -3.392 SSSSSSSSS SSSS5S333 -1.3.32 5S5SSSSSS533
25	 94.57 9.0133	 551.471	 • 485.751 7.314 1.399554
27'	 3.37 7.•:733	 3SS53SSS5	 SSSSS'SS r"3 1'.:' 11 53S'S--1 ltl ;ST,,
?3	 ??3.93 3..37,3	 ?64.':31	 ?7?-529 1.'137 1.169999
39	 177.39. 1.415	 '	 317.797	 'C3.";9 1.715 I.IA1195
3J	 43.=7 3.171	 '514.167	 70,11.577 1. 7'25155
.31	 221.36- 1. 1'16	 -133.354	 211.9RR 3.719 1. 951 172
32' ­­  78.73- 3.'1.32'	 6 	 " 664.197. 1.903 1 - I-t?21 6
33	 ...;.113 . 81- _4.0.03 .x:529-R33 >'.539.793 7:3`33 1.57187-5
34,,.fi520-64 9.0	 49-730	 ',•'j
	
44.452 3-139 9_.835455
35	 71 9.9v-. ;^.$20;i	 :67.7_9t	 76.393 3.318 1.741IS4,
36	 3.1313.	 `:., 0,"01.. SSS;Ssss53- S5S55SS.S5 !'T.030 S5SSS55SSS35
'	 37^'	 6•.1I :'':I-A-3g01'7911..536. 6695.429' '1.303 0.632813 't
38	 : ,503.39• ' -	 -4 '•-- I .27.a33` . -103-163 3.014 1.b55516
39 `•	 61 .99 :-:9.332	 1. 339.286 _ 1143.293 0.101 1.21.3938
40.
	 11S.39 '.	 ,• 19.903	 - 679.348	 -349.813", 3•.014 1-949107
41	 >9'.a9 0.030 SSSSSSSSS. SSSSSSSSS 10,30 SSSSS5555555
42	 12.22 3.990. 4176.387	 3 5314.194 ,	 0.090 1.F.43754
43.	 3.30 4.300 55SSSSS55 SSSSSSSSS -1.:309 ;SSSSSSSSSSS
44	 0.30 9.x30 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 0-.390 3S3S3SSS.SS3S
45	 9.99
_=3.392	 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.139 L SSSSSSSSSSs
46	 3.52 9.933	 4454.?136, 15625.1919 X1.1.31 4-12,31 ?51
47	 3.62 3.113	 11718.753	 11718.75:3 71.313/4 9.75311!3
48	 15.84 a.0A3
	
3635.769	 3471•?22 3.3139 1.461938
49	 656: I l . 9 019
	
89.331-	 85.1-50 3.319 1'.4252571
50	 756.331
-0.02$_ :, -84:383-' ', 66.254. 71.722 .356b981' •iz TX'sr	 _a 
'No. / dREA:	 ,: 1MFPV	 iNFPfi L,#4 AE'ET4
,227 58 9.706 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS •3.097 SSSSSSSSSSSS
SD .. .	 342.96 1.013 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 11.1101 SSSSSSSSSSSS ; t:::^d$rE	 -48.50 3'.291-. 2S3SSSS35 SSSSSSSSS •3.9181 .'SSSSSSSSSSSS ..
DATE 11/16/78 *
+,03IL TYC 3 SAMPLE * 16
T':1I:NS ONLY
VEA.3131N 2, IGV02E AFETA"
.31 MM STE' SIRE
mr-A3 J.4EyEw 4LJVG Ch. ;_vr.Z '.IV3 ]F rHE ;AMPLs 1N1.Y
)TM OJT PJT IATLA 114I7i) ?Y I39










M-AG-131 01'- 0 JNITS-MM .-AL * -4CT0?- 7. 7.39375	 '.vrr^^^p
F3AME.AREA- x.379313
F1i0 110. MO. /AREA to. FPV :"FP -/A sF TA
1 21. q4 <!97.756 8.i23 2.344 ^.=,7? 9.7009195
2 2r .31 3713.123, 21.833 ' 4.175 3.257 0.111111
3 52.95 753.804 6.944 11.645 1.645. 1.0010I3
•-4 3 9.55. , .	 562.485 8.929 :: r 2.'7 83 3-53t 1-311115
x .92.91.7 "1321 •359 4.934 •1.384 1.405 3.9719022
6 i 1137.-19 ,1 523-?165 " _	 5:357 1-465 -. 1.757 9.0099?_9
/..	 • "26.23 " 373A333 • 3.523 1'•7,35 9-537' 3.1711935
'' 9'••23'. -431•?V- 26.786	 -'',•',3.989 9.267 ^- •9.01x39149 •: 5.-59.;•. •79.51 6. 31 -254 6-?5a 7. i.7t 9.9190903
t2.. 034.22 '486.704 9.858 1"•759 1.576 1.14011011
11 29.27 - 416.268 :., '11 .OP_9 `2-137 3.122 1.131139
112 ' d 7 .79, ' .251-959
 - I t • 129 2.976. 3.365 1.?7J11.16
103 : 29.3t '- .4L6-794 i.'859 1 . 130 9.824 3.a919Q7
Ii4	 •';:'1'3.5! i49.427p,' IS:r_5,	 ,:.;_ :1.348 71.312 3.9091113	 -.













AS -.' 144ot3 • ' 2049.814. '1 •x47 1.•^156. 9.-101114?	 -
!9- -'40.0.79„'1433.429 6.944 ;..141391 - r 41.952 '1.013091 8'
20 ,' 47:..43;•' .674.555 .6.696 1.-1, 7.936 :1.00 70x38
2,t'• • t-aY• _ ~. 1.4.489 , 287:5C*0' is•75@ .3 356.' 0.00001?
22-:^ •`10.213.''-'CA6. ?25 .'	 Qa.673 '7 -112 1.163	 - 1.0400110
23' •'96.57- 377.P.36 9.1751'- 't .S37' T. 691. 11.791008
24 21.84 319.594 11.11_9 1.689 1.629 1!-1°11135
?5' 0.•73 9.100 SSSSSSSSS 'SSSSSSSSS 1.91171 sS5553555.555
AVERAGE
VO. VO- /AREA MFPV :AFPH 1_/A AFETA
38.42 545.347	 SSSSSSSSS 'S37S 1;i T 5 ' . ail
3D 35.38 573.198	 3S.r,3535SS '-S,SSSS1M t. !9.3	 :i'iSSSSSII3,
S. 7.08' 130.628 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.7159
	
^53SS3SSS3ST,
36 11.33- k61.1 Q7 23.438 9•°.27 ?.?89 1.1"7395?7 ?4.7? 341.547 11.4!7 l .555 .^11"'S?E 124. 1i 1764.311 5.''18 1.149 =2? I.IA1124
29 115.39 164.'26 5.56? 1.=55 i.5 ?A .1'"?i?3) 2J.15 356.579 11.417 1.752 1.:14,
31 3.91 .• - 5.5.531	 - 6?. 03 ' 11 - 1 29 1.!31 4.39-1941532 -	 .54.93 781-288- 5.944 ?-799 1.491 '4.11319?3
33 ,..'; 30,.3 432=270. :;,'. -11.329 ::.,1'.413 1.731 3.0^J9%05
34':.:;', • 4.02 1 57.7 712 :"46.875 '-13:393 9.388 7'.0107101^15
35 F4t`7Sr^ ° • 209.731='- ?3.438 ":	 4.1 67 0.367 3.39 7311
Ur :'42.9E"." I94.649_ 1.8.453 -4.573 3.237. ,'4.11.7396
37- : -18.65.-
	 265-?32• 13.193 ? .338 h'. 517 ^1.06:1910
38.. -	 7-b9:: 1	 9.472 33-333. 4-`734 ^.1'}7 1.:300135
' 39 4,43 -- 62. 973. 93.759 1 5-625 3.169 9.3 -1-1198
-40*r 2?. 14 314.863 1.2.593 1 •-500 3.693 4.01'3'• 3is
4t ' 59-09 826.116 6-466 1-3-39 '1.815 71.001q1 I
42 41.88 595.572 13.393 2-259 X1.483 1r. 140M11°1
43 23.53 334.639 9.168 11.753 9.698 3.3,311,35'
44 23.1! 328.739 9-868 ?-541 4.413 1.31,909
45 3.30 -	 46.953 187.530 15.625 3.167 1.9391I'S
46 11.74 167.138 11.417 3.9?-4 1.373 1.111,315
47 35.51 506.453 14.423 1-641 1.419 1.'311115
48 12.68 183.379 14.423• 3.676 J-.1x71 A.9473^195
t9 9.1-9 130.748 12.502 6:696 1:.735 0.IC3031 t
50' 3.861 54.968 6.929 26.786 1.'I014 7r-0040'17
AVERAGE
Na.. NO./4REA MFPV MFPH 1- /A AFTTA
33.04 469.958 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.483	 7SSSSSSSSSS,;
w •33.64 478.375-SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.276 4555SSSSSSSS -
SE- 4-76 5.7-552. SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS. 3.039 SSSSSSSSSSSS 1
.S OATS t l /86/75
M03 IL TYCO' SAMPLE I IS
JISLOCATI3N ?ITS ONLY
JSRS ION '?, IGNORE IF-TA
.31 MM STEP SIS:
M?ASJ2 4_MENT AL-)VG THE ..ENTSI LI4 1= IF rHS ;AC43LE
AVERAGE DISLOCAT13M '1T 12EA = 3.11
4AG-893.1 UNITS-MIC2'JNS C4L• FACTOR-
	 1.375711 !NITS /0D
FRAME ARE-%- 3.S15525311 14
F)ELa	 N0. V0./AR E'A iF?V MFPH L/4" AF?TA
1 268.53 0.138 214.531 197.785 3.113S 1.597154
2 154.40 0:804 344.669 319.966 1.9?1'6 1.695?89
3 157.40 fJ-•Jg4 '185 •?02 356:464 1.'134 1.975794
4 257.60 0.037 ?18.531 212.9?? X1.7!18 1.631757
5. =	 5.48- 0.000 6696.429 '77813.53 1.'113 _ 1	 1.899436
19•-13••. -3.001'.-3645.769 3615.769 1.199. ?.671075
- ^T 133.23 0.004 398.936_. 196.954 3.1106 1.331741
357.70 0.310 153.933 124-R34 77.012 1.55917.1V-' : 254'.5,9
 -0.0217-
-
23?.054 21 1 .625 `1.107' 1 . 61 e9?al
'tip - 115.20 s 3.933 '426.136- 384:221 11.1395 1 .147845
-- I 1, ^ 3591 . 60. 0.01 9 ­A 41 . 1 971 0-116-895 +. 3.01'.3 1 .18491 9
t$ 858.63' 9.1 ,?4 .54.789` 44.556 .1.'1?0; 1.7'15975
13 313E -83'° 0.011 .144.90 1 t?9.65R 1-711 Y.46979A
1. 4 529.91 3.018 1.03-249 GR-328 1.917. ?.x73153
AS 303.80 3.309 "232:154 205.954 0.108 ?.347356	 •'^	 I
!6 130.20' -!1.004,-:'430.046 P99.521 1.344213
17 "495-23- 0.014 `'6 0.424 130.699 1.017 .'	 1.419666
X18 ;'"	 0'•20- - •`'^ 0.000 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.191 ?SSSSSSS5555
19•. '	 .	 0.32: 0.0373 3,55555555 55555=555 1.190 SSSSSSSSSSSS
29."r	 93:-60 ' . -0:,703 568.182 , 545-358 3.3213 t.144199
4.000- '4687.500: 6696.489 71.900 1.787597
'.,;,^^'.'?'•^^"f^.AB''. .`'9..332 555559999 555555555- - cfi- '113 SSSSSSSSSSSS
.- ^ g3` • ''g2^'.2a3,•• .;	 li,106' 265._583 = I91.956	 ". 1:93K 1 .463.134	 -
24 • - 4151.60- 3.011 ^' 123.1 93 • 132. 742 1.013 1 -31 9509
25 ' 449.49 5.313 -.107•F83 ' 1LI3•?49 7:315 1.?34714
N0. NO. %4,ZEA MF?'V VF^H I_/t% %F--TA
242.01 3.437	 S'SSSSSSSS SSS55SSSS 1.134 '$S;499579.15
S7 '312.44 3.096 3SSSSSSSS SS555SS53 q.1417 T 4 :Rs 15	 SOStt
S5 4.2.49 3.031	 335355533 SSS335553 1.-111 c:S5;:433353
?6 159.10 1.1105 184.991 15?-315 1.996 1.196149
27 228.43 1.136 289.352 ?I 3. = 721 1.117 1.5?0464
?8 3 -aa 1.77!1 '5;555355 555399913 1.731 -;;SSS•5.5;;3;
29 6.3:1 1.:79.11 1341 6.667 1171 13.751 1..111 1.111)175
34 133.-:1 J-334 !.71 .447 111.	 45 1.114 1 .775194
31 751.43 3.121 79.114 79.	 e9 1.7?1 1.44gR45
32 .1-aa 1.13 14 SSSSS133S 7 35S 1;S;3S 1- 1111 ^;SiS•SSSS3SSS
33 3.130 21.890 5-53555555 555553353 a.0?19 tSSSSkSS5S5S
34 1.50. 1.793 5$Ss5555S. ;SSSSSS5s ?.131 'sSSSSS5SS55
• 35 ;,:	 '' 0.01 `' :. $-09'3 55ss S5s55 5559555£$ ` 0. 131 ; 9 S5S553SSSS
%16" -3S.4A '^ B- a01 ; 1320.423 1264.247 1. 30 .1 1 .25F594
3Z, 266.40- ^ 0«338 '218.531 124.4193 1. 1;18 1.99?696
3'8 _	 21-60' 3.101 293 13.•143 2338.343 1.331 1.3$14F?t
39- 204.801 0.336 263.343 ?52.695 1.917 1.321I11
40' 7.5.00 :1.832 710.??7 679-149 11.911? I.4?5]53
41 t55.40 .3.074 461.9?3 414.395 1.114 1'.3?3438
3.47 9.49J3 11339?.857 13392.957 1.1.39 1.795P75
43 1.,,0 3•'790 13392. 7 97 15615.17^ 1. ]3'1 1 .1 9511'1
44 2'2.93 3.901 '3,983.133 2993.133 1. 1 41 1'.159175
45 40.?9 9.00I 1266-F90_ 1147.291 1.1x1 1.746P75
46 355.63 3.111 162.749 177.?21 1.149 ?.155554
47 169-43 3.11, ?". 156 283.233 1.1115 1 .471 R79
48. 336.43 0•313 ?14.341 143.149 7.11'1 1.1964 ?1
49 162.0.3 3.335 284.954 109.461 1.1.36 1.196166
511 • 652.49 0-2119 60.681 ,	 90.155 11.11.9. 1.74417 9 
NO. NO -/P+REA 4FPV AFPH L/A 4FSTA
197.1.6 91.305 5553sS^SS SSSSSSS55 1.106 SSSSSSSSSSSS
SD 239.03 3.•306 SS3SS!SSS	 rSSS.SSSSS 1.136 ^•SSSSSSSSS33SE 29.56 3.39L-ESS55_SSS SS$$SS53S 3.1:11 33SSSSSSSSSSS
-	 - -	 ._ .. _ _w• }, :.... ...__ __ - _^ ..	 ....yam-.:.s•...^ ..._ ......^.:,xaA..,y^.a
•,.^^yp.,,^ 1 i1






.x^26 1. 'J .l j'1	 ''55555533 3555=-'>"S
27 1.55 22.194 197.519 11•?59
38 7.37 1. 13"3	 Zg ss!:333S. 553515SS3
29 9.47 134.,;l g V. 5 1 1 7.''i1'1
33 7.37 134.817 ,	 46.875 6.348
at ' ,	 1 .7.39 `..246.1.1	 - 37.530 1 5. 625	 -
32 5.74 8t'-696."- <'-23:438 7.5171•
33. la'. 17 173.154 ., -8.151 4.454
-34.,. ,' 39.27 558.513	 ..^ 9.775 1.531
-3S 72136 1929.159 9. 36.8 2.435
36 57.73 •'..820'.552 7:,S" 1 .537
37 47.33. • &73.1 13@. R. in- 1 .599
313 ` 53.83 '-722. 929 11.129 t .786
39 t04.59 1487-476:• 61466 1.013
43 59.11 .829.287 t1.719 1.x'19 .
4t 59.71 - 534.939 17.14-3 3.174
42 25.49 361.207 9.375 1.715
43 13.56 194.22'1 ,17. 145 1.178
44 3. :2 3n.A25 Iii .591 15.25
45 14.13 210.899 611.591 12.5113
46 10.31 141.325 46.875 5.361
47 11.25 .168•i29 ?0.833 1.138
-	 48 39.96' '568•S72. '11.719 "3-024
49 20-16. 2E6. 70S 17045 2.155'
52 7.62 '438.414 37.ila 6.048
AV°_BADE
NO.- N0./AREA MNF?V FPH
34.49 493.4E2 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS
SIS<
_29.36-- 417.525	 5SS3SS35S'SSS5SSSSS
se. 4.1:5 - 59.147 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS





























109IL TYCO SAMPLE • 17
T+IINS ONLY
J --- HSI3N I-IGN 1 RE AF --- TA
•31 MM STEP iI=E
MEASJ1 EMENT ILONG T H3 ,?VTSA 1-1V3 )?• 7H--
]rM 7Jr PJT OArA )I !I)?) JY 'I]
AV"-AGE TWIN Ai3A = 17. =.3 .r Ill
MAG-633.9 ;JNITS-MM CAL. FACTOR- 1039375 JNITS/PPFRAME. AREA- 0.973313
FIELD	 NO.' ' NO. /AREA MFPV .MFPH L/A 4FETA
1 79.34 1128.324 .4.934 1% -394 1.19.1	 •. T.a99313
$ I191.3d 1692:999 6.148 '1.379 3.895 1.999951
3 	 . •.''28.83 °.410.019 "	 .,7.568 1.705 3.633 3.OI11>,36
A 8.56 .''1$t-.773 .t.,W2	 ,'43$ 5.696 '3.16^ 3.0070'.'17
'•	 5' 17.85 253.821 9.375 1.074 3.549• _	 -1.0-3-1195
` :6 ,48.53 974.695 '5.682. 1.0013 1.059 3.314,111
1.6I 51.381 46.475, 7.813 @.139 1.3131114
-	 S. ` ._2.75 39.349 62.508 19.417 '1.194 1.910994
9 16.51;`'"' 234,.811 t.8. 75q 't•636 -1.296 1.971f1g4R
10 - 68.61 .975.723 8.723 1.199 :1.763 1.'119'11.7
I I 2-96 42 s l 32 67 •i'1.3, 7.511 4.119 7. 1q.11,11
12 •_	 36.33 545.TSI 15:6?5 .+53'7 9.4?9 .1.009017
13 66:73' _-949.0194 :_	 ': 6.944 .894 :f. 569 0.010!1929
T4 6.94 M 98.65t. It	 a53 '49934 '3.219 aolaM93 .
15 32.26 .4$8:831 7.212 IF	 500I	 ., a.718- 3.00171096,
36- 24.42 ` •'347.335 11.71'9 •..,.,••3:178 3.357, 3.03ga11
17-. `.47.65 ¢77«714 5.515 f	 1 .123 14965 1.90931?18 17-t& 244.359 :,Y7.0145 'i:' 2, : 1 9% ' ::1.477 =	 1.910'3361 9 19-87 • ' 282.595 53'a !n. " 2.964 5t19' 0:0109996
2@: , 6185 - ;879.640_ ek ;$•!52 r. ,?.344 3,493	 ,- 9.!'18'1'322
21 33.27' . =473.228• :	 _8.533 1;.971 1.973 1.0@3'3'15
22 78.58. 1117.534'
_
` 7.813, 1.91-3 •1.579 1.71991'34
23 55.50 ', 7"-751 6.944 1.799 1.725 1.113315?4 - 56.21 799.486 12.517 P-.137 1. 4;15 1.399'117
25 6l•39 1151.959 13.393 '•579 3.411 1. el 111,419
OVERAGE	 .
VO. N3./A-Z3A MFPV FAH /A =rTa
41••x6 599.526 16.951 1.3?3 1.544 1.111114
SD 39.27 433.529 16.299 ?.44, 1.278 9711It1
SE 6.a5- 86.1136 3.'63 7.488 3.156 1.1'111.1?
ATE 11 /?6/73
MJ411. TY J 5AMPL? 1 17
013LJCArT,)T S ITS ONLY
VE.R310N 3, 1GNJAF +FET4
. 1 1 `1M S TE? 512-E
ME45JIZMENT 4L).NG TH? .?N1 3 LINE 1F iHE' iAMPL
AV 7-34GE '11S40CATI)N '11` 43,4 =5.?R
MAG - 87 7i-o J^lITS- MI^.20N5 CAL- PACT0E3-	 3 .375+103 JVITS/P?
FRAME AREA- 3.515625 .343 94
FIELD	 V0. N0 . /AREA MFPV, HFPH 1_/A 1s=?TA
I S.n I.133. 1339? - '57 !119?-957 1.1'11 1.9491t9
S '5-49 1-1 ']7 11713.751 It'71?.75--1 %.111 1.359'375
3 1.35.11 0.093 A02.161 375.7109 X1.194 1.3??a?14.
4: 135.23 -_	 :' 0.404• 352.444 1 -?46.063 '3.!336 1.521337
-	 5.; 138 . 83 9-a04 '480•759" 347.999 7.905 1.66?553
2.7.64 0.70! 1616.379L 1734.545 . 1.321 1 .14.843$
-^^:•i	 2.4.39 3.305'-. 3125 . 930 - .4934.?11-. '•3.000- 3.56?5501823.11 L.,•0.323- 76.844 73.014 '3&1'p  ?.33?657
=	 9- ','230.49' 1•.13.309 2-42 . 876'-, ;?r39+779 -	 1.1797 'J.746333
'13 • •'.''62.11 "';x•202-' 8'38.193- 8.18.193 k.032 1.49244'.9	 » ^^
It ,^ 0.a09'S5$SSSSSS 556555555 P1.C501 SSSSSSSSSSSS
12 '546.11 x'$.926!;	 96.451: 93.176 2.917 -	 1.465577 r;!
13 '169-32. • •ac •$.x305`;	 "364 . 385 • . ?61.142 •1. 1430 l.14?44Er
14' 338.64 1 ' 0.314 '	 . .96.954 188•?53. 11.1.19- . ?1455774
15 .	 T.8 01.11 8.005. 2.64.385 2,39.7771 0.007 1.-1238181. 6 93 .18 0-?03 .884	 434- -416.429 0.903. ?.1'6210!9
17' °- 73 . 48 0.302 _ - . 837.354 K2-368~" a:03P' 7.020833 t^
-J.:.t 8 8$-95 _ 0.0'32- ':732.422 704.887 _;	 a-.133 2.053125
° 19 67.51 • •	 :0.902 "	 - 78'7• -it 5
_
' f 730 -422 .4:0102 _	 1 -.35684T
_	 '20' ^ s.23.38. ."^.-8.391 - ?413.846"''t9T9.92? 5.71.1? ?..882gl3 ^,.	 '"-^.
_at- , 68.56 '0..102 646:552 '551.471 3.903 1.1569601
 'f22 ; t+33,- .''';3«390 18753.090. 9375.037!• tl.983' 1l.3281?5
23 •.:• , $.60 ^'::' @.000 '13625.390 1041 6-667 0«133 t .33593$
24. "'.L4!".48;•;" V3.=0 9T 1464.841- !'420.055 -	 3.30T 2.799716 
R '	 $5 .: `."1'•it° '!1.0113 .13750.10:0 31250.18(3 4.309 4.843750 °:	 _•,	 Y
- No	 _	 ^' 91Q-/AkA fAFPV NFP4 dL/A %FETA
129.55	 ', 3.394 3SS3S355S SSSSSSSSS 1 .114 X55555555555
3D 186+68 17.$05 'SSS35SSS3 SSSSSSSSSS 1.1115	 "3SS5SS35 *S5
SS 37.34 .3.0101 535555555 555555sssS 1.'31!
	 "SSiSS5S5S55
25 1.52 .3.'37. 18751•103 31251.3,31 1.331 1.1i9`111
37 732.05 _3.321 •	 68. 481 57.294 1.1125 1 .47 3541
28 1122.35 ;2.49? -9.-153 {.131 '.11101A
29 696.44- .727 ¢5. ?27 87.373 ).119 1.55P167
30 387 . 31 3.11E 134.892 137.151 x.11? 2,55?9 ?5
31 1-71 1. 111 23 eI7. y 7 1 1 4751. 131 1. V! 1.43	 :1 -4
3? 749.31 1.J21 7t.447 77,035 '.7?1 1.70;917
13 711-i3 1.,,1 c9-'-51 07 -7) '. } 14 1 .21101-77
34 951.52 1.J?7 54.793 63.789 1.3?s? 1.951557
35 53.99 0.332.'• 956.633 ?37.154 "3.?32 1.383134
'36- ` - • 11.74 ' ` ''0.1190-- 3750-133 ..4261.354 a-0939 !.245535'
.`'37 .t _'?t^97 3.301.E :24'67.105 ''5514.796 +1.:3111 ?.7179?J¢3
38 : +	 43'►t6 "`''••.^.aet.' "_-1394.254' -1375.670 7.53'3l 3,137530)39 0.21.78. ' ':@.471 " 4?1 80.233 '2343.759 .3.59t 1-?4199S
4% = Of.Oe !, Q. ia@ SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 3.71(30 ASS555SS5SS3
41- 3.99 _X-3'100 13392'-857 13416.567- 7.323► 1.476563
42 40.9E 3.091-.,? 1041 .667. 1. 17,9.518 -7.192 1--?t5(31313_
-43 ' 40-M. '	 .0.50!' 1953 •! 2-S 1953.1 ?5 1.1391 2.981257!
44' , 260+8$ ^.'	 0.397-' 192.1 . 11 '1 85.277` 0.1139 1 .4?313?.B
\45 .	 806.92 - X1.1?_3 73•199 8^_-455 7.7122 ?.2779014
- 46 712.31 3.02'3 72.674 77.603 1.1323 1-617432
47 38.90 9..031 1339-?86 1373.676 03.191 1.144175
48 117.61' 3.'133 X36-147' t14-195 1.3134 1 .1645`3?
49 9.+741 3.190 aSS555555 353555555 1.911 TSSi535SSSSC
50 11-93. 3.63710 4976.0387 =261 .364 0.1,34 1 •?65615
AV5:3AGE
4.01 .- ND ./A4 EA MFPV P".FH - L/A ' 4FE14
at 4.1'13 8-20f6 SSSSSSSSS 555555585, 	 - 3+0107 SSSSSSSSSSSSSD 332.23 _ '. t a. 'ae9 5lSS55SSS	 SSSSSSS$. ^1.4!99 SSS555555555 i
SE 42.74 ".0.801 'SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSsS 9.3411	 5^.S3SSSSSS55
v..w...^•-_.^




M33 IL TYCO Sa,^'l:
	
1c
C" • 'I •+3 •)4LY
I:.4SI3V :, IGV]23 sF?Ta
. it I 'M S T =? S I?:	 _
.ASM M:I1T AL-)'4(; TH: E4T:2 1.I4? ) TH4 ;ay-lLE
9TH 01T ''1T )ATA :)F/IO=D +Y 111
AVERAG E_ V41N ;?EA = 17.22	 Ill
MAG-833.3 JN1TS-MM CAL- FAC.T32- 3.4031375.I-MIT5/PP•
FRAM-- ARIA- 1 .373.113 .{ _
F,IEL4	 N0. ,140., AR ZA 	 ,MFPV nFPH "IL/A AF?TA •,
.	 l	 •; 0.391 b':.13'i	 SSS553SS5 SSS555SSS 1.9199 sS5555SSSSSS
0.333	 3s3sssss5 sssssssss- 1.191 ;s555sssS5S8' ',1
3' •''8.00, 8.000 SSSSSSSSS sssssssss 0.393 'SSs5SSSs3 MR
13.-73 ., 152.568	 13.393 ar976'' 1.361 3-.009113R
"'. 87.83
`
&248.755 "' 	 4.934- t.'125 1.H53 7.013115
i 8.091,."^"^ 191.9100 sssssssss sssssssss a.aeo'•ESSSSSSSSSSs
^,'
'^;'^ ^.3.78 '''S3'^817 ^	 . _'62.30$'- -, "-i-$59 •9t173^.' )r911`141^l3
1^.341 ' :..^ .8..+3J73^"4fd5S3333 555553555 7..19 f' SSSSSSsSSSs'S
' 9 .•33' •^3:@93,:	 sSSSS555 rSS3^5S3s	 -.- '• , i. 1 i3 IS.sdissssssss
•	 -ts 4:22 60.787.	 43.751.3 14.423 '1.369 1.31101Ft
Et_? *--.44.31 631-I2S	 • • ?6.786 ::	 T•90J 1.421 1.011957
- 12' ` =x; . , 6.58 '. '• 934526
	
..	 t,7.345 5.5H? 3•.2314 ?1.3'411014 til•
13 0.00 _1-30ar ssSS3ssss_s$sss55S3 1*00r5 S56ssssssss5
14 43.50 614.633	 :23 438, 6.466 3.440 4.099183.
M t3 :'	 t 9..84 • r82. i 45;. -:: 18	 417. `: ::2:287 ''.' - !'3.464 - ..a'	 4. f3A$1?17 ti
i tsr; ae -•.^ ^:a3a ssssss^ss.'s

















"•-,_3'.j0^; sssssssss. - sssssssss ^:0a0?.0991 SSSSSS:Sts55CESE5533SSSS .;`^^	 ,R
X21 8.10 %i;A.affa Sssss333 `Ol.vi3_53555SSS5 SS5553R36555
• ^	 ,.^x••'dd`.'. "tii,.^•09 -°i':^_^.'0^l0' ,Sla3SS95s 555555SS5' ,'8.A0B_ SESS ,SSSSSSSS- ^.-• e•^,,rh^.
23 ,:' ..	 <:e:aB ^^, ,.+aa4_-sssssssss sssssssss ^.aas-.w33ssssssss
34 '-	 3t.a9' 8, :' '93.758,y	43. 89+ "1' '5.625 °1.339 't1-7,019116 = ti'"25 5.73 ,$t .509	 37.500 R': 929 91.125 4.01930!!7
4VE7AGIC'
NO: NO. /4:25A	 MFPV MF°H F /A AF _TA
9.18' 133.632	 SSSSS555S s5SS55SS5 9.146 "SSSSSSSSSSS
SD 20.08 285.615 SSsssssss	 ;s3S3555'S 1-145 3533SSSiBSiS
SE 4.02 57.124 SSSSSSSSS SSS555SSS 4.149 s555s5553SSS
_ 26 4•.85 X8.969	 17-145 9.929 3•!47 9.01901945
27 1.92 13-+362	 93.7S1 It -?5'L3 1.73? 1.110014
2E 2.68 18.142	 37.539 11.719 1.099-	 4,11"1119
?9 9.39 3.111	 °55535553 sssssssss 4.111 "SSS55Sz'3sS5
31 3.34 3-733	 5§33sssss SSSSS3sis 1.371 'SSSSSSSSSSS
31 4-J3 0.113	 -'4354555 = Si'ss333 .1-1.1 '333i333'35lz
32 J-33, 3--'103	 353SSSS3T SSSSSSSSS 1.313 TsSSS555SSSS
33 ,3.09 1	 J-300 33SSSSSSS'sssssssss 4.393 3s5Ss5SS4sS*
3 .4 2F.03 '0.9891 SSSSSSSSSi' SSSSSSSSS 1:(3010' .?SS5S3355S55 _
35' S: 3.30. y'$. 1391 sssssssss 'sssssssss Y.93q ss$3..5s5SSy4L
15 .,t 31-91 .	 '452.9178': '} - 11 .129 ^` ,	 ?".7491 ' ^	 459' 0. 9900 3' s
37' 3.•16. ..44.934.. 187 ••500, 1.5.5?S .•:. °,	 0..769 3r.74099b r►335- '. S7,93 -523.447	 _-E5.52S • 4.973'. .','1..'_44_ ?4019355.
39: 85.34` 1?1. 3C748 % #'4fL .9?9„ .2-'163 1.538 i 311014136
43 _291.4le'. 375..5-71-' ' .	 '37.5391- 0'.:748 '°3.1.79 41.."30119-5
r4I'•' ,'	 "5.844 -- -• ^7F 91459`, 	 r:r.-&2.53'3= Z.50$- - • '3. t3? ^	 1'.99190115
•2-•32=	 -4 2?6. 73 T. `, 	 "'93.751 t'5.625- ^°1.341 1.0401394
43 76.39 1085.215:
	
.4.934 t.i7.6- 3.731 4• ?499137
t 44' 43.13 188.797	 17..545 '.?61 0.159 1.111716
' '45 3.33 '3, l q 'J' SSS555SSS ^;55SSSS53 1.111 ;SSSSSsss935
46 4.3.7 61.132	 ?6.786 9-?68 1'•1244 7.11797E
47 14.18 211.582	 1 1 •'?9 +•6 g 9.253 1.41'1'•771
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M03IL TYCJ SAMPLE * l8
OISLOCaTI3V 3 IT3 3VL7
1 -i3IO` ?, IGNJ1E AF=TA
• 7 l MM irt o 3I=;
4	 rqj J2 =_M--iVT ALONG CHL• C_V; =.R -INS 1F - H- iAMPL --
AVctaG_ DISLOCAT'll.4 0 17 -k3EA = 5.93 J3
MAG-8.13.1 ".):NITS-MICRONS ^ AL.
	
F-ACTOZ-	 3.375131	 1N3TS/?a
FRAME AREA- 3-315i35111 34
FIELD	 NJ- '40. /AREA 'AF?V MFPH 1_ /q 3F=T4
1 377.37 3.111 t 17.775 Z13.1 93 1.11 4 1 .596129
2. 541.47 S-315" '.	 73.735 89.128 I..1?2 1.?56127
3 581.96 -2.317• 69.733 '1.1.784 1.1124 1.2t3?41
4 1.07 0.399 SSSS5SSSS 3SSSSSSS'S 3.7419 `•aSSSSSSJ55S
S ` 583..11 3.914 ..'	 9S•194 94.995 1.119 1.395515
5' '.126.51 0.014 292.969 .- 3iS.E57 $.316 '1. 9791 En
1 -7, 339.46  1.03 5 89. 885	 - 93.938 3.31 8 I -7369,+9
`.. 8 3'15.1 6 ;.,^	 3..309 t 39.509 ' • t3B• 889 3.012 1-3117611 
9 263-41. [ 3.337_ 15 01. 4 82 158.361 1.311 1,	 1033
10 `1 1 ' 64 11.089 . • 3759.300 2943.929 7.031 ..+q2l X32
It 1 . 165.1 6 9.085 . 214.041 2712.484 1.1- 18 C;.977155
12 A10.67 a.. 103 343.999 359.1.95 1.395 1.R9111P.
13 346.54 3.7.11 123 . 1 71 127.•	 35 i. 31 9 ; .437779
14 13L.23 334 1,1. 37? ?94.191 .3.995 1 .141911-
15. PST. . 69 8.00,'s 185+277. 1 194.9!36 3.199 0-%12.19
16".':365.43- 0.018.,•.. -I F7. 481 .127:733 ' 7.314 1 .391481
17' 371.40 9.7I1 1.04.461 .1017.883 .0.017 t.138959
18 ,'4: y .68 0.312 96:055 95.6-5`3 0.:318 1.2??913
15	 - '3.77.74 .0.811 93.231 -97.153 63.119. 8.877437
'29 1454.64, a.014I 3t -474 , 70'•72$ 8.7155 1.4!9751
21 1 59 7 .56
-
9=='146 .:- 25• -713 25.53[3 17.167 T-2101490
2? '.- 48' •42'- Q. !1? 92.132 99.734. y1.91.B 1,•3T1767
23.''371.84_. "1.0"-	 11-' -11'9123 . .421 -?91 3014
.
1.340485
24 1` 527.91'' ^'0^a43.;
'
,
•-:	 31.'-116 .' 31.931" - 1.053 ''	 1 .719?95
25 2368.80 13,067 ;'' 21 .522 94 9.0+33 t .7191 u?
• AV--.R4GE
N0- -40.rldEA MFPV MF°H [_/A ^o =T4
539.14 7..315	 SSSSSS=SS	 SSS555555 1.1?1 '» q!zIt s.4 S's
SD 564.13 3.116 SS"SSS SS SSSSSSSSS 1.9?1 =S^SS3'>553SS
11?•8'? 1.113 5553S7SS'S	 S3S33 15	 S5 1.113 'Sf^3.i537;5:
26 1362.23 3•.730 41.759 41 - ?72 1.'143 I -43111 3	 .
27 329.34 3.339 112.397 119.947 1.115 1.1.7?q74
28 3?3.16 3.119 4161•?22 1?3•it 9 -1•114 '	 .1 S?471
29 1642.55 3.747 35.?71 11.449 3.151 1	 1115G9
3 1 3 419.1 5 ?..31 ? 9?.713 74.995 .7t 9 1.117745
31 158.65 3.7173 ?.14.594 ?33.15? 1 . 11; .7711 57
3' ?S3.43 3.308 135.477 1 a3. ; 5 0 •.111 1.99?577
13 395.62 0.711 90. 567 97.555 1•319 1.973313
34 .L41.32 3-3714 '239-353 248.115- 1.337 1-H47797
35 .136.93' „4.034 - -261.972 '244.14t _ T. 037 1.913511
- _3& 296.80- '3.938 - • 1??.?29 1 19.115 1.315 3.951449
37 ''I9L•74 49.995 275.513 '211.189 3.438 1.15597S
38' •'84.1.5 -: 3:332 313.53`6 343.141 1.0114 '1.945444
39 57.59 -0.7312r 582.599 585.93, 3.133 1.725563
1 40 89-71 •:9.033 359.195 172.124 1.x715 3.851141
41 13.62 ..	 3 .133 ` ".1232.759 3024.1 44 x.1'11 3.739891
42, 9.95 3.333 1994• = 91 31?4.194 3.131 1511"? 11
43 151.38 - 3.307 - 153.399 157.199 3.111 1 . ?4R7a4
44 436.41 3-M 9?.547 1191.935 1.711 R 1 • 15910?
45 ?39. 12 1.097 1 54.1 86 167 .1  11 1.31 3 1 .1 45'tt 1
45 723.74 3.•+721 66-154 67.112 1.3? 5 .	 1 - 651 1 R5
47 1437.39 3-043 33.555 12.116 '.351 1.5959 124
48 1459.32 1.442 37.833 36.211 1.345 *p.I1597a
49 814.5-3 71.7?3 53.`^79 i9. 6.37 1.139 1.495177
5(3 793.76 1.023 57.410 .	 '56.348 1. 131. 1.435839
'AVERAGE
NO M0 .4ARE8, YiF°V "FaH •1-/4 1F :T !%	 t
^3!n.• 7 1..314 SSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSS 1.019 +SSSSSSSSSSS
56 51 7.54 3.015 SS'nSSSSSS' 'SSSSSSSS ?.112 '?355553SSS53
3$ T3'-19 3.302 SSSSSSSS3 53553SSSa 3.3913 -SSSS.'SSsSS55
r" _
M)ilL rt• 'o3 iA v -3 _s 9 19	 C^
11/14/7F
-iv ??A6 •i rAt y 421:3 3R-19 ;, I iA
)TH )1r P 1T •)IJI)40 iY 111
31S?7r,A? 13 AF?rA (1?R51)M ?)
141AG-?3'1.9 1VIrS- 1AN ;AL. = a^:T)?-
	
'1. 737175 1v1TS/^?
F1ANE AZ T-4-	 1.177113
FIELD
	
N-). N13•/AISA MFa'/ MF^14 /4 AF?TA
1 I  •74' d4 R. 51? 3-112 1.711 '.1/,1 '.A Ill 11
LAS T. F I E .3	 33LET?D
1 34.84 495.431 5.632 t •234 1.991 '1.141x49
2.. $8..49 435.124 :4.573 ?.259 1.549 1.9r191'1s3
3. 1 7.13 ?43. t 75 12.5971 ' -1. ",46 1'-1 IT 7 1.131T11
4 ,-	 51.21 716-517 8.LST' ;.	 .1.369 9.7Ht 1.?19l'111
S. ,46.36: , 659.399 4.25t 1.5514 14-768. 1.111417
6 -.21.89, 111.?95 9.375 3.753 x•311 1'.111110
7 '	 . 25.38.	 •. 356-691 7.SR4 ?°01'6 3.552 S.a4?1'311
= .35 .23" : 504-961 , 4:934 1:465 3.781 .3.9.33910
>F48•A1 • •'; •685.633 , . %'• 6.'46b' ?_67_'J. 9.851 .1.'14'1911 .:
t 1Zt ,- '"1-9.19
	 + Z'72'. 942. '- -';:'9.,375- ` .	 c?:^.?15 9.499 : ;.39^J996
-At -'< 28.73 438 . 1-5l : ., `,• r,B.9y9k:3F9 ;' .7.765 ., 1.19`393.5
38•'3'4 .543.865 . -;'	 .6:466 :1 .32 13 13.816 '1.9-19a99
13 ; - Z7.2T' 385:95f. ""':7:833 = ^; 3.1'78
	 - -1.171- )1.411 -1
14 =- 70.11 996. 91 6 6.251 1 •!393.. 1.1119 1. 'All ?113
15 5'3-41 716.91i - 4.6111? .7.. 947" t . t.5? 9.1`194119
1.6	 2'7.58' x` 291 .639 11 -1?9 -	 i	 I'-8?9 '	 1 1.55'4 1.1.73"475
17 s,:: 24.3-6 -289. SSA 8^.9?9 '1.43`1•• •' 4.744 ;.19'1444'
- ,lit' .39 s35	 '*1427.30-3 r:.:4y:}6' `{.276 -:r i1i ?96. 19.'3011(1.17
-;19 ~27 49' ,.'•39' s3:99S : .c•3.e67b 44 "1.1+1!13'39
• 3' f .3'3.15- •-1 427 . 323 -.. 506-6 A. 16 13 'T.554 'i.A3:lg1.?
,	 i 35 4T ''- Si l .SSnk `	 4.;b.?.5 13 '•1;.514-c :	 A-0044 '7'$r-91'5711
`:22 26.54 371.825 A.467 '^.3??1' M. - .4.983 ^ .A131.1 f9231 -' 2? al 93•.719
	 = ?.67 "1.419` '	 1.^1394!#R
X34	 .',2. 0.36' j ?89.591 1;3x393 1L136	 A.63 1 'J:37^t115
14 `24.8}," '353.159 :, -'l!.^30 r'1,.?s,)'!... ,.: 4:'337 ^l.3a134'1a
6 3'f 4fi	 532'. 766 ?	 :6.9,44 ' '	 ', :l. `^9^ , x..955 7:$•^1+717?17
N0. 'No./AakA 	 - MF?V hrpm 1r/4 4FrTI
32.22 458.214 7.?31' t•P111 1.719 1. 14''13'19
S) • 1?.?9 174.755' 2.72? 9.747 1-117 1.141114
3. 1.41 34.272 3.534 3.1 47 .1..444 J.11111.31
27 13.76 195.751 13.711 ?.51'3 1.427 1.1111114
28 14.51, 2'1 6.3-46 8.919' 4.167 1.299 '1	 17
?9 41 -97' 596.839 ?. F95 1.736 1.779 I-Il lll4
3a 34.34 488.369. 4.934 1.769 1.564 '1.11'1017
.31 1.63 37.334 45.Q75 11.719 1.199 1.111111
32 1.31 T. 337 ^SSS;;;SS SS ;g jQ;;t 1.111 'S;'i=;"-"--
33 3.37 ?-3)3 555eSS5;; 5355C'iSi ".391 SS;i4';=;S';
14 3.33 47.4?4 45. R75 ?l.	 i° '. 15 ,; .1111-
15 1 °•» ?63. 863 7.913 .1-361 t'.av9' 1.711119
. 36 18.38!; 261.338 ?:5•.1159. '-2.75T _ 1.451` 3.R13C71?
37 33152' 476.765.', r	 5'.859•'.x•`' ?.435~ .1.499 1.'19731T
36- :.44.24 ''.'628.623: 4.'573', 1:=2Sg x.885 4.591,301 a
-39•1 :; ..68.46' - 97 -J.- 7t a ';	 x':799 !2F.91-%,. ' 1-264 :101019311 AS 37°21	 ,529.234 3;. 99 6• 2:-134. 3,592' s	 -1.31113A
4L ^17.95:. 255.?$4 6.'250.. --•115.208 :3.293 "•	 'q-19C1114
42 '1.89 '• '.7411' 'I9.754 9.523 •. 1-.149 .3.341'1044
43 :-	 a-a3 +3.1190- 30.S93555 S3f3555.3S a-317* 55.555SS515353
44• - 2.34•` "33.298 37.531 '-18.753 1.169 q.311111.
145 : :1 . 7.56 2+19.734• 6.9144; '3.9716 1.144 a.9a0^115 -
46.' 7.95- 113.111 8.5?i 6.695 "1-?19 1.1"113`16
47 3.33 3.13.3.333"1MSS SSSi;S_SS 3.111
49 3.•1'7 1.914 si7 v sir53 SS53SS5S1 .1 .1 1 1 '•3iSi4>SSS;=S
49- 1.13 1.433' i'S33S55•SS SSS'SSS.SSS 3.3'7!1 T,SS?S;Sic555
58 .7143 '3.112!7 SSSS53555 SSSiSSSSS 1.119 r3535i3SS;53
• 4V^?4GE •
N0. N0./A?E". MF2V MF;iK L/A AFETA
- 24+40 347.385 SSSSSSSSS SSSSS55SS
	 - • 1.516 *SSSSSSSSSSS
50 IT.15	 . x46.815 S>555i555rS5SSiiSSS 1-.342 iSSiSSSSSSSS




N11-1 1L TY^.J SAM°L	 1 19 ."L	 1	 5 - 6R5 f 1 R - 41 - 1 ) i'3 -:r	 . A1)14LJC4r1JV 'irS )NLY
M54SLt3mR: wr %L34G rwc ., v4	 ti 1_1V?	 IF r " It '•1443Li
.31	 11M	 Sr??	 SIPg
1V£2AG? ')is oiArij %i it 3231	 5.	 1
N AG-911.1 14th- A 13tMi ;AL•	 r '1^r)!- -17 -11)	 V1P i/aa
4 d1 m1: it-? A-	 3. 113-: 1 111 14i
IELJ +l). v3-/14 %I 31 $4 L/1 1F4.TA,
1 3461.70 3.198 24.144 ?8.619 1.171 4.411117
2 1239.35 4-035 66.821 533449 1* 119 3.499593
3 2429.43 a-169 34.627 977 1.161 1.9346644 ?676.44 3.376 33.644' 21 •471 9.7175 '1.869703?5 .2314:34 ' 1:466 213.619 [?5.914 1.159 N7163RR
6 2919.43 A-389. $7-444,. 35.127 .1.4 SIR 4. 918941
7 3198.87 1-497 '"	 '2'x.844 ?1'.24? 1.971 i.731"154
8 t 971.73 140656''- . 33.869 12.117 .7.351 ?.S,1911149 Q2.47.1.7 9.044." •, 39.999 434-il4, *-367 "it 55??
19 936.34 2%426 944.113!	 '	 ' 61.946 1.431 4.1614411	 .
'	 1 ' 1	 ' 792-SB 3'J:?J -• -1'dS967/i 50.-649 1,124 1.534990
l2^ '	 551.51' dJt6.' 119.732. 57.137 1.'129' i.55aA^13
13' " ..31 9-Q5 3.739 I87.3Td IE1.57i1 1.11? 1 .71577114 •619.96 13-4t8 ?,73.994 7?.-787', *.121 1.?17112
15. • 1541 •13 0-343 41-191 'i5.906 9.?156 1 .959901
1	 t6 . 468.30 11.'D13 16,3.899 95.178 x-113 1.7175?117 3113.68 r 0.3719 ?S°.695 111.44P • 1-,111 1-?4'7171?
i8 12'45.119 4-135 ,'59.S69 35.907 1.719 .,17a:Taq
19 466t.11 4.O!r47 t	 : 51 -1613 51 •;?SR 1'0131 4.67?A65
>Ya' 2761.73 x.979'.• '. 33 • ,.45 y3-•19M '4.3671 5.563714931 5199-61 4.!038 ;• 'f 2'6.932^. 15.591 14.9199 a-6001 RA
?2 332.64' 0.4309' .' . t54-448 69.599 1.11 l 1 . RSMI 53
23 8225.28 'a.a63 ' 7 9.593 2'8.705 '1'.956 1.197179
84 3842.08' -all	 9'! ,\. ?	 .42-541' It .7a? 1'0372 4.9117,64	 ,^	 -
-9!1 4: at 4-531, Tt:347 ;g:;It3 5.31664•?
2 915+47' .:^aZ& ^ " I. 1.55.21 S ' QFl.37'4 3.^187 71336 44
" 'N0. •^0- /A4y4
V
~ MFPJ +^FPt^1 0/4\ AFTTA
ISW4.59 a-95t 91.4lS 4R-817 91.741 :1.45Q16R
SD !?57.39 3-A36 67.-74 37.144 1.1?F 1 .56116.1SE 146.69 a.41T 13-152 3.91'1 .1.115 .1.91 E? 114
?7 1173.43 70?16 ?11.149 11.'71 1. 131 •1.104175
38 736.43 1.131 ?91.Za7 X0.14; 1.110 14.113411
39 ?777.3; 4..179 ?7.616 ?5.1714 `.1c? 7:57'1	 34131 1695-98 •••1.348 47.461 4?. Q?4 1.117 ► .1A4,711
31 1764.72 3. 141 -	 39.3 118 19.414 1.441 1.7161113
31 7•-36,'33 4.?66 12.191 1 1.4 31 1.116 1.77475?
31 4991 .51 3.119 11.451 ?1. 41 4 1 . 171 11. 9 411;10
14 11196.41 7.?91 11..39? 13. 311 1. t i; 1 8.7;+3797
LASr F15LO 1EL3T-1
34 4431-32 3-1 36' 16. 1S.3. ' 1 6. 479 1.199 1.5797 V
35 5183.38 8,.147 ,;	 15.371 15.3168 1.1317 14. 651RIT
36 4154.7'2 3.1"1^; % 1'9.438 1 9+:174 1.183 4.4997116
77 .. 3129.25• a.8891 ,•• irs.':169 as. P>_ ^4. 160 ' 6.879943
38' • 886.6d•, 0-'3214.:. ^..!94.151 71.293• x'1.834" ?:264311
39 t 7039.25 7-051' 5649 . 36.4,.58• 4.4191. A. 688811
48 '1A5lS• •¢ 90997 ..	 ! '!18.705 19..3011 1.174 4.910R7R
41 369151.11'• • 3-•I'9S •"19.683 21'.777 3.174 i. 1 G_M g9 1
42 2'!'23.94 3.777. ?2.949 "11 .714'? 1.377 >. RS•1?15
43 2386.79 0.9611 *	 '•?4.953 13.13R 1.169 ?-1(179R^1
44. 3594.34 13.192 .22.514 22.0031 1.072 4.511RI
45 44113.96 l.l'?T 19.993 1R.97R 1.3al ',.4R9??9
46 6 .151.31 a-171 17.,345 17.559 1.10c1 7.49619?
47 1716.44 1.377 20.?57 ?1.-19 1.1¢1 109171i?
JS 7914.53 1.125 13.944 11.451 .145 ;.415711
49 7799.43 11.022 9.749 11.394 1.158 ).141?199
53 6943.4:1 1.198 13.653 15.635 1.111 7.7079116
AVERAGE.
N0.. NO.:	 A g E4 MFP11 ." • • MFPH L/A 1F£TA
'2759.08 _	 0.07 . 9 63.657. 37.3514_ •4.159" m. R0171134SD 11 991--0? 3.1511 ,• 69.'in d6. 3303 1.347141
?81.57 • T-1138' 9.784 1.139 1.1.15 1..1711305
r_-^jIM►..w.1.: ^..)♦r-a+iM^a^u.	 w , ww..u+	 WY
:ID
04r: 12/14/78
Moim rYC) SAmaL- ► '.l JAL • i - iRS-tlR-il-I 1 iRS. .4
rw i,%,s ONLY
N_•IS m--mE,Vr 4L]NG rHc : T NT %^Z LIV? IF rR- i4M °Ls 1VLY
.31 ^:a 3 r :? i 1 ?:
Irk! ) 1 r 3 i 54 r 0I •^I).3 1Y 111
4JSi•7GE- rtdlV AR--- q n ' -17.•3.3 r 113
^MAG-83 31 . 1 •JNIrS -MM CAL. FACTOR- 11011375	 IV I r5/'Q
FRAME 49_4- 3•-370313 ;, +
FIELD NO. NO• /Q.?EA lM?'p'V MFRH L/4' ArFTA'
1 12.49 ' 177.64? :	 ,15.625 4.1691 C). ?51 1.71AqqA6
r	 2 13.36 1139.142 7.41?-, 4.5011 4.46+1 9.444416
'	 3 25.53 363.132 13.393' '1-524 -1.663 4.Aaggq,%
a ± 33.83 483.692 7.011 4.339 C-797 1 .11A'1'IS
5 . A2.3d 317.1132 8.15 a ..,.•'.'.2.444 3.'477 1017 1^,•19b $7:75 ' 399. •915. ' ;1.81 3 20S7, 1. 4.11 3,Z3 	 19 `
'	 7 24016' '•	 1'49•.,76?'. !: ; :: 9:, ^S -	 8'.107 'a.5I 7 1.40101'18
43 .13 •	 :.61 3 .435 ,	 T.50^J .. 1ti a 19 1 +	 1 .14:1 4.040047 .	 ^.
'9	 - it .61R . - t err 9 - let ^"S.51, S 'Y.042' 1.079 a-0'3941?
^@ ,e1.52 :391••346' :.,	 b:?50 `:, i 1 .R94 A- 601:3 ''•113071311 .•>r	
.,•ti.
'It 12.49 - 27 y•647 .30.417 ^• '1.989 ;1. 893 - A.1 2la,1 ,,T7 , +12. 51 333 7?5. 741 •'	 /3r 989 1..70R T .1 .17 1.133([ 111
13 28.94 297.823 _ 7. 913 -2.137 '3.516 1.4011113g7 1
14 46.41 ' -	 574.741 4.261
,
. 1 . I M9 1 .3 43 • 7q 73119
15 $.831 ;	 7.N.143 55SSSSTSS SSSSSSSS ,, 1.41'1 ^35553SStSSS
35 : ^6.87>'^ ? .	 1.7U6 18-75%3- .:	 :•• 6..046 . ., 3.1 63 •4+4393397
t7 .'r ;4v g9''- :',^q^491_ 1'4.403• 4v 444 3.19 , .	 '• .R*81311
: ^ •_ te ^.E2. 64•3ST 33.438 9.37S'• 16147 ^. -1.4gfT913
:, 19 ^'•	 3.33' •+	 at:n0 SSSS3SSS4 sss9SS52S ,. 46'109 SSSSSSS$SSSS :t-,;^
r eel 9.Ia •	 •303- 59ESS555s SS455S6SS 1.010 °SSSSSsissss 1 " r
0 2l.	 ..	 • 17 • •• 30. 82, 7 3-1.519 -- . 31 .150 1,60153 3.1^39:3:39
22', O-40 `	 .1.13@ii'SE5535Ss5 SSSssss54 3.04'1 4t;S5SSSSSsS5
x •23: =	 •''9}.99 ^,'= ;^.F1A0!sssssSSSi . SSsssssss"..	 3.9'1' -, tSSSSSSS5S34 y
t+$,4 ^ `^d:Jd ;1' ^' 9:1102! .s$Sussss SS3bS55S,S' + •	 "3.^lL1 aJ t $ SSSZSS554S
?S ,r-76 ".=185:IT8a- :. 37.590 2b:78h . ` ..1:053 -	 l.a?lA0^I?: '.
26 4:22 b0.06T . =	 •37.514 t1.719 a.tat 1.91WIC1g3 -
N7- N0./4154 MF^V NFaN L/9 4FST1
17.11 143,311	 ssssS55S5 SSSSSSSSS 1..191 tSSSSg4SCg3S
5D 19.78 ?51.339 SSS5S5 g S5 SSSS gKSS g 1.155 'gtggSigStZC
34 3.57 1	 51-153	 +7535 r I S g 'S S g i SStC . 1 .171 'g•C¢`S;irTt:
27 14.72 951 .6.37 7.913 ?.337 4.495 1.1113117
38 16.75 338.155 A. 163 1.'2R7 1.557 19311.117
29 w.53 35.529 46-R75 15.615 1.169 7.'311199
31 ?6.5? 177•?19 4.175 ?.1113 1.557 1.1.11111
31 is. -1? 355.817 7.911 '-1 R1 1.515 1.118117
33 5.11 71.i?6 ?1.414 9.775 11 1?R 1. 11111	 1
33• 19.65 ?79.133 11.719 ?.641 ^. A!7 1.^1111a34 5.49 $5.186 _18.'!51 7.5-11 1.1 ii 1.'Z3	 114
35 . 7.85 I!19.316 - x '•15.6?5 '1.x+89 0.253. 1.01 f M115
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